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FOREWORD

The story of modern architecture of the 1920s and the 1930s in America has come of late under scrutiny. Scholars no longer accept a simplistic differentiation of a moderne skyscraper sponsored mainly by the Architectural League of America and an "international style" championed by the Museum of Modern Art. We are learning that the development was complex and the crosscurrents rich. A number of books recently published, or about to be published, wisely choose to follow a monographic pattern, studying architects and even buildings individually. We still need a few years of such work before anyone can attempt a summation of those crucial inter-war decades.

George Fred Keck was probably the first architect to design in "the new manner" in Chicago. Regrettfully, the Miralago Ballroom of 1929, "catering to the young set of automobilizing, jazz-dancing night life," is no longer standing; neither is the stunning Crystal House of the Chicago Century of Progress International Exhibition; its companion, the House of Tomorrow, was floated on a barge across Lake Michigan to a new location where it still stands altered and almost forgotten last time I saw it. But happily the story is not so universally grim. Countless other Keck buildings still stand—including his own apartment building in Chicago—and it is a wonderful story they tell.

That story is not linear, however. Stylistically, it expresses the modern at times, the moderne at others, and even a Wrightian organicism at some others. The expression of a universal idea through a consciously sought stylistic continuity was never an artistic aim for Keck, but as it makes him interesting it defines him as an American architect. Asked why he never wrote "about architecture," he was quick to answer that he was "no Hemingway, just an architect," a pithy statement worthy, in fact, of a Hemingway character.

Boyce's work is the final, comprehensive link in a chain of events pertaining to the Keck literature. That chain of events began in 1974 with Stuart Cohen and Stanley Tigerman's Chicago Architects exhibition; continued with Jeffrey Dean's interest in the firm's archives (which led to the deposit of the firm's archives in the State Historical Society of Wisconsin); and led, in 1980, to my own Keck and Keck, Architects exhibition and catalog at the Elvehjem Museum of Art of the University of Wisconsin, Madison, and the subsequent bequest to the museum of the furniture of the "House of Tomorrow," which, unfortunately, has never been exhibited. Boyce became my student shortly afterwards, and chose the architecture of George Keck as his dissertation topic. Out of that exercise issued this book, which, I hasten to say, is by no means a "published dissertation." Boyce's effort is a most welcome addition to the literature of this area. It brings a fresh midwestern dimension to a field dominated geographically by New York, California, and Miami Beach, and typologically by the skyscraper. Boyce casts new light on midwestern modern residential architecture and on the relationship of that architecture to the wider American and international picture as well. I am confident that, besides making new knowledge public, it will open new avenues of research in the history of American modern architecture and its ever-present, exciting dialectic of the autochthonous and the foreign.

Narciso G. Menocal  
Buell Fellow, Columbia University  
Professor of Architectural History  
University of Wisconsin
George Fred Keck, principally a residential architect, consistently incorporated technical experimentation that forced new solutions to building and made improved ways of living. Frequently, technical innovations and new materials almost completely dictated the appearance of his projects, but for the client to be satisfied and comfortable, Keck believed the innovations had to be livable. He engineered functional innovations into his designs with such developments as large-scale fixed windows in south walls, adjustable ventilating louvers beside those windows, an evaporating sheet of water on a flat roof to cool the house during summer months, forced hot water or air in radiant heating floors, a compact built-in kitchen, and extensive built-in storage throughout the house. Keck proposed that an architect ought to abandon emotion and tradition, and attack the facts and needs of contemporary construction; only by so doing would he give the client the best possible living accommodations.

The Century of Progress International Exposition, 1933–34, was instrumental in introducing modern architecture to the American public, as was the 1932 traveling exhibition of the Museum of Modern Art, International Exhibition of Modern Art. During the 1930s and especially at the Century of Progress, Keck built buildings that were influenced by the formal sophistication of Art Deco and the International Style. Reduction of form, emphasis on surface planes, and interest in open interior volume indicated Keck’s link with European architecture. While European architects sought societal transformations with their work, Keck was more interested in engineering the modern house as an architecture that organically fit the individual client’s needs, not as a cold impersonal universal machine for living.

In the major twentieth-century architectural surveys—Pioneers of the Modern Movement from William Morris to Walter Gropius by Nikolas Pevsner (1936) and Space, Time and Architecture by Sigfried Giedion (1941)—only the Chicago School and Prairie School in American architectural development merited discussion; Pevsner and Giedion proposed that during the twentieth century America had nothing to offer the architectural student until Walter Gropius and Mies van der Rohe came to the United States. The office of George Fred Keck (who formed a partnership with his younger brother William in 1946) should have been included in these two surveys. This small office gave America its first glass houses—the House of Tomorrow and the Crystal House—at Chicago’s Century of Progress International Exposition of 1933–34. These houses were based on the concepts of prefabrication, which had been a major focus in expositions since the Great Exhibition of Industry of All Nations of 1851, and which played a primary role in Keck’s residential architecture during the 1940s.

Keck and Keck’s International Style technology and aesthetics were later merged with an American organic vernacular—stick, shingle, and prairie style residential architecture. The combination of these two styles was based on construction and aesthetic principles that Keck examined, analyzed, accepted, and then incorporated into an eclectic but highly personal architectural statement.

Other architects were also involved with Americanizing the International Style and making it palatable to the public. Gropius, William Lescaze, Marcel Breuer, Richard Neutra, and Rudolf Schindler, all naturalized Americans, were but a few involved with this transition. It was Keck, however, who consistently designed and built residences that combined a European machine aesthetic with Wright’s organic aesthetic to accommodate the tastes and pocketbooks of post-Depression and post-Second World War Americans.
This eclectic style was incorporated in the Usonian projects developed in the 1930s by Frank Lloyd Wright, but it was Keck’s mass-produced Green’s Ready-Built that made a Usonian-type product available to a wider public.

Passive solar heating was an idea discussed and employed by Europeans during the 1920s and 1930s; Wright was also aware of its merit. However, it was in the design of the Chicago Housing Project (1932) and during the construction of the House of Tomorrow (1933) that the effects of passive solar heat were first observed by Keck. The use of large windows facing south, which trapped solar heat and light, became an integral part of Keck’s residential work and made him the leading American involved in solar architecture.

Though in later years Keck designed and built commercial buildings and very large public housing projects, it was in designing high-quality solar residences, which combined the aesthetics and engineering of the International Style and organic architecture, and in laying the ground work for their acceptance that he most influenced American architectural design.
FROM WATERTOWN, WISCONSIN TO CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

At the turn of the century Watertown, Wisconsin was a small rural community settled predominately by German Lutherans who formed the fertile rolling terrain of the Rock River Valley northwest of Milwaukee. The town was characterized by simple buff-colored brick and timber houses. Because of abundant waterpower, Watertown became the center of a lumber industry that shipped goods to Milwaukee and Chicago by rail during the mid- and late-nineteenth century. The lumber industry attracted the town’s most prominent nineteenth-century citizen, John Richards, who built the famed Octagon House (1854) using Orson Fowler’s architectural concepts.1

George “Fred” Frederick Keck was born to Fred George and Amalie Henze Keck in Watertown on 17 May 1895, the oldest of five sons.2 The Keck home stood on Water Street at the banks of the Rock River and its yard afforded a view of the Octagon House. George Fred Keck’s grandfather, John, was a cabinetmaker who had fled Germany during the German-Prussian War of 1848. He settled in Watertown and began a furniture-manufacturing business, which is still partly owned by the Keck family. From the time he was a youngster, Fred was interested in construction. As a boy, he built a canoe and a small sailboat from packing crates salvaged from the family store. At home he and his brothers worked in the kitchen and the family garden. Amalie Keck taught her sons about the simple pleasures—good food and nature—and introduced them to Froebel Kindergarten education. This German pedagogy was first introduced to America in Watertown in 1856 by Margarethe Meyer Schurz, a pupil of Froebel.3

The Kecks were financially secure and determined to educate their children. Their five sons completed primary and secondary schooling in Watertown, where they received a standard turn-of-the-century academic education; their high school manual training classes taught them drafting and a knowledge of and respect for tools. With his father’s encouragement, Fred decided to attend college for an engineering degree. After his 1914 high school graduation, Keck enrolled for a year in the civil engineering program at the University of Wisconsin, but in 1915 left Madison to attend the architectural engineering program at the University of Illinois, where he could better exploit his aesthetic and artistic temperament.4 In 1918 Keck’s college education was interrupted by his enlistment in the army. He served as a lieutenant in the United States Coastal Artillery stationed in France during the last part of the First World War.5 Upon returning to the Champaign, Illinois campus in the fall of 1919 he took courses in the practical aspects of building construction and completed his degree. Keck was a member of the Alpha Rho Chi Fraternity during his years at the University.

After graduating in 1920 as an architectural engineer and while preparing for his architectural licensing exam, Keck worked six months as a designer/draftsman for the Gypsum Company in New York City. An enthusiast of the arts, he partook of the city’s theatre, opera, and architecture. Illustrations of Prix-de-Rome and Beaux-Arts buildings fill Keck’s sketchbooks from this period and show his interest in classical details. His drawing style is similar to that found in contemporary periodicals, especially Architectural Record.6

While in New York Keck proposed to Lucile Liebermann, a hometown girl who was working at the New York Public Library. Lucile, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert B. Liebermann, was a childhood friend whose German-Jewish family had settled in Watertown in the late 1800s. Her mother’s family, the Bellacks, had come from Vienna and owned and operated a men’s clothing store in Milwaukee. She received her training in library science from the University of
Wisconsin, where she won numerous scholastic and honorary awards. In 1920 Keck returned to Wisconsin and passed his licensing examinations in Madison and Chicago. In 1921 he married Lucile and the young couple moved to Chicago.

Chicago in the 1920s was a major metropolitan center and the site of prolific building. Keck wanted to be a part of the construction boom. Working in Chicago kept him close to his family and free to enjoy the opera, theater, and other fine arts that were vital to the city's life.

After working as a draftsman for a number of Chicago architects, Fred Keck opened a private practice at 612 North Michigan Avenue in 1926. Keck was "very much the romantic image of an architect. Tall and lean in his white linen suits replete with white shoes, white shirt, and black bow tie" he was an imposing, successful, charming, and attractive man who enjoyed life and even took vicarious pleasure in the family lives of his young clients. He made the initial client contacts and preliminary design sketches, personally signed office correspondence, escorted clients to job sites, and even entertained them when they visited Chicago. But as his practice grew he found he needed assistance in the daily running of the office.

During the 1930s, Keck's office grew. His brother William joined in 1931, after completing his architectural degree at the University of Illinois; Robert Bruce Tague, Fred Keck's chief draftsman, was in the office from 1934-44, 1946-57, and intermittently during the 1960s; Ralph Rapson came from Cranbrook in 1938 and stayed until 1945, when he left for private practice; and Robert Paul Schweikher (the most Wrightian of the associates) worked with Howard Fisher on the General Houses projects of 1933-34 and collaborated with Keck on war housing during 1941-42.

William Keck was responsible for keeping the office running smoothly. He also would "sweat the design details" so that Fred's ideas could be realized in built form. William did most of the on-site inspections, wrote follow-up site reports and specifications, and kept up with newly marketed construction products. After World War II, William returned to the office in March 1946 to become a full partner with his brother in May of that year. The practice, known as George Fred Keck, William Keck, Architects, continued to employ a stream of young draftsmen. After 1948, William's initials and those of young drafting apprentices appeared on the plans. Fred Keck "was glad to get young sympathetic draftsmen who could draw up what he wanted, but then he was one of the only architects in Chicago who was doing modern architecture." For his young employees "it never was like working but was almost like Fred Keck was subsidizing them,...paying them for having fun." One of the most important draftsmen and designers was Robert Bruce Tague. "Fred could believe in Bob and Bob reinforced Fred's own thinking."9

Tague (1912-84) joined Keck in May of 1935, while William was in Phoenix, Arizona helping construct an adobe house for a fraternity brother's parents, the A. E. Chapmans. As far as Tague was concerned, "Keck was the only major architect in Chicago doing modern. There was nothing else modern to look at except the Art Deco office buildings of Holabird and Root. The other good work being done in America was mostly by Lescaze, Neutra, and a few other Europeans."

Tague began his M.F.A. thesis (a housing development layout and site plan) after receiving a postgraduate scholarship at the Armour Institute and requested Fred Keck as a consultant. With William in Arizona, Fred asked Tague to be the office boy. He accepted the offer using the drafting tables for his independent thesis, answering the phone, and keeping the office open. He began drawing on Keck projects during that summer, but in the fall of 1935 went to Texas in an unsuccessful attempt to find a job. An invitation by Keck brought him back to the Chicago office where he assisted with the 1936 Bertram J. Cahn House. He stayed on as draftsman until he was called into the army in 1944. According to Tague, "Ideologically, Fred Keck was absolutely the designer, but as far as process was concerned, Keck did less and less work on the drafting board. All the rough parts of the design were mine."12

After viewing Henry-Russell Hitchcock and Philip Johnson's traveling International Exhibition of Modern Architecture in 1932, Tague became an International Style enthusiast. In that show he discovered a "style" broad enough to be universal and adaptable over
long periods of time to new materials, methods, and functional requirements— with rules, as Louis Sullivan might have said, “so broad as to admit of no exception.” Tague advised students at Armour Institute, the New Bauhaus, and the Chicago School of Design to study the exhibition catalogue. Whereas “Fred Keck was more romantic and loose, and relied on the organic nature of the site and the individual family needs, [Tague] tended to be crisp, thin, delicate, slick, and more elegant” in his designs. Tague “struggled to keep the Keck designs from being too far out [and made them] more contained to an International Style purist vocabulary.” After World War II Tague remained in Paris and in 1945 became secretary and typographer to a modern art committee called Continuity. The group included, among others, Gertrude Stein, Jean Arp, Le Corbusier, and Constantin Brancusi and was devoted to the “unity and synthesis of the major arts [and a better] understanding of the creative and aesthetic developments of the modern period and their relationship to technique and production.”

Ralph Rapson completed his graduate studies with Eliel Saarinen at Cranbrook Academy of Art, and in 1940 went to Chicago to start a private practice. He worked part time with Paul Schweikher before being asked by Fred Keck to join his office staff. He worked off and on with Keck from February 1941 to January 1944 until taking over the Chairmanship of the Department of Architecture at the Institute of Design (1942–46) upon Fred Keck’s resignation of the post.

Rapson later taught at M.I.T. He wrote:

"Working in the Keck office was relaxing and rewarding...Fred was a realist who was able to assimilate traditional technology with higher technology...while Fred seldom "designed," we all knew his general approach and, of course, always discussed the projects at length. Fred acted as the design critic offering advice and direction....Robert Tague worked...as his chief designer [and] while Fred was the guiding genius, disciplinarian, and innovator, Bob Tague was the principal design influence.

Bertrand Goldberg was a frequent visitor to the Keck office in the mid-thirties. Although never hired as a draftsman, he was, by his own account, “tutored” by Keck. When he was nineteen years old, Stanley Tigerman worked as a draftsman in the Keck office and took night classes at the Institute of Design under Robert Tague in 1949 and 1950. Tigerman’s initials can be found on only one Keck project, a concrete block and fir-sided house for John Frets to have been built at Dune Acres, Indiana.

Keck was at all times the principal and guiding force of the office, but because the office was small and daily contacts were congenial, the abilities and designs of young associates were encouraged, constructively critiqued, and often reworked for incorporation in client projects as can be seen in the Crystal House and the Kellett and Pioneer Cooperative."
An East Coast lawyer, John Richards built the Octagon House to impress the public and to serve as a functional dwelling for both family and laborers. Because of the proximity of his lumber business, the house was built above the mill and the river valley. The octagonal shape wrapped around the cantilevered spiral staircase and utility core, which provided access, ventilation, heating, and water to all rooms of the house. Its upper floor was designed as sleeping quarters for the numerous mill hands. The four walls of the stairwell were hollow and allowed heated air from the basement furnace to circulate through the house. With the southwest basement window open and a northeast window of the cupola open, a natural draft cooled the house in the summer. Water on the sloped roof was collected in a cistern, then piped to the basement. There it coiled through the kitchen stove, was heated, then, by the pressure of the water in the cistern, was pushed up to the lavatories and bathtub, giving running water to the family and residents. Many rooms had built-in storage walls. The Octagon House was an ingeniously designed practical house that was well-known to Fred Keck and his brother William, who were interested in its historic preservation. Kevin Johnson, "The Natural Thing to Do," Chicago Reader (27 November 1981): 9, 29; Walter Creese, "Fowler and the Domestic Octagon," The Art Bulletin 28 (June 1946): 89–102.

2. Children of Fred George Keck and Amalie Henze Keck: Meta, a daughter, died as an infant; George Fred (1895), John (1897), Karl (1898), William (1908), Pete (Earnest) (1910), and Albert (1912, died as an infant).

3. Margarethe Meyer Schurz and her husband Carl, a German revolutionary political, taught for a while in England before they came to the United State. They settled in Watertown, where Mrs. Schurz continued her private teaching in German in a small wood-frame school house on Second Street. She passed her ideas on to Elizabeth Peabody, who became an active disciple of the Froebelian method. The historic wood schoolhouse was moved to the backyard of the Octagon House in 1956. Watertown Historical Society brochure.

4. In 1873 Nathan C. Ricker became the first graduate from the University of Illinois to receive a professional degree in architecture. That same year, he was appointed Head of the newly formed Architectural School, the first of its kind in the United States, and served as its chairman until 1910. He also served as Dean of the College of Engineering from 1878–1906. There he introduced (ca. 1890) the first course in America in architectural engineering that met the needs of training students for constructing and designing steel-frame buildings. With his friend Dankmar Adler he pressed the Illinois legislature to create and empower a Board of Examiners to regulate and license architects. Illinois was the first state to do so in 1897. Wisconsin did not pass such a bill until 1917. Turpin C. Bannister, The Architect at Mid-Century: Evolution and Achievement (New York: Reinhold Publishing, 1954), 97–99, 422–423. Ricker was still on campus but L. H. Provine was the new Department Head when Fred Keck enrolled at Illinois. After graduation, William Keck took an evening structural engineering course from Armour Institute, the second (1893) architectural school to be founded in the Midwest. Interview with William Keck, 20 July 1983.

5. Fred Keck kept a diary for the 14 months he was in the service. Most of the entries are written about daily life: i.e., stationed at Fort Hamilton, New York; Pratt Institute visits; Metropolitan Museum; Ziegfield Follies; a good piano on the ship to France; adored Paris; involved with intelligence work while in Paris (police duty and censored letters); and a few battle descriptions. Keck still has possession of this diary.

6. In one notebook there are quotes taken from articles by and about Leonardo da Vinci, John Ruskin, and Julien Gaudet. There are lists of Prix de Rome designs and there are numerous pen and ink drawings that must have been taken from periodical illustrations: i.e., Gilbert’s Detroit Public Library; a U.S. Post Office by J. G. Rogers; McKim, Mead and White’s Fine Arts Museum of Minneapolis; Low Library at Columbia University; Metropolitan Club in New York; and Boston Public Library. Correspondence file, box 3, M73-431, State Historical Society of Wisconsin, Madison (SHSW).


9. Interview with Buford Pickens, 27 July 1985, St. Louis, Missouri.


13. Tague was a postgraduate critic for the junior class architectural students at the Armour Institute, and taught drafting classes from 1939 to 1943 at the New Bauhaus and Chicago School of Design during evening hours. Interview with Tague, 22 July 1983; correspondence from Tague to David Joselit, 6 November 1981.


16. Correspondence with Ralph Rapson, November 1984. Ralph Rapson’s initials first appear on project 263 in February 1941, and are not seen again after January 1944 on project 307. He worked on most of the major Keck projects during those years: i.e., Rice, 263; Quenneville, 273; Greven, 276; P. Keck, 277; Sloan, 298; Solar Park Houses; Green’s Ready-Built, 306; and Haugley,
307, for which he was a Keck associate. Keck Architectural drawings, vault, SHSW.

17. Correspondence from Ralph Rapson, November 1984. Ralph Rapson (1914– ), was born in Michigan, received his B.A. in Architecture in 1938 from the University of Michigan, and, after leaving Chicago to teach along side Bill Wurster at M.I.T. (1946–54), he opened a private practice in Cambridge. He was Head of the School of Architecture at the University of Minnesota from 1955–84 and continues a private practice, Ralph Rapson and Associates, Minneapolis. Muriel Emanuel (ed.). Contemporary Architects (New York: Saint Martin’s Press, 1980).


19. After Stanley Tigerman failed out of M.I.T., William Wurster found him a job in the Keck office. Tigerman said, “While I worked at Keck’s office during the day, I enrolled in the Institute of Design. Robert Tague taught the night school class in which I was enrolled. It was the same Bob Tague that sat behind me at Keck’s office who was responsible for my day-to-day architectural education….It always interested me that Fred Keck’s criticism [in the drafting room] stopped short at Bob Tague…it seemed as if Tague were someone very special indeed. Certainly he was very different from Keck in that his buildings were always more classically contained than Keck’s.” Cohen and Tigerman, “George Fred Keck: 1895–80,” 56–57. Tigerman was born in Chicago, September 1930, went to M.I.T. (1948–49), worked with Keck and went to the Institute of Design (1949–50), and worked for S.O.M. and Paul Rudolph. He was Chief of Design for Harry Weese (1961–62) and a partner with N. Koglin (1962–64) before he opened his own office, Stanley Tigerman and Associates, in 1964. Emanuel, Contemporary Architects.

Chicago’s post-World War I economic prosperity produced an enormous quantity of construction. During the twenties, parts of Daniel Burnham’s Plan of Chicago were implemented, downtown and North Michigan Avenue experienced unplanned expansion, and Chicago was transformed into a vertical city. Many tall office buildings were erected between 1921, when the North Michigan Avenue Bridge was completed, and 1930, when national and local economic conditions curtailed major construction projects. The 1930 Michigan Square Building was the last important North Michigan Avenue building erected before construction resumed after World War II. This 1920s Chicago architecture relied on simplified surfaces and geometric forms. Piers rose uninterrupted to building tops designed without parapets, spires, temples, or pyramids. Windows were only slightly recessed from the building’s outer skin. City regulations and an Art Deco vocabulary influenced designs. A twenties “jazz-age” style began in 1918 when “an architects’ committee including Holabird and Roche, Andrew Rebori, and Howard Van Doren Shaw proposed that heights be limited and...architectural standards...introduced on the newly improved North Michigan Avenue. A maximum building height of 260 feet above grade was in force in central Chicago until 1923 when a new building regulation of 1916 allowed additions if they did not exceed a quarter of the lot area and a sixth of the building’s volume, and if the building envelope was set back one foot in ten from lines of adjacent property.”¹

The most publicized yet least influential building produced in Chicago during the twenties was Howells and Hood’s Chicago Tribune Tower. The product of a 1922 competition, it was completed in 1925 on a visually impressive North Michigan Avenue site alongside the bridge.² Its steel frame was clad and crowned with French Gothic buttresses, its trim outdated before the building opened.

Instead, the stylistic standard in Chicago before the Depression was set by the clean lines, broad surfaces, vertical articulation, and geometrical faceting of office buildings designed by Holabird and Root and Graham, Anderson, Probst and White. The offices of Graham, Anderson, Probst and White³ and Holabird and Roche⁴ were two of Chicago’s busiest firms.
Beaux-Arts detailing was their preferred style in public and private high-rise projects constructed to satisfy economic, utilitarian, and environmental requirements. A number of skyscrapers begun by Martin Roche were completed by his partners John Holabird and John Root, Jr., including the Chicago Daily News Building (fig. 1) and Palmolive Building (fig. 2). These buildings, the 333 North Michigan Avenue Building (fig. 3), and the Michigan Square Building (fig. 4) were the city’s first important works of Art Deco architecture. Except for Michigan Square, they were soaring skyscrapers, incorporating New York City-type setback silhouettes and the sheer faces of Eliel Saarinen’s Chicago Tribune project. The Holabird and Root office numbered approximately 300 assistants who helped carry out these symmetrically stepped, tall buildings typically clad in Indiana limestone.

Despite their classical origins, the historic precedents of these modern structures were hard to decipher. They followed Louis Sullivan’s advice to embellish office buildings at street level and where they met the sky. Decorative sculptural reliefs could be found at entrances, in lobbies, and along the tops of buildings; rich materials arranged in geometric surface patterns covered walls, floors, and ceilings; and the inherent qualities of materials were emphasized. The Art Deco style, as it was later called, was meant to attract attention and have immediate sensuous appeal.

The thirty-five-story tower at 333 North Michigan Avenue incorporated dark polished granite at street level. The thirty-seven-story, 620-foot Palmolive Building, raked by exterior lighting, flaunted interior surfaces of walnut, marble, black vitrolite, and fine metalwork. The twenty-six-story Chicago Daily News Building incorporated polished granite storefronts and interiors decorated by Alvin W. Meyer (a New York sculptor) and John W. Norton (a Chicago painter). The eight-story Michigan Square Building was the finest of these examples. Its Diana Court was a slick package of subtle marbles patterned in stripes, chevrons, and checkerboards with a central semicircular stage set, presided over by Carl Milles’s bronze sculpture of Diana (fig. 4). All these buildings, dressed in rich materials but constrained by economic and functional considerations, were inspired by the ocean liners like the Ile de France and the Normandie. The Art Deco
dressing ceased with the end of the building boom in 1931, yet, the practicality and efficiency of these buildings allowed them to weather the stock market crash and subsequent Depression. It would take, however, fifty years before the Deco interiors and exteriors attracted their deserved attention, by which time many were altered or, in the case of the Michigan Square Building, destroyed. 8

Chicago was predominately a city of apartments. This phenomenon started before the turn of the century and rapidly accelerated with the development and expansion of the Gold Coast and northern lakeshore. In the late 1800s Chicago’s shore line ran along Michigan Avenue; the Gold Coast was built of virtually all reclaimed land. The site had much to recommend it: lake, beach, park, scenic drive, and a downtown area in its backyard. Construction on this man-made land did not begin until the twentieth century with modest steel-frame apartments, eight- to eighteen-stories high, set on pile foundations. Often sheathed in limestone and red brick, the buildings used curtain walls, sound insulation, and hollow tiles for fireproofing. The homogeneity and uniformity of the Chicago apartment building type was the result of an economic synthesis of technical and aesthetic principles.

Investments were inhibited following the First World War, and between 1918–21 there was no large-scale construction on the Gold Coast. Over 18,000 apartment units were completed in 1922, and this number increased steadily every year until a 1927 peak of nearly 37,000. A downward slide reduced the 1930 total to fewer than 1,500. “The amount of [apartment] construction in Chicago during the five year period 1932–36 averaged less than three percent of the average for the six year period 1923–28.” 9 Many large luxury apartment buildings were designed by architectural firms in conjunction with engineers, but the majority of housing, three- and four-story walk-ups, was built by contractors using rather uninspired standard plans. High cost of lake front property dictated that the structures would be long and narrow with the narrow side on the lake. Living rooms overlooked the lake while bedrooms and service facilities were in the long section away from the lake. Although some of the earlier buildings were ornamented in a manner similar to the Parisian apartments that were frequently illustrated in U.S. architectural periodicals in the early years of this century, most used ornament from a variety of sources placed on the lower storeys and the upper segments of the buildings. The mid-sections were usually unornamented. Although the ornamental elements were frequently ordered from catalogues and used on buildings for which there was no past precedent, there was a visual consistency that occurred among the apartments.....In keeping with the still largely single-family area, apartments attempted to suggest a feeling of domestic scale by concentrating ornament on the lower storeys where it would attract people to look at it rather than at the building’s height. 10

For the most part, apartments in the North Shore area were built by designers, whereas North Michigan Avenue office buildings were the work of Beaux-Arts trained architects who specialized in the design of public buildings.

The firm of Schmidt, Garden and Martin was an accepted authority in institutional design. Its hospitals and schools, sited outside downtown Chicago, incorporated the same progressive structural and material technology as that of commercial and office buildings. The firm’s projects were practical and utilitarian. With a minimum of historical detail applied to entrances or major axes, they avoided the revivalist excesses of the Chicago Tribune Building and the U.S. Post Office.

The movie palace—allied to the popular art of fantastic illusion and make-believe—illustrates best this use of extravagant revivalist trim. Movie entrepreneurs Balaban and Katz financed the biggest and most sumptuous of the movie palaces, projects designed by George L. Rapp and John Eberson. 11 Rapp and Eberson clothed up-to-date building technology with archaeologically reproduced architectural illusions. Greek, Italian, Spanish, Persian, and Indian architectural types and details adapted in plaster, paint, and lights created an artifice second only to that of fairs and circuses. Marble, tile, bronze, and iron were used to counter daily wear and tear (fig. 5). Eberson said, “it was important to intelligently, appreciatively, and artfully use paint, brush, and electric light, free ornament, furnishings, light, and shadows to produce a true atmosphere...without cheapening the attempted illusion
......with overdue trickery." In contrast to the solemnity of commercial architecture, movie theatres were designed to be riotously loud.

The image of central Chicago during the postwar years is one of a vibrant commercial and residential area. The Chicago frame was accepted as fundamental. Surfaces were designed according to vogue, function, and budget. Air conditioning, ventilation, and insulation methods were continually refined. However, to the eastern establishment,

the architecture of Chicago was lost in a deluge of meaningless vulgarity; her vast moving-picture theatres, her classic stadium [Holabird and Roche, 1925], the dull and merely grammatical Gothic of the University of Chicago [Henry Ives Cobb]—all these represented a sad falling away from her heyday of energy and originality. Chicago’s corporate and industrial clients tended to be conservative, choosing to display their wealth through their good taste. They were shrewd and progressive in business matters but nostalgic for tranquil, romantic, and pastoral surroundings. Suburban Chicago is a record of their personal and unique visions, designed by, among others, Howard Van Doren Shaw and his assistant/associate David Adler. These architects produced Tudor, French Provincial, English Cotswoldian, and Georgian-style residences and oversaw details of landscaping, interiors, and even furnishings. The modular standardization of Chicago’s commercial and apartment architecture, adopted for public housing by German architects in the U.S. during the postwar years, did not appear in private residential design until the late twenties. It was not until the mid-twenties that what later would be called the International Style would be sparingly illustrated in American periodicals. Only a few illustrations of works by Schindler, Neutra, and Lescaze (far from Chicago) gave any indication of contemporary American progressive architecture; the only available periodical that consistently illustrated such design was the British publication, Architect’s Journal. Modern residential design required daring clients and daring lending institutions as well—rarities to be sure.

Though architectural and social critics like Lewis Mumford and Catherine Bauer tried to fight against complacent eclecticism, Chicago architects—and, more broadly, the American architectural establishment—firmly resisted reform. In 1929, after three complacent decades, this situation was about to change.
NOTES


3. Graham (1866–1936) was raised in Michigan, educated at Coe College and Notre Dame, and was the public relations member of the firm. Anderson (1870–24) was a New York State native, who was educated at Harvard (B.A.), Johns Hopkins University (postgraduate engineering), and the Ecole des Beaux Arts (Diplome). Probst (1870–42) and White (1870–36) were both Chicago natives. Adolf K. Placzek, ed. Macmillan Encyclopedia of Architects (New York: The Free Press, 1982).

4. John A. Holabird was a West Point graduate, a member of the Army Corps of Engineers, and the Ecole des Beaux Arts (1912). He met John Root, Jr. at the Ecole des Beaux Arts (1913 Diploma; Cornell University, 1909) and they both returned to Chicago to work for Holabird and Roche. Placzek, Macmillan Encyclopedia.


11. George L. Rapp (1878–1942), who received his architectural degree from the University of Illinois (1899), joined with his brother Cornelius W. Rapp (1861–27) to form a partnership in 1906. They designed office buildings and hotels, but they specialized in theater design. During the twenties they built over 400 theaters nationwide when they worked with the Balaban and Katz chain. Rapp and Rapp built office buildings at 100 East Ohio Street (1924), 32 West Randolph Street (1926), and 203 North Wabash Avenue. They also built the Bismark Hotel (1926). Randall, History of Development of Building; Placzek, Macmillan Encyclopedia.


14. Howard Van Doren Shaw (1869–1926), a native Chicagooan, was trained at Yale (1890) and M.I.T. (1893). He started a private practice in 1895 after working for Jenney and Mundie for a short period (1894). His life and work is identified with Lake Forest and its “aristocratic” landed-estate and country-club set. Shaw personally supervised all his constructions and never had more than fifteen draftsmen in his small office. He frequently traveled to Europe, helped form the Arts and Crafts Society of Chicago, was a member of Cliff Dwellers and the Chicago Chapter of A.I.A., was Chairman of the Illinois State Arts Board, and was a trustee of the Chicago Art Institute. Leonard K. Eaton, Two Chicago Architects and Their Clients: Frank Lloyd Wright and Howard Van Doren Shaw (Cambridge: M.I.T. Press, 1969); “Howard Van Doren Shaw,” Architectural Record 60 (July 1926): 71–73.

15. David Adler (1888–1949) was educated at Princeton University (1904), Polytechnikum, Munich, and Ecole des Beaux Arts. He had a number of different architectural associates during his career; he joined Shaw in 1917 and took over his practice in 1926. Lance Wright and Colin Amery, “Chicago,” Architectural Review 162 (October 1977): 249; Placzek, Macmillan Encyclopedia; and Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago Architects’ Design (New Haven: Eastern Press, 1982): 89.

16. Marian E. Bliss, “The International Style in Chicago,” (M.A. diss., University of Chicago, 1974), searched American architectural periodicals from 1925–37 for examples of International Style buildings and projects in Europe, America, and Chicago. In the index of her thesis Bliss lists articles, illustrations, and geographic locations as well as illustrations. It is amazing how little of this early European movement was seen or known by the American architectural public.
During the early 1920s Keck apprenticed to a number of Chicago architects, including William Pruyn (1921), Daniel H. Burnham and Company (1922), John Eberson (1924), and Schmidt, Garden, and Martin (1924–26). Keck was the sole draftsman employed by William Pruyn "who produced standardized plans by the yard" for walk-up apartment buildings. While serving as Pruyn's assistant designer Keck moonlighted on several private house projects for the builder J. Willis Jackson, who constructed about six of Keck's eclectic quasi-English provincial stone or brick half-timbered designs. After a year and a half at this job Keck went in search of a different drafting experience and joined the larger firm of Daniel H. Burnham and Company. He spent nearly six months working on two major projects: the Burnham Building (today the State of Illinois Office Building) and 720 North Michigan Avenue (the Central Life Building). The University of Illinois then asked Keck to teach architectural design to engineering students during the 1923–24 academic year. He left Burnham and Company and used his spare time to plan a trip to Europe. In the fall of 1924 Keck and his wife began their journey in England, but, due to complications in Lucile's pregnancy, the couple was forced to cut their travels short after less than a month. They returned to Chicago for Lucile's medical care.

Once back in the city Lucile's health improved and Fred took a drafting job with John Eberson, whose eclectic movie-theatre designs were similar to the Rapps'. Keck worked on the 79th Street Avalon Theatre. Its Moorish flavor, created from plaster, paint, and lights, was the product of extensive research from various sources, especially the Burnham Library. After graduation, Keck began purchasing architectural books and subscribing to numerous architectural periodicals: American Architect, Architectural Forum, Architectural Record, Pencil Points, and Progressive Architecture. This personal collection gave the young architect his first exposure to contemporary design and modern construction and contained numerous examples of historical and contemporary construction, exotic locales and sites, details, ornament, floor plans, and measured drawings of European and American buildings. The contemporary competition, publication, and discussion of the 1922 Chicago Tribune Building in local print media and architectural offices offered Keck yet another opportunity to contemplate modern architecture.

Keck remained with John Eberson a short time before joining Schmidt, Garden and Martin, located in Sullivan's Auditorium Building. The firm specialized in large institutional facilities. Its head designer, Hugh Garden, had apprenticed with Adler and Sullivan during the same period as Frank Lloyd Wright, with whom he later worked. Garden also spent a brief time in the offices of H. I. Cobb and Howard Van Doren Shaw. Keck was one of a number of young apprentices who designed and drafted eclectic details for Garden.

In 1926, Keck went into private practice, opening an office with Vale Faro on the fifth floor of the Auditorium Building. Keck had met Faro, who was interested in contemporary European architecture, in the sixth-floor office of Schmidt, Garden and Martin. "Of the two men Faro had a deeper understanding of Modern design, but Keck had a much larger store of enthusiasm." The two architects spent a year designing houses in a style drawn from English and colonial American sources. One of their best early derivative projects was the Hans Gaebler House in Watertown, Wisconsin. The drawings reveal Keck's use of details from earlier designs for J. Willis Jackson, as well as historical details adapted from buildings he
had seen in England. His English drawings and watercolors depict half-timbered houses in Hereford, Ludlow, Chester, and Chepstow along with details of brick patterns, doors, windows, chimneys, timbered ceilings, lamps, and even hardware. The modestly scaled, half-timbered Gaebler House was built of brick with a graduated slate roof. Unlike the massing of colonial structures or popular eclectic pastiches such as those by Howard Van Doren Shaw, Keck's building was a simple cubic volume with virtually no roof overhang.

In 1927, Keck and Faro designed an unbuilt project for S. P. Bradley for Watertown, Wisconsin (fig. 8). This concrete-block house with a flat, slate roof was set into a steep site. Perspective drawings show a decidedly non-colonial design and appear vaguely like Frank Lloyd Wright's Wasmuth illustrations of the Hardy House in Racine, Wisconsin. A simple cubic building, the Keck and Faro scheme appeared to have a European-inspired attitude toward materials—concrete blocks were apparently intended to be plastered and painted white.

After Faro returned to Schmidt, Garden and Martin, Keck continued in private practice. During the late twenties and early thirties Keck's eclectic houses were inspired by American colonial and English brick style, modified by client requests and banker demands. Many of the original drawings of this period have been destroyed and none of the client correspondence exists. But extant drawings, photographs, and on-site inspection reports reveal this as a period of education and experimentation for Keck. For example, the 1928 M. O. Hopkins House (fig. 7) was an American colonial brick and clapboard design; the 1929 J. Willis Jackson House in Chicago used a central Palladian window. These projects were primarily of brick or cut stone, with double pitched roofs, symmetrically balanced facades and gabled second-story windows; many were half-timbered and shuttered.

A fine example of Keck's colonially inspired architecture (fig. 9) was built on the Indian Hills Estates of Wilmette, Illinois, for Joseph Koszob, Jr., owner of a lumber mill. In 1935 Keck was asked to design an expensive traditional house with brick and half-timbering. The house, with complicated herringbone and basket brick patterns, had two wings wrapping a spiral stair-
case hall with a French Provincial candle-snuffer slate roof. Keck even designed a copper weather vane in the shape of a sailboat for the roof. Kaszab requested that wood interiors be provided by his mill. The dining room had Jacobean-style, hand-carved, pleated oak wall panels and exposed oak timbers set against white plastered ceilings. This house, like earlier projects, showed Keck’s control of design ideas similar to those of Shaw.

Keck’s residential structures frequently incorporated a second-story window that broke through the edge of the roof to continue the vertical plane of the ground floor wall. Frank Lloyd Wright had similarly projected entire upper stories through his roof planes, but, like Shaw, Adler, and other domestic architects, Keck confined his projections to window units. These non-colonial gable elements were expressed as cubic forms with either a gabled or flat roof. Keck’s colonial-inspired houses generally were simple, clean-edged boxes except for gutter projections at the roof line and wall planes.

During his early years in private practice, Keck was able to convince only a few clients to build in a modern European style. The N. B. Lauren House in Flossmoor, Illinois (fig. 10) and the L. B. Nash House (fig. 11) and F. R. Warren House (fig. 12) on the Indian Hills Estates, Wilmette, Illinois were all white, plastered, cubic, and angled structures with geometric Art Deco details. It is impossible to determine from the Keck archives whether the modern idiom was introduced by the architect or the client. However, Keck’s clients must have been sympathetic partners in challenging the status quo of residential architecture, and Keck must have actively pursued opportunities to build in this idiom. As Stuart Cohen and Stanley Tigerman have remarked of Keck’s efforts, this work was “done by an architect who wanted to do a modern house for a client who was not yet fully sold on the idea of a modern house. The result was an awkward quality seen in...the struggle to resolve new visual values within an older system of forms.”

Except for exposure through Yale Faro or books purchased from Broes Van Dort, Keck had little opportunity to see any amount of modern architectural design firsthand in midwestern America. However, in 1928 and 1929 a designer and member of the
Austrian Werkbund—Marianne Willisch—came to Chicago to display and sell Austrian mass-produced designs. She traveled from Missouri to New York lecturing about and exhibiting goods produced by the Austrian Werkbund. By the mid-thirties, she settled in Chicago where, with Paul Schweiker, she organized the Chicago Workshops, a cooperative of artists and architects. Modeled after the Austrian Werkbund, its shop and exhibits were housed in the Arts Club at the Wrigley Building and later in the Diana Court of the Michigan Square Building, sites often visited by Keck.

The simple, clean-lined products sold and exhibited by Willisch during the early thirties tended to be custom designed and hand crafted in expensive materials, more formal in design than the rather garish, “jazz-age” objects of the then favorite Art Deco style.

An enthusiast for Austrian design, Keck employed Willisch as interior designer for the 1934 Crystal House. Beginning with the Dr. Maurice Rice House of 1941, he worked with her almost continuously until the 1970s. Together, they worked closely with clients to determine their needs. If, as was often the case in the thirties, appropriate modern furniture was not available, either Keck or Willisch had custom pieces built by craftsmen.

Willisch exposed Keck to the Austrian and German werkbunds as well as to other major names in the European avant-garde. The arrival of Laszlo Moholy-Nagy in Chicago cemented Keck’s personal relationship to the German Werkbund and Bauhaus. In 1937, Walter Gropius recommended Moholy-Nagy to Norma K. Stahlé, Executive Director of the Association of the Arts and Industry, as a potential director for a new Chicago school to be inspired by the Bauhaus philosophy and curriculum. A decade earlier, in 1928, the association had helped finance an Industrial Arts School, run under the auspices of the Chicago Art Institute, whose goal was to train designers who would serve various industries: printing, architectural modeling, interior decorating, costume design, along with furniture, textiles, ceramic, and wallpaper making. But the commercial and especially the industrial community were dissatisfied with the Art Institute training. Industrial design needs were not being met by its outdated curriculum, which emphasized fine arts—painting and drawing. Thus, with Moholy-Nagy’s appointment, the association adopted Bauhaus principles and proposed workshop and hands-on experience as more appropriate for industrial design needs. Stahlé and Moholy-Nagy gathered financial support, machinery, and materials from individuals, businesses, industry, and manufacturers to make the New Bauhaus, as it was first known, a reality. The merchant-prince Marshall Field’s former Prairie Avenue home was converted into classrooms, and in 1938 Moholy-Nagy opened the New Bauhaus.

Moholy-Nagy proposed that the New Bauhaus would offer a four-year education in practice and theory, embodying principles and methods to meet the needs of and to integrate the artist with industry. The objectives of the curriculum were an acceptance of the machine as an instrument worthy of the artist, a recognition of good design for mass production, a bridging of the gap between the artist and the individual system, a dissolution of the division between the “fine” and the “applied” arts, and acknowledgment of the differences between mere skill in technique and creative invention.

After the compulsory preliminary course, students entered one of the specialized workshops: wood, textile, color, light, modeling, or display. As at the Dessau Bauhaus under Walter Gropius—who served as a sponsor and mentor/advisor for the Chicago school—two additional years could provide a student with an M.A. in Architecture. A close collaboration of art, current scientific thought, and technology would create an organic concept of architecture unifying interior and exterior design. In other words, at the New Bauhaus, renamed the School of Design in Chicago in 1939, “the education of the designer became correlated with architecture.”

Keck was on the informal steering committee of the Association of the Arts and Industry and proved to be instrumental in getting Moholy-Nagy to Chicago. Keck was appointed head of the Architecture Department at the New Bauhaus where he taught architecture and engineering half-time from 1939 to 1944.

In Moholy’s group Keck proved to be a convinced and trustworthy comrade-at-arms, ready to work without compensation whenever the school was in financial straits. In the classroom he remained objective and strove to attain criteria that were
independent of his own artistic interpretations. In this respect he resembled Gropius, as distinguished from Wright…His questions stimulated thinking about the fundamentals of architecture and provoked creative communication and conceptual development.22

At the New Bauhaus, Keck’s studio course] moved from a space modulator to simple three-dimensional relationships to an “orthographic projection” on plan, elevation, section, and perspective. Physical, psychological, and socio-economic factors were coordinated in a step by step development from the “primitive” dwelling of rural inhabitants to the complex requirements of a city settlement.23

By the time of Keck’s resignation in 1944 the New Bauhaus still had not fully accomplished its educational goals, in part because of small enrollments in the first years and especially because of the Second World War, when few students were able to complete the four- to six-year training period leading to the Master of Architecture degree.24 (The Armour Institute, now the Illinois Institute of Technology, would later accomplish that goal.) During its formative years, when Keck assisted Moholy-Nagy, the School of Design employed Gropius, Alvar Aalto, Alexander Archipenko, Gregory Kepes, R. Buckminster Fuller, Henry-Russell Hitchcock, Richard Neutra, Man Ray, Herbert Read, William Wurster, Marianne Willisch, Ralph Rapson, and Robert Bruce Taga as guest lecturers and teachers.25 Keck was the local contact to the Swiss architectural historian-critic, Sigfried Giedion, who first visited Chicago in 1937. The Kecks entertained Giedion and introduced him to the Chicago architectural world.26

Ludwig Mies van der Rohe’s 1937 arrival in Chicago provided Keck with his last major European Werkbund influence. In 1937 John Holabird was on a search committee with Henry T. Heald, President of the Armour Institute, to find an architectural professor. The position offered its recipient free rein to develop a new architectural curriculum and contracts for the design of new school buildings. Mies was appointed Director of Architecture in 1938 and immediately hired Ludwig Hilbersheimer and Walter Peterhans.27 In 1939, Heald commissioned Mies to design a new campus in south Chicago that would bring scattered departments and facilities of the old institute together on one site. Mies thought “the structure of building was more important than the building’s use,” arguing that while functions changed, structures remained constant. His American projects, essays in pure form, were less experimental than his German designs.28 Mies seemed to have little interest in the social concerns that occupied Keck and that, at the Bauhaus, had engendered an architecture built to influence society and the individual. Instead Mies obeyed a technical order. His institutional and commercial buildings were superb exercises in proportion, space, and details, but, like his Farnsworth House, they were almost unlivable architectural monuments.

All of Mies’s major Chicago projects relied on the engineering character of the skyscraper cage. The Chicago frame provided him with a universal ordering principle applicable to any building type, commercial or residential. It was not used as a romantic ideal but as a rigid architectural device allowing for individual interior free-plan arrangements. Mies inspired Chicago architects to revive and take license with the straightforward structural expression of the Chicago frame. Keck used this system to structurally modulate and simplify his residential designs during the forties and fifties. Like Mies’s walls, Keck’s were simple infill membranes that emphasized their thinness as well as evoked their industrial or custom-made character. Keck left a residential design legacy of structure, formality, and space that was influenced by the technology and engineering of the Chicago School. He assembled the industrial aesthetics of the Werkbund and Bauhaus to create a design machine to clients’ needs.

2. I am most grateful to Jeff Dean, State Historical Society of Wisconsin, Madison, who interviewed and recorded the Kecks on 8 November 1972, 23 September 1973, and 27 October 1974, and from whose tapes so much invaluable early Keck material has been gleaned.


4. Keck consistently purchased architectural books that were unavailable elsewhere in Chicago from G. Broes Van Dort Company at 22 East Van Buren Street. The following books were part of Keck’s 612 Michigan Avenue office library. Some still have Van Dort’s company sticker attached, and some have the dates inscribed when Keck purchased the books: Ausgeführte Bauten und Entwürfe von Frank Lloyd Wright. Berlin: Ernst Wasmuth, 1910. Canesi, G. and A. Ramelli. Architettura Luminosa. Milan: Hoepli, n.d. Keck purchased in 1937.


L’Art International D’Aujourd’hui, vol. 1, 2, 3, and 15.


Le Style Moderne. Paris: Librairie des Arts Decoratifs, 1925.


Wendingen publications on Wright (2 vols.) and on G. Rietveld, 1927.


Keck reviewed Bauer’s Modern Housing and Wright’s The Disappearing City for the Journal of Land and Public Utility Economics in May 1935 and May 1933 respectively.

By the early thirties a number of buildings designed by Keck had been published in American periodicals, which in turn were seen by European architects and architectural publishers. For example the Stuttgart publisher Julius Hoffman wrote and sent a photo clipping to his Chicago dealer, Van Dort, inquiring about the architect who had designed the building illustrated in the clipping. Responding to Hoffman’s inquiry (16 May 1930) Van Dort wrote that the architect in question was G. F. Keck who was “very busy drawing some of the finest designs for exteriors and interiors for different buildings, residences, ball-rooms, skyscrapers, etc.” but was not constructing anything because of the economic situation. Keck would be “willing to send some (drawings) for publication for a certain reimbursement…. The modern style in Europe is a little different than the one in America and the reconstruction of this style would no doubt interest a number of Europeans and I would advise you to get in touch with Mr. Keck by all means and make him a proposition of some sort.” “Scrapbook,” M83-28, State Historical Society of Wisconsin (SHSW).

5. Richard E. Schmidt (1865–1958), the son of an important surgeon, was born in Bavaria. He trained as an engineer at M.I.T. (1885). Hugh M. C. Garden (1873–1961) had no formal academic training but was a gifted draftsman with Cobb and Shaw and Wright. Edgar Martin (1875–1951) left the partnership in 1925, the same year Keck left to start a private practice. Carl A. Erikson, who had been in the office for a number of years, became a partner in 1926. The office of Schmidt, Garden, Martin/Erikson was known for its innovative structural techniques, functional buildings, and extremely fine hospitals. In fact they built over 300 hospitals during their partnership. Schmidt wrote The Modern Hospital in 1914. “Evaston Hospital,” Architectural Forum (January 1920); “Hospital Planning,” Architectural Forum (December 1922); “Grant Hospital Nurses’ Home,” Architectural Forum (December 1928); “Soundproofing the Hospital,” Architectural Record (August 1929); Placzek, Macmillan Encyclopedia; and Randell, History of Development of Building.


7. The Gaeblers were close friends of the Liebermanns and of the Kecks; in fact, Fred and Lucile were godparents to the Gaeblers’ sons. Max Gaebler, Unitarian Minister in Frank Lloyd Wright’s Unitarian Meeting House in Madison, Wisconsin, conducted the memorial services for both Fred and Lucile. Interview with Gaebler, 10 August 1982.

8. Watercolors given by Keck to the State Historical Society of Wisconsin on 22 January 1976, M74-44, ICON.

9. Keck had searched Watertown and the surrounding area for old corn cribs and barns from which he could acquire the oak timbers for the exterior and interior beams.

10. J. Willish Jackson and Newton B. Lauren were real-estate speculators who insisted that the houses Keck designed be traditional in style. Jeff Dean interview with
14. The Arts Club of Chicago was the only club or formal organization to which Keck belonged. The objectives of the Arts Club when founded in 1916 were “to encourage, foster, and develop higher standards of art; to promote the mutual acquaintance of art lovers and art workers; and to maintain in the city of Chicago a club house and to provide therein galleries and exhibition facilities in support of the foregoing purposes.” In 1941 “it seemed that the province of the Arts Club was eminently that of bringing to Chicago those examples of contemporary work which had come up for exhibition and discussion elsewhere, and which were most closely identified with what appeared to be the art of the 20th Century in the making.” The Arts Club was housed at 610 S. Michigan Avenue (1918–23), 410 N. Michigan Avenue (1924–36), the South Wrigley Building on N. Michigan Avenue (1936–51), and then moved to its present site at 109 E. Ontario Street, whose interiors were designed by Mies van der Rohe. The Arts Club of Chicago, 60th Anniversary Catalog (Chicago: Arts Club of Chicago, 1975), 5, 13.
15. Alfred Mattaliano was the principal craftsman for Wells Furniture Makers. When Willisch needed a custom-made piece of furniture, Mattaliano or his son, Frank produced it. Mattaliano later opened his own custom furniture shop where he was the exclusive craftsman for Mies van der Rohe’s furniture designs. Tapp, DeWilde and Wallace (1920–35) or Tapp (1936–49), and W. H. Howell Co. were the major sources in America for modern chrome and wooden furniture. The Howell Co. imported sample chairs of Mies and Breuer in 1929 and adapted the designs for production by the firm.” The company also employed freelance designers to create arm chairs, sofas, tables, desks, and smoking stands. Modern lighting fixtures could be obtained from Victor S. Pearlman Corporation; Keck designed a number of floor and ceiling lights that were manufactured by Pearlman. Interview with Willisch, 28 July 1983; correspondence with William Keck, 31 July 1984, and interview 19 August 1984; Chicago Furniture exhibition, Chicago Historical Society, July 1984; and Sharon Darlin, Chicago Furniture, Art, Craft, and Industry, 1933–83 (New York: W. W. Norton, 1984), 279, 284, 311–314, and 339.
17. From a speech Keck gave before a group of Institute of Design alumni on 18 August 1955. Files in the Keck office, 612 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago. Such persons as E. Bielawsky, K. Bredendieck, C. Chermayoff, D. Dushkin, C. Eckart, M. Ehrmann, R. Gerard, F. Levstik, C. W. Morris, A. Schiltz, H. H. Smith, and R. Wolff were members of the faculty at one time or other.
18. Walter Gropius came to the United States to teach at Harvard; he became Head of Harvard’s Graduate School of Design. Willisch and others had recommended Gropius to Norma Stahle as the most appropriate person to head the new design school. When Gropius came to Chicago to lecture to the Association of the Arts and Industry, Stahle asked that he form and head a new Bauhaus in Chicago. He instead recommended Moholy-Nagy. “He is the best man you can get....[He] is endowed with rare creative power....[He] is not only a painter of international fame....but has worked for years with industrial firms.” From a letter of 8 May 1937, quoted by Hans Maria Wingler, The Bauhaus: Weimer Dessau, Berlin, Chicago (Cambridge: M.I.T. Press, 1980): 192; and interview with Willisch, 28 July 1983.
19. Other sponsors for the New Bauhaus were John Dewey, Joseph Hudnut (Dean of Graduate School of Design at Harvard), Alfred Barr, Jr., (Museum of Modern Art), W. W. Norton (Publisher), and William Bachrach (Chairman of the Committee on Education, Chicago Association of Commerce). Chicago School of Design catalogue, 1939, inside cover.
25. Wingler, The Bauhaus, 203. Rapson and Tague taught at the School of Design while they were draftsmen in Keck’s office; Rapson became head of the Architecture Department when Keck resigned in 1944.
27. Mies held his position until his retirement to private practice in 1958. Hilberseimer served as director of Chicago’s Department of City and Regional Planning from 1938–57.
The machine aesthetic of Werkbund exposition architecture was found at the 1925 International Exposition of Modern Industrial and Decorative Art in Paris. But Paris's fifty-four Art Deco exhibits, displaying products intended as "manifestations...of industrial and decorative art" springing "from a new inspiration," had greater impact on world design than the buildings themselves. Twenty-six nations took part in the festivities but the United States chose not to participate on the "pretext that the United States produced no art that was modern and therefore had nothing to exhibit." Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover, however, sent a commission to the Fair "to make a report on such of its features as would be of interest to American manufacturers." The Paris Exposition, laid out along the cross-axis of the River Seine, extended from the Invalides Esplanade over the Alexander III Bridge (fig. 13). Its Beaux-Arts plan incorporated new buildings and existing architectural monuments—the Grand Palais, the Place de la Concorde and the Invalides—to contain and close the site. To facilitate rapid construction and keep costs in check most new fair structures were made of reinforced concrete combined with other industrially manufactured materials. The buildings had flat surfaces, doors and windows without trim, and linear silhouettes. "No structure was added which did not perform some necessary function in the structure of the building." Surface designs, color, glass, tiles, bas-relief sculpture, and plantings enhanced the appearance of the fair's modern buildings.

The most innovative architecture at the exposition was designed by Robert Mallet-Stevens, Auguste Perret, Le Corbusier, and Konstantine Melnikov. Mallet-Stevens's clock tower and tourist information structure (fig. 14) stood at the fair entrance beside the Grand Palais. Its unadorned surfaces and cantilevered planes...
relied on a de Stijl vocabulary and were reminiscent of the works of the Dutch architect Dudok. Perret’s Exposition Theater, on the Invalides Esplanade, created the silhouette of a cold-storage warehouse; a half cube of sheer concrete walls decorated with four non-tapering columns appeared to support its projecting roof. Le Corbusier’s Pavilion de l’Esprit Nouveau (fig. 15), located in an out-of-the-way, fenced-in site, hindering public access, had a cellular plan and double-cube massing similar to the architect’s Citrohan and Domino projects. One living room wall was fully glazed and a tree in the garden court broke through a circular hole in the flat roof. Like the other Art Deco ensembles, Le Corbusier’s furniture and wall and floor coverings created an overall atmosphere tending toward absolute purity. The surfaces were dominated by white with a scattering of primary colors.\(^5\)

Konstantine Melnikov’s Russian Pavilion was unlike any other building at the fair and received the most sarcastic criticism (fig. 16). Some of the press joked that its packing boxes must have been mislabeled, leading workmen to assemble the pavilion incorrectly; others suggested that the building itself was an assemblage of the shipping crates. The constructivist pavilion had industrially fabricated window units, some of which louvered out; irregularly angled walls; and a roof reminiscent of Vladimir Tatlin’s construction, Monument to the Third International. The building had neither curves nor ornament.

As John Loring described the fair, “For all its bright, fanciful originality, its brilliance of craftsmanship, its seductive exoticism of materials, its unbridled luxuriance and its unmatched elegance, the Art Deco of the 1925 Paris Exposition was not modern. Its spirit and its splendors belonged to the world and bore the clear traces of eighteenth-century [French] traditions.”\(^6\) Hoover’s commission, members of the American Institute of Architects, and a group of Chicago architects and businessmen all returned to America with official and personal on-site inspections and reports.

The Art Deco fair’s modern European architecture—its materials, forms, and spectacular use of electric lights—served as inspiration for Chicago’s 1933 Century of Progress International Exposition.\(^7\) This fair was conceived in 1927 by Charles and Rufus Dawes\(^8\) to honor and illustrate one hundred years since
Chicago's founding in 1833. The fair would celebrate scientific advancements and their impact on the city. But following the economic crash of 1929, Chicago—like the rest of the nation—was paralyzed by economic, social, and political chaos. Construction virtually stopped, real-estate values plummeted, and unemployment rose to unprecedented levels. Nonetheless, the city resolved to build a privately financed exposition.

The wealthy Chicago magnates Julius Rosenwald, William Wrigley, Jr., and Robert R. McCormick were named the fair's guarantors. With the Dawes brothers, these men selected an architectural commission of reputable American practitioners noted for their experience and ability to cooperate. Harvey W. Corbett, Paul P. Cret, Edward H. Bennett, John A. Holabird, Daniel H. Burnham, Jr., Raymond M. Hood, Arthur Brown, Jr., and Ralph Walker, who were all graduates of the Ecole des Beaux Arts, Paris. Their first meeting, in May 1928, produced the following statement to the Board of Trustees:

The architecture of the buildings and grounds of the Exposition of 1933 will illustrate in definite form the development of the art of architecture...not only in America but in the world at large. New elements of construction, products of modern invention, and science, will be the factors of the architectural composition. Artificial light...will become an inherent component of the architectural composition. The extraordinary opportunities of the site for the use of water will be developed to the maximum.

The fair was erected on newly created land along the Chicago lakefront south of Thirteenth Street and north of the 1893 Columbian Exposition site (fig. 17). A three-mile-by-quarter-mile strip (426 acres) was leased from the South Park Commission with the understanding that it would be returned to the commission six months after the fair closed. Paul Cret laid out part of the north fairgrounds with an axial plan informed by existing classical buildings—the Field Museum (1920), Shedd Aquarium (1928–29), and Soldiers Field (1923–25). The rest of the fair site ran south between the lake shore and the Illinois Central tracks (fig. 18). President Rufus Dawes and the commissioners appointed Lenox Riley as Director of the Exposition, Daniel H. Burnham, Jr., as Vice-President of the fair and Chief of Construction, Louis Skidmore as Chief of Design, and Joseph Urban as Color Director.
"Planning" was an oft-heard term during the Depression—the New Deal administration would extend public planning with Greenbelt and Homestead communities that removed industry and the benefits of the city to the countryside while maintaining the advantages of a rural environment—and a concept espoused in Chicago following the Columbian Exposition. A Century of Progress International Exposition, planned with ready access to transportation, power, labor, materials, and industrial equipment, was nevertheless an unresolved planning solution. Its asymmetrical site plan disregarded the north end’s Beaux-Arts formality and created the impression of a disjointed composition built up of a strident group of independent parts. The planners ignored “Europe’s mystical, theosophical justifications for the asymmetrical...[and] abandoned the restraints of classic symmetry in both site and pavilion planning out of a simple appreciation for the ‘new’ and the pragmatic fact that it made the job easier.”

Members of the Architectural Commission divided the site among themselves; all but one of their major building designs of 1929 were constructed. Buildings designed by others had to have commission approval. Skidmore was in charge of the Design Division of the Exhibits Department. His job was to assist, advise, counsel, and cooperate with exhibitors whose products would be housed in commission buildings—Electrical Group, General Exhibits Building, Hall of Science, Travel and Transport Building, and Agricultural Building.

Unlike the cohesive German Werkbund expositions, whose architecture served as a model for an improved social condition, “the formal and artistic manifestations of reductionism...seen at A Century of Progress was...an expression of America’s fascination with technology.” For the thirties “machines were symbols of progress and modernity.” The Architectural Commission adopted and advocated the use of new construction techniques as well as products of modern science, which had been crucial to a century of developments in Chicago’s architecture. In response to a lack of federal, state, and local government subsidy, and in an attempt to cut costs, fair designers and architects adopted a rigid economy with a “spirit of innovation and experiment in planning, construction, and materials” that ultimately benefitted the building trades for years to follow. The fair’s temporary nature prompted commissioners to require that architects use experimental but fireproof materials and incorporate easy means of demolition.

The man-made site called for buildings constructed on a piling system to support reinforced concrete foundations. Floors were metal or plywood deck, depending on the live load. Laminated Douglas fir proved most economical and was used for roofs and terraces. Large unbroken wall areas required a surface material flexible enough to absorb pressures of expansion and contraction, lightweight enough for easy erection, and rigid enough to withstand wind. These surface materials also had to take paint and be fairly waterproof. The principal buildings generally incorporated a twenty-foot modular steel-cage construction surfaced with manufactured components and prefabricated materials: asbestos cement board, steel plate paneling, ribbed metal siding, Masonite, plywood, gypsum wall board, and stucco. The resulting buildings, with brilliantly painted walls as thin as cardboard boxes, were angular structures that carried the stamp of the factory and expressed their process of construction. F. C. Rotherwell wrote about this Art Deco:

Beauty in design answers sincerely the demands of utility and necessity, and follows faithfully the laws of physics and structure...the beauty of angles, geometric shapes, straight, swift lines....These simple forms represent an abstract idea of the staccato pace, the mechanical power and the scientific basis beneath the complexities of modern life. Steel, asbestos, [plywood], glass, these are our creative materials....Mechanics has shown the essential beauty of the boiler, the dynamo, the coil spring.

The Color Director, Joseph Urban, used a water-base casein paint to enhance the solidity and sculptural quality of exterior planes and volumes; to relate buildings that differed in character, shape, and mass; to hide less aesthetic materials; and to heighten the carnival atmosphere. The unfading and pure colors applied to the wall surfaces were predominately white, blue, orange, and black. Silver, aluminum, and gold were used on roof areas.

Urban was also consulted on interior colors, interior and exterior lighting, and other decorative aspects of
the fair site. Elaborate geometric patterns, similar to those found at the Paris exposition, were applied over the saturated matte paint to accentuate entrances, edges, or exhibit themes of individual buildings. Neon tubes edged buildings and outlined lettering; they also created abstract illusions. Electrical flood lighting added to the overall design. Powerful banks of search lights punctured the night sky and reflected on steam clouds, smoke, and fireworks to striking effect. Inside the lighting was less spectacular. Troughs hid the light source and diffused, indirect illumination fell on the displays and exhibits. Urban relied on lighting technology provided by the General Electric Company and Westinghouse Electric.  

The first completed fair structure was the 1931 Administration Building (fig. 19) by Bennett, Burnham and Holabird. Located at the northern end of the site, it housed offices for management and drafting rooms for the Department of Works. This was the only major building with extensive windows and a fully operating heating system. Cret’s Hall of Science (fig. 20), located at the south end of the Avenue of Flags, was one of the largest buildings at the fair and relied on stepped-pyramids and geometric, projected fins to modulate its attenuated walls. The Electrical Group (fig. 21) by Raymond Hood had curved walls of ribbed sheet metal siding and flat surfaces of gypsum. Hood also faced the exterior of the Hall of Social Science with gypsum board but finished the interior with aluminum-primed plaster board. The west entrance’s Art Deco surface patterns and sculptural decoration rivaled New York’s Chrysler Building or Rockefeller Center’s interiors. Bennett and Brown’s tall United States Government Building, with its dome and pylons, stood at the edge of the north lagoon and enclosed a Court of States (fig. 22). State exhibits were housed as separate units along the periphery of this court and a colonnade provided access to the individual states identified by their flags and seals.  

Bennett, Burnham, and Holabird’s Travel and Transport Building (fig. 23) was unusual in appearance as well as construction technique. It had as its principal feature a suspended dome 205 feet in circumference. The spider effect was produced by twelve trussed towers and a system of tension cables which supported the “breathing
dome.” The entire construction was ingeniously arranged to allow for expansion and contraction due to temperature changes and to varying live loads caused by snow.21

Supporting towers rose 150 feet above a dome carried by cables that fell into catenary curves. The design drew upon Buckminster Fuller’s use of tension cable in the 1927 4-D House (later called the Dymaxion House)22 and was also stylistically akin to Le Corbusier’s project for the Congress of the Soviets.

Albert Kahn, intimately associated with the Detroit Auto Industry, designed the General Motors Building (fig. 24) in a stripped down, functional vocabulary that both suited the exposition and followed his prior architectural designs. The structure was visually disjointed with a silhouette broken by projections and indentations. Its construction, like that of Holabird and Root’s Chrysler Building, incorporated steel-clad wallboard, reinforced concrete floors, and steel decked roofs.

One of the Architectural Commission’s earliest design concepts was for a vertical skyscraper fair in which all the buildings had either a tower or vertical slab. However, because the man-made site could not support the load of tall structures, A Century of Progress was essentially horizontal. Its largest buildings were designed with entry ramps leading to the second floor and exits on grade. Observation gondolas built on the site’s east-west axis provided a prominent vertical element, in the spirit of the 1889 Eiffel Tower and the 1893 Ferris Wheel. This skyride (fig. 25), designed by Joshua d’Esposito23 and paid for by Goodyear-Zeppelin, Mississippi Valley Steel, and Otis Elevator, had 628-foot towers. These carried double-decker gondolas across a third of a mile of steel cable. The observation galleries atop the towers were but one of the amusements provided by the fair, which also included the fan dances of Sally Rand, Ripley’s Believe-it-or-Not Odditorium, the Streets of Paris, the Enchanted Island, and numerous concessionaires and food vendors.

One of the most popular attractions at A Century of Progress was the Home and Industrial Arts Exhibit (fig. 26). In the 1930s, architects had turned their talents to detached, single-family houses, especially low-cost, standardized, prefabricated designs. The Depression was felt most acutely in the area of housing and it
was here that the most positive innovations were made. These designs offered services and utilities while at the same time the architects reduced the original construction cost as well as the expenses of maintenance through a more efficient building technique. Designers and manufacturers...approached the problem in different ways—some by seeking economies through factory fabrication of the entire structure; others through a better selection of materials or through prefabrication of combined kitchen and bathroom units; still others through a better utilization of space inside the house or through the inclusion of an increasingly greater number of household conveniences.24

New directions in American housing design were a major part of the Home and Industrial Arts Exhibit. Twelve different units demonstrated comfortable, convenient, low cost, and durable houses at an average price of $5,000. “They were first and last carnival architecture, built for distinct and temporary purposes, designed in bold forms to house special exhibits, to arrest attention, and to stimulate the imagination.”25 (A review of Keck’s contributions to the Home and Industrial Arts Exhibit—the House of Tomorrow and the Crystal House—is in chapter 5.)

All the model houses, except the Lumber Industries House, relied on a modern European vocabulary unfamiliar to the American public. They were stripped of ornament, sloping roofs, basements, and attached garages. Most provided living/dining room combinations, and all but one were designed to function without servants. By the thirties Americans had discovered outdoor living and sunbathing, so decks and terraces became an integral part of the model designs, as they had been in Germany a decade earlier.

The exhibition houses were constructed on reinforced concrete slabs with steel frame or wood stud walls. As the following list indicates, a variety of materials were chosen for wall surfaces: “reinforced brick; Homasote, a new material that claimed to be fire-, water-, and vermin-proof; Masonite, or pressed wood, made from waste wood exploded into fibers and formed into boards; Rostone, a composition of lime- stone and shale; enameled steel nailed to a steel frame; porcelain enamel panels; pressed steel; California redwood; and plate glass.”26 The houses were planned for a steady flow of traffic and built to demonstrate various companies’ products including construction materials and modern conveniences. Most were equipped with an electric dishwasher, refrigerator, range, washer, and air-conditioning.

Howard T. Fisher,27 director of General Houses, spent two years studying building materials and methods as a reaction to the academic nature of architectural schools. He sought out manufacturers interested in his ideas of prefabrication and in 1931 formed General Houses, the first commercial integration of housing prefabrication interests. By 1933 the business had a staff of twenty-seven persons responsible for research, design, production, sales, and erection. Fisher’s exposition house (fig. 27) was a prefabricated dwelling.

Copper-bearing, steel alloy panels, expanded steel joists for floors and ceilings, windows and doors,
insulation and all other materials were assembled neatly and conveniently on the site. The house was then put together with something of the efficient, time-saving technique of the automobile assembly line.  

Paul Schweikher,29 (designer and site planner for General Houses) and Marianne Willisch (of Chicago Workshops) furnished Fisher’s 1934 steel house. They believed that the furnishers “must accredit what the architect had done in the way of construction and not only give it proper recognition, but use and amplify it as to background so that the interior and exterior of the house would appear as one unit.”30 At least four different house models were available from General Houses, Inc. Each came “fully equipped with complete kitchen, heating, wiring and plumbing and sold for from $1,500 to $5,000, depending on size.”31 The company also provided a complete system of parts that afforded flexibility to owners and architects who wanted to take advantage of General House’s standardized system.

Two other steel houses were exhibited at the fair: the Stransteel House (fig. 28), a system of steel superstructures designed by H. A. O’Dell and W. C. Rowland32; and the Armco Ferro-Enamel House (fig. 29), designed by Robert Smith, Jr.33 The Stransteel scheme could be “adapted admirably to your preferred style of architecture...Italian Villa, French Chateau, English Cottage, or any other influence.”34 The example at the fair was a French Art Deco town house. With two-by-eight-foot exterior porcelain-enamel-finished steel panels (glass-iron Macotta) bolted to steel framing, it was one of the most expensive model houses, costing $7,900.35 The Armco Ferro-Enamel House, at $5,000, had no frame. Its three-and-one-half-foot walls were “compound of long box-like steel units, filled with rock wool and surfaces finished with vitreous enamel.”36 These units, “approximately five feet wide, were welded in the shop, assembled in the field by sheet metal screws”37 and had mastic-sealed joints similar to those of the Stransteel design.

At least three of the model houses used lumber and wood. W. H. Mason, a former chemist with Thomas A. Edison, developed a fabricated panel called Masonite, which was used extensively at A Century of
Progress as a skin for the large exhibition buildings. The Masonite House (fig. 30), designed by two of Masonite Corporation's Chicago consultants, Frazier and Faltery, promoted other Masonite products. The house had standard wood studs, joists, and subflooring, but its exterior design owed much to German Werkbund and Bauhaus forms, especially those of the Stuttgart Weissenhof Siedlung.

The Design for Living House (figs. 31, 32) by New York architect John C. B. Moore and his Chicago associates Richard Wood and Clements Horsley, used the same architectural vocabulary as the Masonite House. Prefabricated four-by-nine-foot Homasote wallboard panels were bolted to a wood frame in an on-site assembly process that took only sixty-four hours.

The Lumber Industries House (fig. 33) by Ernest A. Grunsfeld, Jr. was the exhibit's most conventional design, down to its wood-shingled sloping roof. It was built to "demonstrate many new and old uses of wood both in construction, and finish. It was built of ordinary wood stud and joist construction, with exterior walls of broad shiplap siding...and corners rounded by means of bent plywood behind which were concealed downspouts." Walnut, fir plywood, birch, knotty pine, white oak, red cypress, and maple were used for interior surfaces.

Three houses at the fair used concrete, brick, or man-made stone. Robert Weed's roof-decked Florida Tropical Home (fig. 34), made completely of reinforced concrete, was conceived to take advantage of semi-tropical climates and open-air living. "The projecting cantilevered slabs which projected some four feet over all exterior openings were an integral part of the ceiling slabs and were designed to supplant awnings. Hence windows could be left open during ordinary rain." The exterior was stuccoed portland cement and the interior was plastered.

The Rostone House (fig. 35) by Walter Scholer (a Lafayette, Indiana architect who worked for Rostone) demonstrated a new structural system of largely shop-fabricated materials, primarily a "stone-like substance called Rostone, a synthetic product composed of shale, alkaline earths and limestone quarry waste... [that came] in a wide range of colors and color treatments. [This building material] was produced in slabs, panels, and other forms to precise dimensions."
Buff-colored slabs measuring 48x17x2 inches were bolted to a vertical structural steel framework; colored Rostone slabs or tiles were used for interior walls, floors, stair treads, roof decks, and copings.

Andrew Rebori’s\textsuperscript{45} expensive Brick House (figs. 36, 37) broke from traditional masonry residential construction with its reinforced brick construction, irregular angles, and pronounced height. “Interior walls, stairs, bookshelves and other built-in features were brick, structurally integral with the outside walls or partitions.”\textsuperscript{46} The roof and formal garden to the front of the house were both brick. Floors were ground off, waterproofed, waxed, and polished in a terrazzo manner.

At the Paris International Exposition planted gardens and fountains had helped soften the angular geometric planes of its new architectural style. But A Century of Progress revealed few of the fine proportions that marked its European predecessor. Instead, a monumental scale of stripped and machined utility prevailed. Neon light and intense color gave the 1933 fair a carnival atmosphere. Buildings and exhibits were constructed for commercial advertising purposes in keeping with the enterprise’s private financing. Frank Lloyd Wright turned down an offer to participate saying “the whole performance was petty, strident, and base...[and] nothing had happened except gesture and gaudy—sometimes bawdy—self-indulgence.”\textsuperscript{47} Cret and the Architectural Commission could have mitigated the fair’s stark gaudiness if they had only incorporated the lakeshore; instead A Century of Progress turned its back to the lake and opened its gates to the city. Fountains and plantings were deemed
too expensive and the lakeshore would not beckon visitors from the east. Consequently the fair lacked a sense of anthropometric space or scale and was primarily a commercial environment.

The fair was a no-holds-barred venture for businessmen. Its profits and popularity convinced trustees to reopen the show for a less successful second year (26 May–31 October 1934). In its second round, concessionaires and amusement proprietors overextended themselves and sustained terrible financial losses. But in its two-year existence 38 million paying visitors attended A Century of Progress. It kept 100,000 people employed, brought in $400 million worth of business to Chicago, and restimulated the city’s economy.
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Four years before Fred Keck became involved in the Century of Progress International Exposition, he designed the Art Deco-inspired Miralago Ballroom and Shops (figs. 38, 39). The project was built in No-Man’s Land, Cook County, Illinois for Bills’ Realty, who had commissioned other projects from Keck, including houses in the Indiana Hills subdivision of Wilmette. Miralago, a two-story building housing eight shops and a dance hall, was sited on a bluff overlooking Lake Michigan. It was financed by a syndicate of owners, which included Keck himself (he provided two percent of the funds amounting to $2,000).

From the exterior, Miralago’s white cement stucco with black trim resembled the works of Weissenhof Siedlung architects.1 In the words of Stuart Cohen and Stanley Tigerman, the building “represented a remarkable formal sophistication, and, excepting the work of Richard Neutra and Rudolph Schindler, it was as accomplished as any American work then built in what would be called the International Style. The building was constructed of steel columns and reinforced concrete floor slabs cantilevered at the second floor to permit the continuous glazing of the first floor shop fronts.”2

The ballroom interior, on the other hand, was in a cohesive and pure Art Deco style (fig. 40). The burnished and dull silver leaf patterns of the ballroom ceilings complemented the deep blue ceiling of the promenade; floors were maple, linoleum, and black terrazzo; walls and curtains were green; jet black Vitrolite covered the columns, baseboards, and trim; and the furniture—orchestra chairs, sofas, benches, and tables—were decorated in silver leaf, black, or orange. Keck also designed chromium-plated brass hardware, hand-forged Monel metal stair rails, and light and door fixtures (figs. 41, 42). The Miralago Ballroom and Shops opened on 15 August 1929 to a youthful clientele. Less than three years passed before
a fire damaged the structure so extensively that it had to be razed.\textsuperscript{3}

A year after Miralago was destroyed, Fred Keck submitted designs for an experimental exposition house to Nathaniel Owing (Exhibit Director of A Century of Progress) under the name “Century Homes, not Incorporated.” Keck ran this business from his architectural office at 612 North Michigan Avenue. The House of Tomorrow (fig. 43) was one of twelve houses built for the Home and Industrial Arts Exhibit.\textsuperscript{4} Keck designed the project during February and March 1933 and it opened with the fair at the end of May.

The House of Tomorrow adopted the steel-frame construction of Chicago loop architecture, an inexpensive and utilitarian building system that, for European International Style architects, represented the intellectualized order of a technological society.\textsuperscript{5} Built on concrete foundations and fiber-concrete floor slabs, this experimental building had a structural steel frame and shop-fabricated, fiber-concrete covered joists that could be bolted together on site. Tension cross bracing stabilized the walls and the “red top” steel joist construction. Slender columns supported the outer edges of the floor slab “wheels.” It took only forty-eight hours to assemble the frame, which was then sheathed in fixed, tinted, storefront glass of Zouri construction. The dimensions of the prefabricated materials and the number of rooms determined the house’s twelve-sided plan (figs. 44, 45).

Visitors who paid ten cents to tour the house received a brochure written and illustrated by the architect. Keck compared his House of Tomorrow to John Richards’s Octagon House. The form and the engineering of Keck’s structure also begged comparison with R. Buckminster Fuller’s Dymaxion House (fig. 46). Fuller’s scheme, published and unveiled at Marshall Field’s department store in 1929 to promote modern furniture, was also seen at the Chicago Arts Club a year later.\textsuperscript{6} In the House of Tomorrow the cantilevered floors were supported by the structural central stair and utility core. None of its walls were load-bearing. This design was similar to that of the Richards’s House, whereas the core of the Dymaxion House served only the utilities. For Keck the minimum perimeter Octagon House was more efficient.\textsuperscript{7} The House of Tomorrow had sun decks with metal pipe railings, an airplane
hangar and car garage with electrically operated doors, a fully electric kitchen, central air conditioning, and metal baseboards with plenty of outlets. White aluminum Venetian blinds, floor-mounted roller shades, and curtains attached in front of the extensive exterior glass walls deflected infra-red but admitted ultra-violet rays into a cooled and more healthful interior (fig. 47). A structural steel frame was exposed in the central stairwell area and solarium.

Many of the House of Tomorrow's interiors were finished with Cararra plate glass: the stairway had polished black glass walls, one glass kitchen wall was soft gray, and the bathroom was finished entirely with white glass. Other walls were lacquered synthetic wall board or insulation board. The children's room was painted turquoise and its floors were green rubber tile; the living/dining area and master bedroom had floors of one-inch walnut or pine blocks polished to a rich luster; the floor of the workshop was orange; the recreation/laundry room had ultra-marine blue ceilings, lipstick-red curtains, and red, orange, and green overhead air ducts. The interiors were designed by Irene Kay Hyman. Although she died suddenly a few days before the structure was completed, the House of Tomorrow was completed in exact accordance with her plans. When A Century of Progress reopened in 1934, part of the house was resheathed with polished sheet copper (fig. 48) and its interiors were transformed by Mabel Schamberg to present an entirely new image. A palette of gray, soft brown, cream white, pastel blue, and salmon made the previously bold interior much less intense.8

The structural concept of the House of Tomorrow arose from the Octagon and Dymaxion houses and the engineering properties of modern construction materials. Preliminary drawings had been submitted to the Director of the Fair Exhibits by Keck during February 1933, but the completed design was definitely the result of a collaborative office effort. The drawings for the house itself are in one drafting style—that of William Keck—and those for the furnishings in another—that of Leland Atwood.9

Keck hired Atwood in 1933 as chief draftsman after being introduced to him by another young architect, Robert Paul Schweikher. Atwood had previously worked with Schweikher as an associate designer/
draftsman (1925–28) and chief draftsman (1928–33) at Wolcott and Work. Like his friend Schweikher, Atwood was very interested in modern European design; Mies van der Rohe's 1929 Barcelona Pavilion especially impressed the two young architects. A 1926 prefabricated house design by Atwood was "appropriated, more or less with Lee’s knowledge, if not consent" by his friend Buckminster Fuller as the basis for the Dymaxion House. Schweikher was a draftsman on Fuller's project.

During the 1920s and 1930s, architectural offices rarely gave employees credit or acknowledgement for their contribution to projects. Since Atwood neither completed his architectural studies nor became a licensed architect, he could not take credit for the design work he did while in Keck's employ. When furniture could not be found to suit the progressive character of the House of Tomorrow, Keck and Atwood designed their own. The pieces, inspired by illustrations in periodicals, were fabricated by various companies: Tapp, de Wilde and Wallace, Inc. made the wooden furniture, W. H. Howell Company made the chrome-plated metal tubular pieces, and other suppliers provided lamps, light fixtures, and appliances. The designers' use of rare and exotic woods was inspired by Art Deco, and their light fixtures and movable wardrobes relied on Werkbund Bauhaus aesthetics (figs. 49-52).

For the 1934 reopening of A Century of Progress, Keck, president and sole officer of Modern Homes, applied to the Fair Commission to build a second house alongside the 1933 models at the Home and Industrial Arts Exhibit. He was denied permission in February 1934. A month later, Caleb Spalding, a friend of Atwood who would help finance the project, reapplied on behalf of Keck and Atwood but was also denied a permit. Finally, on 10 April, blueprints of Keck and Atwood's Crystal House (figs. 53–58) were accepted by the Commission. Ralph Nichols, builder of the House of Tomorrow, completed work on the Crystal House in time for the Fair's opening, 25 May 1934.

If Keck's House of Tomorrow seemed a synthesis of the unbuilt Dymaxion House's form and the International Style's symbolic technological imagery, then Keck's Crystal House fulfilled the promise of sophisticated technology that the House of
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Tomorrow had implied. The steel and glass house that Keck built for the reopening of the fair in 1934 was the most remarkable building of its day.\textsuperscript{16}

Progressive Architecture stated:
It combined the ultimate constructivist aesthetic with truly progressive structural and material technology. Designed as a symbolic evocation of life in a “machine age,” technology and content were fused together in this structure at a level of intention and realization promised but never achieved in European or Russian architecture of the period.\textsuperscript{17}

The Crystal House’s sophisticated technology and constructivist aesthetic were used to provide maximum interior living area [twenty-seven by forty feet] with the minimum use of space; to invent a new general design or a new pattern of home where home serves the occupants, and not the occupants the home; to provide a scientifically healthful, light cheerful residence which capitalizes nature’s fickle moods to man’s incessant advantage, night and day; and to design a house in such qualities in such a manner and of such materials that lends itself to mass production...for individual expression...[and] that his ideal home may be within the reach of the masses.\textsuperscript{18}

The three-story structure was sheathed in plate glass and supported structurally by a lightweight, welded latticework of exposed steel columns and trusses anchored to a reinforced concrete slab. For reasons of economy, efficiency, and structural rigidity the latticework was shop welded and transported to the site for assembly. Shop welding and on-site construction were also used for steel-plate floor sections and for stairs. But due to wind sway and the fragility of the glass, the sectional roof, wall, and lattice-type column trusses, “designed with four-inch 13.8-pound channels as chords and one inch squares as diagonals,”\textsuperscript{19} were later welded on site (fig. 54). All the shop-welded steel was delivered to the site pre-painted and retouched after the assembly process was completed (fig. 55).

The truss frame was the only load-bearing element in the Crystal House; it carried both floors and walls. Three types of plate glass were installed in a manner similar to that in the House of Tomorrow: non-transparent ripple-glass for the ground floor, aqua-tinted glass for the first floor, and clear glass for the top floor.
Acusti-Celotex fiberboard ceilings and interior partitions absorbed sound in the virtually open interior. An open stair and enclosed central utilities shaft (for heat and cold air return, stack and water supply pipes) extended three floors through the house (fig. 59). Partitions enclosed the kitchen and bathrooms while elsewhere movable wardrobes served as closets and space dividers. The living room floor had easy access to wide decks that wrapped two sides of the structure. Instead of wall- or ceiling-mounted fixtures, extensive outlets in the metal baseboard trim allowed electrical appliances to be plugged in as required.20

A recirculating air-conditioning system heated, humidified, and filtered the Crystal House using continuous window-base vents. Because of its extensive glazing, solar heating had to be considered. In an effort to improve upon the 1933 House of Tomorrow, aluminum Venetian blinds were designed for exterior installation to cut down on heat trapped indoors between the blinds and the glass.21 Because the Keck office could not find a supplier for either the heavyweight blind or for their internally operated control mechanism, the blinds were installed on the interior in a recessed channel along the upper inside edge of the glass.22 Curtains helped soften the mechanical appearance of the external trusses, and shades afforded privacy (fig. 60).

The Crystal House was furnished with designs by both Atwood and Keck and pieces fabricated by the Chicago Workshops: Mies van der Rohe’s Tugendhat chair, Le Corbusier’s bentwood armchairs and lounge, and lamps, mirrors, chrome stools, and dining room pieces inspired by Walter Gropius and Marcel Breuer.23 The Chicago Workshops also chose additional accessories in a light toned color scheme for the model house. In the living room area floors were covered by natural Chinese matting and coffee-colored handwoven Moroccan area rugs were used to define distinct zones of space. The living-room furniture included four light-colored, pigskin cushioned Tugendhat chairs, a number of black cane “MR” chairs (figs. 61, 62); and a chromium daybed covered with black suede and caracul fur placed beside a Macassar ebony wall panel and writing table with chrome legs. The dining-room furniture was light ash with sea-green chair seats; its curtains were natural linen. A fully
equipped modern electrical kitchen completed the second floor. 24  
Each of two third-floor bedrooms (a woman’s and a man’s) had a bath and was closed by brown or white linen privacy curtains. The two rooms had chromium chairs with leather cushions and Cuban mahogany tables, desks, and cupboard wardrobes. Moroccan wool rugs were laid over Chinese matting. Leland Atwood said of the interiors:

It had been the aim [of the designers] to bring out such values as beauty of surface and grain of fine woods, in combination with the interesting textures of the materials, rather than to stress a superficial color scheme...so that the house gave an impression of restful quiet and at the same time did not lack color or subtilety of contrast in form and materials. 25

Where a Silver Arrow automobile and a Curtiss-Wright Sport Biplane had been part of the House of Tomorrow’s equipment, Buckminster Fuller’s prototype Dymaxion Car built by Gulf Refining Company was exhibited at the Crystal House.

The Home Planning Division of the 1933 fair had proposed four major qualifications for the demonstration houses: durability, convenience, livability, and cost-efficiency. Keck adhered to the guidelines despite the fact that his models upset conventional notions of residential designs. Keck was the only architect to use the transparent quality of glass as a means of integrating the outside environment with the interior. He also incorporated novel construction practices. Except for Fisher’s General Houses Steel House, furnished by Marianne Willisch and Chicago Workshops, the House of Tomorrow and the Crystal House had the largest number of custom furnishings. Despite their diverse appearance, all of the model homes showed the influence of European International Style aesthetic principles; they all had a “dependence upon the intrinsic elegance of materials, technical perfection and fine proportions, as opposed to applied ornament.” 26

Keck’s houses were not examples of accepted types. To quote the architect, they were designed “to demonstrate mechanical equipment and new building materials;...to not find a specific form to a house, but to find solutions to the many and varied contemporary requirements of a residence in a simple and direct
manner." Equally important, they were intended to be mass-producible.

They were laboratory houses and were designed not primarily to be different or tricky but to attempt seriously to determine whether better ideas and designs for living could be found. Probably the most important function of the Crystal House was to determine how a great number of the people attending the exposition would react to ideas that entirely upset conventional ideas of a house.27

The Crystal House was built in a highly inaccessible location on an island in the south court of the Electrical Group. It was financed principally by Phileo and Alice Spalding of Grand Rapids, Michigan, close friends of Atwood. Perspectives, photos, and detail drawings of the house and its furnishings—chairs, tables, desks, light fixtures, exterior tie rods, and china, book and clothes cases—exist in the Keck files but none of the drawings are initialed.

Harriet Atwood insists the Crystal House was entirely her husband’s design.28 Numerous current periodicals and even the exhibit brochure credit Atwood as furnishing designer of the House of Tomorrow and the original drawings confirm a similar contribution to the Crystal House. Other sources (The Iron Age, American Architect, La Construction Moderne, and Chicago Tribune) give Atwood credit as associate architect on the Crystal House. Nowhere is Leland Atwood given full credit for the Crystal House. In August 1934, two months before the fair finally closed, Atwood left the Keck office to become Head of the Art Department of Lake Forest Academy.

After the fair, the House of Tomorrow and the Rostone, Florida Tropical, and Armco Ferro-Enamel houses were purchased by Robert Bartlett, a Chicago real-estate developer. He moved them by barge during June 1935 from the exposition site to a new subdivision, Beverly Shores, Indiana, where they still stand along the Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore.29 Even though Modern Homes charged visitors to view the Crystal House (as Keck had done with the House of Tomorrow), it was not a financial success. At the close of the fair, the building was dismantled by its contractor, Ralph Nichols, who auctioned the materials and some of the interior furnishings to pay off debts incurred during its construction.30
Following the 1932 Museum of Modern Art traveling International Exhibition of Modern Architecture, Henry-Russell Hitchcock and Philip Johnson curated an exhibition of projects entitled Work of Young Architects in the Middle West. The show opened in New York City in April 1933 and was exhibited during June in the Home Planning Hall at A Century of Progress. Keck assisted in the installation of the show, and was among the architects included in the exhibit. He and Robert Schweikher exhibited their model of a Chicago Housing Project (figs. 63, 64), a design that used “prefabrication, duplication, standardized parts, rapidity of construction, available materials and facilities, structural steel frame, and site orientation so as to attain the utmost advantage of sunlight.”

Museum exhibitions of modern architecture were rare, however, and the American audience perceived them as somewhat elitist. The utopian architecture on display was financially out of reach for the majority of the population—82% of the wage-earning population made less than $1,949 a year in 1933. Construction was also slow—137 private houses were built in Chicago during 1933 as compared to 42,932 in 1926. The Depression economy, in conjunction with conservative lending institutions, made building extremely difficult. In 1935, the editors of Architectural Forum and Fortune Quarterly surveyed the American public on style preferences in residential design; 35% preferred modern, 42% wanted early American, and 17% chose English. A year later the clientele for modern design dropped by two-thirds. A 1936 questionnaire by Architectural Forum to one hundred building and loan associations, forty life insurance companies, and about thirty savings banks revealed that the Franklin Society of New York was the only institution that consistently financed modern homes. Mortgage associations simply refused to invest in modern residential architecture.

The House of Tomorrow and the Crystal House were radical designs when compared with the other Century of Progress houses. They are also singular in Keck’s career. The former had irregular wedge-shaped rooms, an awkward interior organization, and intense colors. The latter had open volumes and sophisticated and understated appointments in expensive materials. Both were products of modern engineering technology. Keck would never repeat the exact steel frame systems found in the House of Tomorrow and the Crystal House nor would his future houses have quite the same sense of utopian architectural aesthetics. The model houses were not, however, intended to carry symbolic weight. Instead they were conceived to solve contemporary construction problems, explore concepts of prefabrication, and provide greater flexibility in spatial planning and family living conditions. As investigations of these issues, they are unique in the history of early twentieth-century American residential architecture.
NOTES

1. This black trim possibly related to Frank Lloyd Wright's prairie houses' wood trim (Ward W. Willits's House was but a few miles from Miralago). It was also similar to the trim used by Le Corbusier and J. P. Oud on their Weissenhof projects at Stuttgart, 1927.


4. George Fred Keck, President and Partner of Century Homes, not Incorporated, submitted preliminary drawings of the House of Tomorrow to the Director of the Fair Exhibits during February 1933. A building permit was issued on 17 March 1933. Dates on the drawings are 6 February; 6, 13, 21 March; and 6 April 1933. The House of Tomorrow was constructed by Ralph Nichols, a Chicago contractor. Operators of the House of Tomorrow in 1933 were Hicks, Wansley, Ottley, and Blietz. Contractually there were three partners in Century Homes, not incorporated in 1933: Esther F. Schnell, 42.5%; Martha C. Maxwell, 42.5%; and G. F. Keck, 15%. From an audit report (31 December 1933) the three partners shared in a net profit after expenses of $30,852.86. The cost of building the House of Tomorrow had been $4,211.45. "A Century of Progress International Exposition Papers: 1923–35," University of Illinois-Circle Campus, file 1-8587 and 1-8588; "George Fred Keck," file 10-535; and correspondence file, "House of Tomorrow," M73-26, Box 4, SHSW.


9. Leland Atwood studied at the University of Michigan in the College of Engineering and Architecture (1919–22). Without finishing his architectural degree he joined the firm of Cowles and Muthsheler in Saginaw, Michigan as draftsman and designer. Atwood then worked with Russell S. Wolcott, Chicago (1924–28). In 1928, Wolcott formed a partnership with Robert Work, where Atwood continued his association as draftsman/designer until March 1933. Atwood began working for Keck in 1933. From 1936 to 1939, he worked as draftsman, writer of specifications, and building superintendent for D'Arcy Company, Evanston, Illinois. From February 1942 to December 1944, he was an engineer for the American Steel Foundries, Cast Armor Plant, East Chicago, Indiana. In 1946, he headed a program producing cast concrete practice bombs for the Air Force and T-6 pontoons for the Navy (Wailes Bageman Company, Los Angeles, California). From 1946 to June 1948, he was an engineer for the S. Healy Company of Chicago and Detroit, which designed and constructed sewers. Atwood formed a partnership (June 1948–52) with Bertrand Goldberg—Atwood and Goldberg, Chicago—designing office buildings, residences, and remodelings. Atwood learned in 1951 that all members of an architectural partnership must be registered with the State of Illinois. Since he was not registered and was unable to obtain his registration, he left Goldberg in 1952 to work in Birmingham, Michigan. He worked as an engineer and manager of a building materials and construction business owned by Bill Favorite. In 1954 he joined a young Birmingham architect, Bill Kapp. He died in 1956. Taken from Atwood's 1951 curriculum vitae that was sent to the Superintendent of Registration, Department of Registration and Education, Springfield, Illinois as part of his application for an architectural license. "Wolcott and Work," Architectural Drawing Archives, Chicago Historical Society, Chicago, Illinois; correspondence with Caleb S. Atwood, July 1985; and interview with Harriet B. Atwood, 2 June 1985. A drawing for a bedroom dressing table and a living room table are each signed by Leland Atwood. The lettering is the same as that on all the other furniture designs for both the House of Tomorrow and the Crystal House. Correspondence with William Keck, 4 June 1986; correspondence with Caleb S. Atwood, July 1985; original drawings in the collection of Caleb S. Atwood; and architectural drawings of Fred Keck, projects 175 and 183, vaults of SHSW.


11. Correspondence with Harriet Atwood, 20 August 1984. An original drawing for the "Dymaxion House" signed by Atwood is in the collection of his son.
Caleb Spalding Atwood, Houston, Texas; interview with Harriet Atwood, 2 June 1985; Blum, "Regale of Tales," 36; correspondence with Caleb S. Atwood, July 1985.


14. Tapp, DeWilde and Wallace, [1920–35] sold ready-made contemporary designs through the Merchandise Mart (1932–42) but would execute custom designs for architects and decorators. Formal drawings for some of the furnishings for the House of Tomorrow (a card table of chrome-plated metal, wood, and glass; a lounge chair; details of a bench, beds, dressing table, cabinets, dining room table, and other chairs; and a chrome and wood tea cart) are in the vaults of the SHSW. None of the drawings are signed or initialed. Darling, *Chicago Furniture,* 284; correspondence files, "The House of Tomorrow," M73-26, SHSW.


22. By 1935, Keck had developed and installed such blinds in at least five houses: Herbert Bruning, project number 195, 1935; W. H. Fricker, 206, 1936; Bertram J. Cahn, 213, 1936; Keck, Gottschalk, Keck apartment, 216, 1936; and Williard Bellack, 221, 1937. Air pollution, however, destroyed the metal clips and made the blinds inoperable. Interview with William Keck and correspondence files, M73-26, SHSW.

23. In a number of drawings, Keck and Atwood adapted Mies van der Rohe's perspective methods. None of the furniture drawings is signed but a few are dated—30 April, 3 May, and 8 May 1934. Correspondence files, M73-26, "Crystal House," and vaults, SHSW. At the end of the fair in 1934, the Kecks used many of the furnishings in their apartment and office. These pieces were given to the Elvehm Art Museum, Madison, Wisconsin, at Lucile Keck's death in 1984. "World's Fair Notes," *Chicago Tribune,* 30 July 1934, 8.


25. Ibid., 37.


27. Taken from three undated publicity statements written by Keck, Atwood, and Lydia Allison. Correspondence file, "Crystal House," M73-26, Box 2, SHSW.

28. Interview and correspondence with Harriet Atwood, 20 August 1984; 8 October 1984; 2 June 1985; architectural drawings in the vaults, SHSW, Madison; and vitae of Leland Atwood.


31. At the same time parts of the exhibition were also seen at Chicago's Walden Galleries. Works by Howard Fisher, Hamilton Beatty, and a William Keck model of a Fred Keck eight-room house were included in this exhibition of Middle Western Architects.

32. "Architects' Show Shuns the Ornate," *New York Times,* 11 April 1933, 17. In a telegram to Fred Keck (22 March 1933), Philip Johnson said, "Your model arrived. I want to thank you not only on the good model but the beautiful architecture. Please accept my thanks also for your part in organizing such a successful exhibition." From a scrapbook in the Keck office, and "A Chicago Housing Project," *Architectural Record* 73 (March 1933): 159–163.


Fred Keck’s progressive House of Tomorrow and aesthetically avant-garde Crystal House attracted a number of wealthy clients to the Keck practice. In the fall of 1933, the architect designed two inexpensive homes—one for his brother-in-law Dr. Albert B. Leigh of Kaukauna, Wisconsin (figs. 65, 66) and the other for James D. Peterson of Wilmette, Illinois. Both had compact, efficient floor plans and simple cubic silhouettes. In these buildings, Keck used flat roofs, white stuccoed brick, and roof decks enclosed by welded pipe-rails. In form, the two small houses broke from the style of Keck’s Century of Progress structures and were instead akin to the International Style favored by Henry-Russell Hitchcock and seen in the Century of Progress Masonite House and General Houses Steel House.

Keck’s mastery of International Style and Art Deco were developed in his residential designs from 1936–39, as in the Herbert Bruning House, Wilmette, Illinois (fig. 67). Keck was given complete control of the project from plot plan to curtain fabric choices. He designed the house, superintended its construction, and was assisted in its completion by his two draftsmen, William Keck and Robert Bruce Tague. The clients, a family of five, required accommodation for two guests, two servants, and two cars. They wanted the finished structure “to be of such a character that the children would not be ashamed of it when they reached the age of reason—i.e., that it be simple, permanent and economically maintained.” A welded Stransteel frame carried light Truscon steel floor decking covered with lightweight concrete. The house had Goodyear rubber floors, hung ceilings of either plaster or acoustical tile, and interior surfaces of plaster or rare wood veneer over a metal lath. Its exterior curtain walls were finished in reinforced cement stucco with lead-coated copper flashing; thermal insulation and sound-proofing were provided by walls filled with
mineral wool; and zoned air conditioning served the entire house. To lighten the summer cooling load, Keck designed a flat concrete slab roof to carry a thin sheet of water. In hot weather the roof would help cool the house by evaporation. Additional climate control was achieved by a custom-designed window unit incorporating chain-activated external Venetian blinds, storm and regular sash, and interior curtains (fig. 68).

The house was carefully sited. Keck made a series of detailed studies of the sun's path and its angle of illumination on the property for the twenty-first day of four months: December, March, June, and September (fig. 69). To take advantage of the sun and yard, the house was placed in a north-south line on the southeastern corner of the lot. Major living areas had northwest orientation and easy access to the yard, roof deck, screened porch, or paved terraces. A two-story, glass-enclosed stairwell illuminated the south wall of the house.

Bruning’s Art Deco and Moderne furnishings were designed by Keck and manufactured by Tapp, Inc. The wooden furniture included curly mahogany upholstered in mohair or leather, natural ebony upholstered in natural wool, plane tree burl with white leather, and French burry oak and natural Carpathian elm burl in blue leather. "The library couch had automobile type arms which, when not in use, folded snugly into the back" and the curtains were raw silk. The graceful curved stair in its Moderne glass-block tower (fig. 70) was a “monolith of reinforced black terrazzo poured and polished in place.”

The Bruning House, with its white stucco planes, crisp, sharp copper edges, and translucent glass curves, signalled a radical break from Keck’s earlier English and French style projects for Bills’ Realty in the same subdivision. The Bruning plan conveniently and efficiently integrated leisure, recreation, sleeping, and service. If its modern design was a shock to neighbors living in revivalist and eclectic European style houses, it was nonetheless in line with other local progressive architecture, particularly that of Chicago architect Andrew Rebori. Like the Crystal House, Keck’s Bruning House was a fine essay in American International Style.

During his tour of duty in France, Keck observed operable external metal and wood shutters, which later served as inspiration for his design of external
blinds. In 1935, working with the National Lock Company, Keck developed an experimental external aluminum Venetian blind for solar protection. The product was manufactured by Chain Tape Venetian Blind Company, Rockford, Illinois. This Venetian blind was used not only in the Bruning project, but also in the Bellack House (fig. 72), the Fricker House (fig. 71), the Cahn House, and the Keck, Gottschalk, Keck Apartment. The blinds had a cubic pocket box housing at roof or ceiling level covered by a removable fascia plate to expedite servicing. Installed in a track, the blinds were raised or lowered by a metal bead chain and opened or closed by a worm gear operated from the interior.

Fourteen summer houses and small brick houses were designed between the Bruning project and Keck's next stylistically important commission, the Morehouse House (fig. 73). In the spring of 1936 Keck began a house for his wife's college friend Anna Ely Morehouse and her husband Edward W. Morehouse, a progressive economics professor at the University of Wisconsin, Madison. Keck's three-story terraced design took advantage of its site, a steeply sloping and irregularly shaped lot in eyesight of Anna Morehouse's family home and Frank Lloyd Wright's E. A. Gilmore House (1908). Its silhouette was reminiscent of the House of Tomorrow, and its front facade borrowed elements from the Bruning House. Instead of Bruning's pure white surface, Morehouse had dark narrow wood strips set against white stucco (a detail first seen at the Miralago Ballroom) and a reentrant corner detail akin to Mies's later steel-frame details at Illinois Institute of Technology (fig. 74). The Morehouse House's wood stud construction with stucco surfaces combined traditional American carpentry practices with European constructivist and de Stijl architectural vocabularies to create an individual expression of the International Style.

Numerous drawings of the Morehouse House and its architectural specifications reveal Keck's comprehensive design including furnishings, lighting fixtures, desks, and book cases. Floor finishes were oak, walls plaster over metal lath, cabinetwork and trim light birch, and the brick fireplace was painted white. Although Keck proposed steel-paneled casement windows and external, pocketed, Venetian blinds, Anna
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Morehouse insisted on double-hung sash windows. As blinds were never installed their storage pockets create the reentrant corners.

Keck designed Bertram and Irma Cahn’s house in Lake Forest, Illinois, during the construction phase of the Bruning and Morehouse residences. Mrs. Cahn, heir to the Kuppenheimer clothier fortune, had seen the House of Tomorrow and asked Keck for a house for the day after tomorrow. She wanted a contemporary house suited to her property, convenience, and comfort; a house that could be closed in a few minutes, with nothing in it that would deteriorate while it was unoccupied, and could be opened as quickly; a house to be practically servant-less for present day informal living.9

Keck laid out a crescent-shaped house (figs. 75, 76) to give a full southern view of the park lands on Cahn’s thirty-acre site, which had been cleared of the existing Kuppenheimer House.10 The plan of the steel-frame structure afforded privacy to the bedroom wing and pool wing. A circular drive to the north gave access to a concave white stucco facade punctured by large expanses of glass brick. Operable metal-framed plate glass (which could be electronically dropped into the basement) was planned to cover the south, east, and west exposures of the house.11 These walls generously lit the house and afforded broad views of the rising and setting sun. To control solar heat gain generated by black rubber floors, Keck added expansive projecting eaves and external, chain-driven, Venetian blinds (figs. 77, 78).12 In winter, sunlight penetrated into the north wall of the house, but in summer the eaves prevented the sun from overheating the interior. To help regulate the internal temperature, both a forced hot-water and a split forced-air system were installed, “one to keep the house just above freezing when unoccupied, the other a year-round air conditioning system for use when occupied.”13

Irma Cahn walked with a limp (the result of a childhood riding accident) and so she specified a carpet- and rug-free design to avoid tripping.14 As she was also a heavy smoker, her husband requested as fire-proof a house as possible. Keck designed furnishings with built-in ash trays as a preventive measure and, like the built-in beds, laminated them with aluminum. Cabinetwork and storage units were also built in. The
high-ceilinged living/dining room had a north-facing glass brick clerestory, eighteen recessed pinhole ceiling lights, and dark blue acoustical ceiling tiles to absorb sound (figs. 79-81). Walls and some furniture were painted bright yellow; aluminum chairs and couches were upholstered in either yellow fabric or in blue jute woven with leather. The master bedroom walls were intense green. Cahn said:

We like the house because it is spacious, colorful, bright, restful, and in harmony with the surrounding landscape, and because it is a home...since it affords the fullest amount of comfort and contentment, it has made our way of living simpler, easier, and more responsive to our demands. It requires no effort in house keeping.\textsuperscript{15}

In 1939 Margaret Southwick, Language Arts Director of the Gary, Indiana public schools, had Keck design a modest split-level house of white painted concrete block at Ogden Dunes, Indiana (figs. 82, 83).\textsuperscript{16} An 11.5-foot ceiling extended over two-thirds of the ground area to include the living room, kitchen, study, and stair. This created a feeling of spaciousness in a very small house and helped cool it in the summer. Colored glass was used to transform the light; transparent blue plate served as the ceiling in the kitchen, and fixed peach-colored glass (that only the winter sun reached) filled the upper part of the southern living-room wall. Projecting eaves sheltered the walls and reduced glare on this steep-sloped, lake-view house.\textsuperscript{17}

During the same year B. Lamar Johnson, a librarian at Stevens College, Columbia, Missouri, commissioned a house of similar materials (figs. 84-90).\textsuperscript{18} As part of a thorough research of contemporary architects, Johnson and his wife visited Keck's office during the summer of 1938. After seeing the Cahn and Southwick houses, among others, the couple hired Keck. In a move that would later become an integral part of his working method, Keck visited the Johnson family at home to observe their daily routines. The live-in "sociological study," a careful site visit, and many "need and want lists" provided Keck with the information he needed to design a house to meet the particular specifications of the family. The Johnsons entertained faculty and students, were interested in modern design, and wanted their home to be a model for the college community. The building faced south to incorporate Keck's solar
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developments. The faceted curve of the block structure "followed roughly the contour lines of the property [a sloping wooded site overlooking a ravine]...and offered great possibilities for the play of sunlight on the house with changing shadows as the day progressed." The many southern windows (fixed plate and transom) had low-set slots to draw cold air into the forced-air heating system (fig. 90), a technique adopted from the House of Tomorrow and the Crystal House. A one-inch-deep pan with peripheral parapets and ground-controlled spigot provided a pool of water on the roof that, through evaporation and reflection, helped cool the house in the summer (fig. 89). Abundant trees made eaves unnecessary. A clerestory -monitor provided light and ventilation to the centralized kitchen.

Marianne Willisch assisted with the interior decoration, which had the same intense Art Deco colors as those of the Cahn House. The plastered walls and ceilings were white except for the aquamarine blue and gray of the living, recreation, and dining rooms. The Johnsons wanted as much contemporary furniture as their budget would allow. Keck and Willisch chose Masonite furniture by Design Research for the dining room and lamps and lighting fixtures of Keck's own design. The architect's built-ins appeared in the bedrooms and living room (fig. 88).

While Keck worked on the Johnson House he was actively involved with Laszlo Moholy-Nagy in the formation of the New Bauhaus. Around the same time, Johnson invited him to give a talk on modern architecture at Stevens College, which Keck supplemented with an exhibition of his latest projects, including the Cahn and Brining houses.

Keck's last major 1930s residential commission was a three-unit apartment dwelling, the Keck, Gottschalk, Keck Apartment (figs. 91-97). From the rear garden the building's affinity to the House of Tomorrow (fig. 43) and the Morehouse House (fig. 73) was readily apparent. Aesthetically linked to the International Style, this 1937 project was cooperatively owned by the architect, his brother William, and a third party [Professor Louis Gottschalk] who gained in economy and convenience by pooling their resources to build three dwelling units within a single building, and putting
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three units on one conveniently located piece of relatively high-priced land [University of Chicago campus, University Avenue] rather than placing houses on three less costly—but less convenient—lots.22

The four-story structure had load-bearing walls that rose virtually uninterrupted to the roof (figs. 91, 92). The choice of richly colored but inexpensive red-orange brick complemented neighboring residences and insured a low-maintenance exterior. The front facade had a tripartite composition: two glazed vertical zones were separated by a vertical brick surface of similar width. The glass planes were divided horizontally by black painted wood fascias, which concealed pockets for external aluminum Venetian blinds. Because of airborne pollutants and acids, the blind’s steel mounting clips corroded and created a constant maintenance problem; Keck was forced to replace the vertically adjustable devices with permanently attached exterior jalousies. These were also operated from the interior, but their slats could never be fully removed from view. The front and back step-teraced facades both had specially designed wood transom window units that opened inward.23

A three-car garage, laundry room, workshop, and communal recreation room occupied the ground floor. Fred and William Keck had third- and fourth-floor apartments with small garden terraces. Built-ins were incorporated in all three apartments, but Fred and Lucile Keck furnished their apartment with pieces from the House of Tomorrow (figs. 93, 94, 96, 97). Keck originally planned the complex with that without structural alteration the first and second [apartments] could each be altered to make two small flats, one either side of the staircase block and another flat provided in the rear of the ground floor. Each of the two halves of the large [apartments] already contained a bathroom, and the centrally placed staircase block would provide complete acoustic insulation between the two flats.24

The houses described in this chapter, including the Keck, Gottschalk, Keck Apartment, testify to Keck’s preoccupation with European avant-garde architecture. These residences relied on industrial products, which lent them a machined appearance. Like his
contemporaries, Keck was searching for a means to produce stylistically potent, low-cost housing for an economically depressed market.

During the forties, Keck's extensive experimentation, observation, and study of passive solar heating and prefabrication provided him with a strategy for approaching the private house that would last him twenty-five years. In later work, Keck would abandon the stylistic traits of these early designs—volumes influenced by German housing, intensified saturated colors of Art Deco, and the curves of Moderne furnishings. The next phase of his career brought materials, colors, and stylistic elements more closely akin to those characterizing Frank Lloyd Wright's Usonian houses.
NOTES

1. Project numbers 178 and 179. No reference to either of these projects exists in the correspondence files; however, the floor plans are in the vaults of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin (SHSW), Madison. Dr. Leigh, Lucile Keck's brother, changed his surname, Liebermann, to overcome anti-Semitism and improve his medical practice. Interview with William Keck, 20 July 1983.

2. It is also at this date when Youngstown's initials are consistently found on the architectural drawings. Though he never had a large office, Keck employed a few young men, sometimes up to four, to assist with the office drawings.

3. A petition was circulated by the neighbors in 1936 to stop the building's construction. Jeff Dean interview with Fred Keck on 27 October 1974. In 1956, the Kecks designed additions and alterations requested by the new owner, W. B. Morse; correspondence file, "Bruning," project 195, Box 1, M73-26, SHSW.


5. Ibid., 32-37.

6. During the 1920s, Edward W. Morehouse with his father-in-law, Richard T. Ely, a noted scholar, author, and activist, edited the Journal of Land and Public Utility Economics and together wrote Elements of Land Economics (1924). Ely was the founder of the Institute for Research in Land Economics and Public Utilities and served as Professor of Political Economy and Director of the School of Economics, Political Science, and History at the University of Wisconsin for thirty-two years. His youngest daughter, Anna, married Edward Morehouse, author of Development of Industrial Law in the Rochester Clothing Market, (1923). The Kecks were close friends of the Morehouses; when the house was being built, the two couples spent a day with Frank Lloyd Wright at Taliesin. During the forties and fifties Keck would frequently join Morehouse for a round of golf when he was in or passing through the Madison area.


7. The rearient corner has been consid- ered one of Mies's major architectural details. He supposedly developed it and first used the detail on his American buildings. However, Keck had already used the rearient corner by 1936.


8. Specifications are dated 20 August 1939. Correspondence files, "Morehouse," project 210, Box 6, M73-26, SHSW.

9. "George Fred Keck Architect: House for B. J. Cahn, Lake Forest, Illinois," Architectural Forum 71 (July 1939): 13. This is the first house design on which not only G. F. Keck's but also William Keck's and Robert Bruce Tague's initials are found; job folder, project 213, vault, SHSW.

10. Jens Jensen had landscaped the estate for the Kuppenheimers. Jensen had earlier landscaped the estate of Frank Lloyd Wright's Avery Coonley House in River Forest, Illinois. Knowing the work of Jensen and Wright, Keck actively sought organic relationships with his residences, especially when his clients could afford the landscaping he suggested.

11. Unlike Mies van der Rohe's Tugendhat House that had used such windows, the Cahn House never incorporated this part of the project. Keck installed fixed glass instead.

12. Keck had conducted studies of solar paths and greenhouse effects since his observations at the 1933 fair, but in 1940 he and his brother William made use of meteorological readings on winds and sun angles then being conducted ex- clusively at the University of Chicago weather station. Nory Miller, "Keck at "Hit of the Show" After 56 Years," Inland Architect 20 (May 1976): 8.


16. Margaret Southwick and Grace Stafford had previously commissioned Keck to design a cottage overlooking Lake Michigan near Northport, Michigan (1935-36). The cottage had water but no electricity, used a Franklin stove, and was shingled. In 1938, Southwick and her sister, Louise Eberlein commissioned him to remodel their Stevens Point, Wisconsin, nineteenth-century Italianate family home into apartments. Project 236, SHSW; correspondence files, "Copps," and "Fisher," Box 2, M73-26; and "Southwick," Box 8, M73-26. The drawings are initiated by William Keck and Robert B. Tague.


18. Correspondence file, "Johnson," project 229, Box 4, M73-26, SHSW. William Keck and Robert Tague also initiated the drawings of this house.


21. Letter dated 22 April 1938; correspondence file, "Johnson," Box 4, M73-26, SHSW.

22. Robert Bruce Tague, Keck on Architecture: An Exhibition Organized by the Taylor Museum of the Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center (Colorado Springs: Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center, 1947), 10. The location was convenient for both Professor Louis Gottschalk and Librarian Lucile Keck for their University of Chicago jobs. Numerous commissions would come to Keck from his University campus contacts, as can be seen in the residential blocks of the area. Vaults of the SHSW.

23. Drawings of the building, its details, and structural additions (1947, 1951, 1952, and 1956) are at the SHSW, project 216.

DEVELOPMENT OF A PASSIVE SOLAR HOUSE

In the 1930s an American housing shortage accompanied the Depression. Government agencies, architects, and engineers were pressed to cut construction costs, speed up residential construction, and improve public housing. Renewed interest in an old phenomenon—that heat is absorbed by wall or floor surfaces struck by sunlight—offered a means of reducing energy costs and creating efficient and comfortable living space. A number of studies concerning proper building orientation for solar gain began to appear in European journals. The most influential of these was a study by the Royal Institute of British Architects in 1931–32.1 “The Institute published a clear, easy-to-follow reference manual on the sun’s daily and seasonal movements and the number of hours a day that its rays would strike windows facing in various directions.”2 The Institute also developed a device called a heliodon that helped determine solar exposure on a model of a proposed building.

A few American architects, impressed by the Royal Institute’s studies, began to explore the topic of solar design. Architect and urban planner Henry Wright of Columbia University’s School of Architecture was most active in adapting the Institute’s research. His studies in American journals helped persuade other professionals of the importance of solar energy.3 Howard T. Fisher and Paul Schweikher at General Houses, Inc. were also instrumental in bringing RIBA’s work to the attention of American architects. Fisher’s Architectural Record article, “A Rapid Method for Determining Sunlight on Buildings,” was partially illustrated with RIBA diagrams and also drew from William Atkinson’s 1912 The Orientation of Buildings or Planning for Sunlight (fig. 98).4

When Schweikher and Keck designed the Chicago Housing Project, a model of which was exhibited at A Century of Progress, they began by determining
accurate solar angles for the city at different times of the year. Schweikher and William Keck sought assistance in computing and recording sun angles from the Adler Planetarium and used their research and photographs to ensure “uninterrupted sunlight on the buildings over the greatest number of available hours and full sunlight on garden and play spaces at some time of the day.” The alignment and orientation of individual dwelling units also improved air circulation (fig. 99).

The next step in Keck’s solar-influenced design process involved trapping solar heat for energy savings. Relatively inexpensive large sheets of glass, readily available on the market, could be combined with structural steel to support roofs and create window-walls. When the House of Tomorrow—ninety percent glass—was being constructed, Keck noted the project’s greenhouse effect; the sunlight illuminating the interior also heated the concrete floor slab, which in turn radiated heat after the sun set. But because the building had extensive areas of uninsulated glass, heat loss was rapid. Keck’s observations of this early house greatly influenced his subsequent developments. He was the first American architect to consistently apply solar principles to residential architecture despite opposition to the idea of an all-glass house.

When Keck designed the 1935 E. L. Wilde House in Watertown, Wisconsin, he set it into the rise of a hill and gave its main facade a southern exposure (figs. 100, 101). The street-side north entrance was partially bermed to retard heat loss and buffer winds. Living spaces, on the south side of the house, received maximum sunlight. In later years Keck would cite Socrates on the advantages of solar orientation:

Now in houses with a southern exposure, the sun’s rays penetrate the porticos in winter, but in summer, being less inclined, they afford shade. If, then, this is the best arrangement, we should build the south side loftier to get the winter sun, and the north side lower to keep out the cold winds. To put it shortly, the house in which the owner can find a comfortable retreat at all seasons and can store his belongings safely is presumably at once the most pleasant and the most beautiful. To mitigate the effects of light and heat Keck continued development of an external Venetian blind to provide a visually unobstructive heat barrier. In 1935 Libby-
Owens-Ford Glass Company introduced a double-pane glass enabling the manufacture of windows capable of halving the heat loss associated with single-glazed units. Consequently, Keck specified double-glazed windows for his residential projects. But, like the early Venetian blinds, the glass had maintenance problems. When the organic seal between the panes deteriorated the windows fogged and required frequent replacement.  

Keck also developed and attached projecting sun screen louvers above windows and extended the roof eaves, design details that accounted for the difference between winter and summer sun angles. One of the first examples of this roof projection can be seen in the Cahn House (fig. 102).

The next major solar design element incorporated by Keck was a shallow roof pool. Although first developed for the Bruning House, its application was more fully thought out in his design for the Johnson House.

On these and subsequent houses, a built-up felt and pitch roof topped by gravel carried approximately one inch of water. A spigot and splash pan located above the roof line provided a means to augment rainfall (fig. 89), and drains controlled water depth and winter drainage. Through reflection and evaporation the design reduced solar heat transmission as much as eighty percent. In summer, the pool became a breeding ground for mosquitoes and algae and required periodic drainage; in winter, if the pool was not properly drained, the contraction and expansion of ice created great booming noises that made it sound as if the house would momentarily implode.

While building the Morehouse House, Keck and the Morehouse couple spent a day with Frank Lloyd Wright at Taliesin. Wright, intrigued by Japanese and Korean radiant floor heating methods, had incorporated copper water pipes in the concrete flooring of his Jacobs House (1937), only across town from the Morehouse site. When hot water was forced through the pipes, the result was an evenly heated, draft-free interior. The ancient method (the principle can be traced back to early Roman architecture) had been revived in 1907 by Arthur Henry Barker, an Englishman who used piped hot water in the walls of churches and houses. Barker’s The Theory and Practice of Heating and Ventilation (1912) and Heating and Air Condi-
tioning (1932) may have prompted Wright to adopt radiant floor heat.9

Keck first applied such a system in the William Kellett House (figs. 103, 104), Menasha, Wisconsin, 1939–40.10 In November 1939, William Keck wrote General Electric for information on electric panel heating applicable “to a slab laid directly on grade.” The Company responded by suggesting a system similar to the one used by Wright at the S. C. Johnson Administration Building, which had circulating hot-water pipes embedded in the floor slab.11 The Standard Distributing Corporation of Chicago, involved with the Johnson project, took Kellett to Wright’s Jacobs House and the Johnson offices. Keck’s enlightened patron wanted his modern efficient house to include radiant floors and so the Kellett House had copper coils laid in its cement and flagstone main floor slab (figs. 105-107). Kellett, uncertain about the radiant floors, had his plant engineers design a forced hot-water system with baseboard radiation for the second floor.

To take advantage of the view of Lake Winnebago and the Fox River, and to preserve the site’s large trees, Keck curved the Kellett plan. Its south wall, a two-story solarium of 17.5x5ft fixed glass, allowed early morning and winter sun into the core of the house. Smaller, specially made aluminum sash windows, screens, and storm windows, could be raised for storage in a pocket above the window unit. Visor-like southern roof overhangs designed to deflect the summer sun had rectilinear openings that repeatedly pierced the water-carrying roof above the window wall.12 These pressure-relief openings prevented heavy winds from blowing the projecting roof off the house.

In the early 1940s, and especially during the Second World War, iron and copper were expensive and unavailable to home builders. Keck responded to the shortage by adapting ceramic flue tile for his radiant floors.13 The result was a contained hot-air system closely related to Korean and Roman prototypes and first used in the twentieth century in the Liverpool Cathedral, designed in 1904 by Sir Giles Gilbert Scott.14 Keck obtained clay sewer pipe from the Clay Products Association. Laid in a bed of sand, the pipe was then covered with a surface of cement to create heating circuits similar to wrought iron or copper pipes. The floor, which eliminated drafts and reduced
energy consumption from other sources, was especially suitable for family living. It did, however, have drawbacks; the concrete slab was slow to respond to rapid temperature changes—time was required to both bring the floor up to temperature and cool it down; the earth adjacent to the concrete had to be insulated to avoid heat loss; and, as initially installed, the complex sewer pipe system was awkward to construct.15

In 1944 Keck, with Clay Products Association, developed and patented a “RadianTile” panel heating system using numerous hollow vitrified tile blocks each designed for a specific function.16 The blocks, laid end to end, to form a continuous duct, were interconnected by metal sleeves (figs. 108, 109). Each room panel received warm air from a perforated feeder duct along one wall and air returned to the furnace by a closed duct on the opposite wall (figs. 110, 111). The RadianTiles served as the actual floor finish and came in various standard sizes. Since rugs would reduce the efficiency of the gridded tiles, families seldom hid the rich red floor. RadianTiles were long-lasting, low-cost, and fire-, pest- and rot-proof. The floor was easy to operate, efficient, and healthful.17

In February 1946, John Harkness and Walter Gropius from the Architects’ Collaborative wrote Keck for information about his “system of hot air blown through tile floors.”18 Until labor costs prohibited this type of ceramic tile heating, William Keck continued to lay out the RadianTile systems. He also designed systems for other architects and for Clay Products Association clients.

One of Keck’s solar design innovations was prompted by stylistic rather than engineering concerns and affected the plans of his residences. He now consistently elongated his houses so that all major rooms would have a southern exposure. This arrangement required a narrow corridor on the north side as both a circulation link and a utility core. The Howard Sloan House of Glenview, Illinois (1940) was Keck’s first comprehensive solar design.19 The house of white, painted vertical tongue and groove had high projecting shed roofs of dark brown cedar shingles above the single-pane clerestory of the dining room and the adjacent porch (figs. 112–114). The Chicago Tribune called it a “solar house,” coining the term and intimately
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linking Keck to the history of American solar architecture. A Chicago real-estate developer and a good promoter, Sloan decided to open his home to public view for a period of four months. After visiting Keck’s prototype, many people were convinced by its solar design. Sloan’s promotion scheme paid off when his later housing development, Solar Park—a “the first completely sun oriented residential community in the United States”—sold out quickly.

In February 1942, after William Sloan bought his brother’s home, Keck designed another house for Howard Sloan. This Solar Park residence (figs. 115, 116) was equipped with a flat roof and overhanging eaves, a full south wall of fixed Thermopane windows with ventilation louvers, and a north wall set at about a ten-degree angle to the plane of the south wall. It was sheathed with stained horizontal clapboard. Clay Products Association installed the forced hot-air RadianTile floor heating system free of charge so that the new concept and design could be tested.

Keck designed at least twelve houses for Sloan, all of which combined fixed single or Thermopane windows, wide roof overhangs, solar orientation, minor insulation, flat or single slope roofs, and radiant floor heat. Another Keck development was the design of ventilation louvers for use with fixed plate glass windows. Inward-opening screened louvers on the second Sloan House (fig. 117) made windows rain- and burglar-
proof, eliminated unsightly screens, and facilitated ventilation when drapes were closed. Keck’s wooden, fixed louvers played a stylistic as well as a functional role in his solar houses.

Since no one had conducted tests or studies of solar houses, their efficiency could not be proven. However, professionals and lay people alike knew that Chicago—like other northerly midwestern cities—enjoyed sunny days about half the winter, and that, even in grey weather, five to fifty percent of the sun’s heat penetrated the clouds. The Kecks learned from the United States Weather Bureau that the University of Chicago was conducting tests to tabulate daily solar energy gain behind glass. To prove that heat gain can be studied outside the laboratory and inside a glass house, Keck persuaded Libby-Owens-Ford and the Illinois Institute of Technology to run a year-long test on his Duncan house, designed and built in 1941 (figs. 118, 119). This inexpensive wood frame building was to be the testing grounds for Kimsul, a cellulose insulation developed and marketed by Kimberly Clark and given to Keck by the company President, William Kellett (aluminum was substituted in the final construction). The building had double-glazed windows on its south elevation equalling approximately fifty percent of the floor area and a single slope roof extending along the south elevation (figs. 120, 121). The year-long tests, financed by Libby-Owens-Ford, began on 23 October 1941 and were conducted under the guidance of Professor James C. Peebles and William C. Knopf, Jr. On one of Peebles’s temperature charts for a sunny day in January,

when the outside temperature ranged from 5 degrees below to 17 degrees below zero, the sun-ray heat entering the living room automatically shut off the furnace at 8:30 am and interior temperatures during the day ranged above 85 degrees Fahrenheit, at times necessitating the opening of windows, despite the fact that the furnace was not in operation from 8:30 am until 8:30 pm. Part of the gain was due to the hot water in the dark brown concrete floor slab, which continued to radiate heat even when the furnace was shut off.

The glass was a heat trap in the sense that it was highly transparent to radiant heat in wave lengths derived from very high temperature sources, and was
relatively opaque to radiant heat from low or moderate temperature sources. Upon this premise rested the principle of insolation or the design of buildings to utilize solar heat for comfort purposes.\textsuperscript{25}

The test revealed a number of unexpected variables that prevented a controlled study and precluded accurate evaluations. The most critical variable was the lack of a mechanical control for the radiant floor heat that could have been synchronized with the solar heat gain. Labor shortages prevented caulking around doors and window frames. Their subsequent shrinkage away from the walls generated excessive cold air infiltration. Wind velocity was greater than had been anticipated due to the exposed location of the house. Peebles and Knopf "granted that the excessive heat losses could not be reliably calculated and utilization of solar heat was not too efficient,"\textsuperscript{26} but they did concede that "the preponderance of evidence indicated that the solar heat input in the test house offset most, and probably all, of the heat lost through the extra window areas and kept the total heating cost at a reasonably low figure."\textsuperscript{27} On the other hand "the cooling effect in the summer was the direct result of radiant cooling of the concrete floor and the double glazing]...The lag which cut down the efficiency of the heating system in the winter time increased the efficiency of the comfort in the summer."\textsuperscript{28} Another advantage of the solar house was its generous interior light, which both benefitted the occupants and contributed to the home's sense of spaciousness. No artificial light was required during daylight hours.

News articles about the Duncan House in the architectural and lay press greatly increased solar architecture's popularity. The office of Fred Keck was hard pressed to carry out all the commissions that began to pour in. Finding the time to do the work was only one of the difficulties Keck had to face; the Second World War made house construction materials scarce.


3. Henry Wright (1878–1936), designer of Radburn, New Jersey and numerous other garden cities, was Associate Professor and Head of the School of Architecture at Columbia University. He later served as a consultant for the Public Works Administration in Washington until his death. He was author of numerous articles on residential architecture and town planning. Architectural Record 80 (August 1936): 83.


7. From a talk given by William Keck before the American Section of the International Solar Energy Society convention held at Kansas City, Missouri, on 3 October 1979.


9. “An Old Idea is Latest in Heating,” Business Week (27 April 1940): 48, 50–51. This article suggests that it was probably Frank Lloyd Wright who was the first American architect to use radiant floor heat.

10. To try to persuade Kellett of his merit as an architect Keck asked him to call and inquire of Howard Myers, editor of Architectural Record; James Fitch, editor of Architectural Record; Geoffrey Baker, editor of House and Garden; and John McAndrew, chairman of the Architectural Department, Museum of Modern Art, if Keck could not build him a famous house and contribute to the field of modern architecture. Taken from a letter to Kellett from Keck dated 24 January 1939; correspondence file, “William Kellett,” project 243, Box 4, M73-26, SHSW.

11. Taken from a letter to General Electric Co., dated 6 November 1939, and from a letter from General Electric to the Kecks, dated 16 November 1939. Correspondence file, “William Kellett,” Box 4, M73-26, SHSW.


13. In a letter to the Radiant Heating Committee of Clay Products Association, 31 March 1943, John Cook, the association’s secretary, wrote: “This subject first came to my attention on 17 February 1941, when H. M. Sloan of the H. M. Sloan Realty Company called at our office to make inquiry about any material that we might furnish to provide warmth to the building....Sloan and Keck [his architect] went ahead with this type of heating in several houses [files were shipped to Sloan for his own house in April 1942]....On 23 February 1943, the Committee held a conference with Keck and entered into an agreement with him whereby he would supervise necessary research work to develop floor or panel heating by the use of products made by this company.” Correspondence file, “National Clay Products,” Boxes 1 and 2, M73-26, SHSW.


16. Keck applied for a patent, 528,334, on 27 March 1944.

17. Radiant Tile: A Panel Heating System Using Warm Air (Cannelton, Indiana: Cannelton Sewer Pipe Company, 1946); and Design Computations for a Radiant Tile Panel Heating System, revised copy (Clay Products Association, 29 December 1948); correspondence file, “National Clay Products,” Box 2, M73-26, SHSW.

18. Letter to Keck, 12 February 1946, correspondence file, “National Clay Products,” Box 1, M73-26, SHSW.


23. In a letter (13 February 1941) to Keck, L. E. Griner, Vice President of I.I.T., listed a number of observations and means by which Peebles would carry out the Duncan House study:

1) Daily observations of intensity of solar radiation, with pyrheliometer or similar instrument.
2) Temperature records in each room, at or near the floor line, and at or near the ceiling.
3) Record of outdoor temperature on windward side of house, and also on leeward side.
4) Humidity observations inside the house; two points should be sufficient, using recording psychrometers.
5) Record of wind velocity and direction, using recording wind gauge if possible.
6) Observations on general weather conditions, such as: a) clear or cloudy, with record of total hours of sunlight per day; b) time of sunrise; c) time of sunset; d) rain or snow with record of time, duration and amount; e) daily
notes on condition of surrounding territory, with particular reference to presence or absence of snow; f) relative humidity; g) smoke or fog. 7) Daily record of fuel consumed, possibly with record of ‘on’ and ‘off’ cycles of heater. 8) Temperatures of water leaving and returning to the heater. 9) Record of power required to drive water-circulating pump. 10) Record of total sash perimeter in movable windows. 11) Estimates of heat losses through these window cracks. 12) Periodic examination of roof and wall insulation, with particular reference to possible accumulation of moisture. 13) Observations of possible water or frost accumulation on fixed and movable glass.

Correspondence file, “Hugh Duncan,” project 268, Box 2, M73-26, SHSW.


PREFABRICATION AND BUILDING
THE SOLAR HOUSE

World War II shifted the nation’s priorities away from building and, as a result, architects concentrated their efforts on pursuing the problem of postwar housing. Prefabrication, a construction method that had been linked to economic recovery, was of special interest, since it effectively reduced production costs and lowered house purchase prices to individual buyers. New building materials, products, and mechanical devices funded by federal contracts and developed by government agencies and industry were adapted for use in postwar housing. The goal was to achieve a standardized yet flexible design that could account for individual family needs and allow for easy modification.

As early as 1909 Walter Gropius wrote, “The idea of industrializing house construction can be realized by repetition of the same component parts in every building project….The possibilities of assembly of these interchangeable parts satisfies the public desire for a home with an individual appearance.”¹ Gropius reiterated his position often: at the Weissenhof Siedlung (1927); in speaking about an expandable portable copper house (1931)²; in his call for systematic solutions linked with industry (1934)³; and in a collaborative design with Konrad Wachsmann—the Packaged House System—manufactured by General Panel Corporation of New York (1943–45).⁴ In 1929 R. Buckminster Fuller had exhibited his mass-producible “4-D” or Dymaxion House in Chicago, and in 1940 introduced the Dymaxion Deployment Unit—a steel housing unit modeled after cylindrical grain elevators and intended for use by the United States Army in the Pacific and the Near East.⁵

A Century of Progress introduced many prefabricated housing systems; some were prototypes, others examples of existing products. By January 1934, prefabricated houses were marketed by various companies: American Houses, New York; Columbian Steel Tank Co., Missouri; Frameless-Steel Construction System and Universal House Corp., both of Ohio; General Houses, Chicago; Horsley Structures, Oregon; and Wheeling Steel House, West Virginia.⁶ Throughout the thirties, experimental housing construction was researched by public and private agencies: United States Forest Products Lab, Bureau of Standards, United States Farm Security Administration (USFSA), Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), Pierce Foundation Housing Research Division (1931), Purdue Research Foundation Housing Project (1935), and Bemis Foundation (1938).⁷

During the thirties, the U.S. government was the largest producer of standardized dwellings. From 1933–36 the Federal Government Resettlement Administration constructed low-cost greenbelt cities and homestead projects. With assistance from the Forest Products Laboratory of Madison, Wisconsin, the USFSA and the TVA developed a four-by-eight-foot stress-skin plywood panel. This unit of variable thickness was used to produce sections of a factory-assembled low-cost house. The house was transported by truck to various sites to house dam construction workers, sharecroppers, and Dust Bowl evacuees like those described by John Steinbeck in The Grapes of Wrath. The American Standards Association in conjunction with the Modular Service Association launched a 1938 program to create standard dimensions for building materials.⁸ Government-sponsored, low-cost, community housing projects were made possible “by the elimination of all purely decorative features, by a reduction in the number of gables, beams, and rafters, and by using standard designs which permitted precutting and prefabrication at small portable saw mills.”⁹

Government architects and designers, freed from stylistic concerns, directed their energies to the organization and planning of the sites. A new product—
plywood—allowed for the rapid production of housing units. Independent architects first realized and exploited this material's aesthetic potential.

Frank Lloyd Wright developed his Usonian house during the 1930s as a low-cost, low-maintenance, site-specific solution to the housing question. Like his contemporaries, Wright adapted the aesthetics of European—especially Dutch and German—housing. Dispensing with garages, basements, attics, and radiators, the spacious Usonian house had a flat roof, natural materials and textures, southern exposure, radiant floor heating, and built in furniture. It could be constructed on site and was based on a gridded unit system that incorporated sectional masonry walls and a hearth. Each of Wright's houses was unique, but common components made for a sameness as seen in the Willey, first Jacobs, Winkler-Goetsch, and Pope houses. Edward Stone, William Wurster, and Paul Schweikher all designed houses that incorporated Wright's construction techniques with International Style aesthetics. Keck's houses of the thirties and forties show similar influences and offer some of the finest examples of American prefabricated architecture.

Keck had long been interested in improving the quality of low-cost housing for a mass market. Before joining the navy reserves in 1942, Paul Schweikher introduced Keck to Edward Green and Arlin Thor, home builders in Rockford, Illinois who mass-produced wooden ammunition boxes for the government. Green and Thor were impressed by Keck's solar house, a practical design well-suited to assembly-line production. Keck found the two men to be enlightened, progressive industrialists, and together they formed a partnership to develop postwar prefabricated housing. By contract Keck was to devote a third of his work time to the Ready-Built project, for which he would receive $400 a month. The agreement also specified that all patents would be property of the partnership.10

The company already manufactured a prefabricated "Cape Cod" unit, but specialized in Keck's pioneering solar prefabricated house, a series of screwed or bolted stressed-skin plywood units that offered easy assembly and disassembly (fig. 122).11 Wall panels measured eight feet whereas the roof sections were twelve or twenty-four feet in length. Fixed Thermopane windows with copper-screened ventilating louvers
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allowed for both light and airflow. The house was equipped with Keck’s forced-air RadianTile floor and water-carrying roof (figs. 123, 124). In the summer “when there was too much solar heat no sun would enter the house. [But] in the winter when [the sun rose only above the horizon] it would shine full into the house to act as an auxiliary heating system…With the combination of radiant heat and solar heat…fuel bills [could be] cut as much as one-third.”

Folding partitions provided privacy, divided larger rooms, and varied the plan organization. All fourteen Ready-Built models came with equipped kitchens and were priced from $7,500 to $20,000, excluding land. As described by the company,

The smallest of the models had overall dimensions of 36’x19’6” and a total area of 696.3 square feet. It comprised a living room, one bedroom and kitchen plus utility room, bath, and storage area (fig. 126). Six of the homes contained four rooms each [living room, two bedrooms, and kitchen], plus bath, utility room, storage area and garage. Six of the homes were five-room homes [living room, three bedrooms, and kitchen]. Three of these homes had one bath and the other three had two baths. Each of the five-room homes likewise had a utility room, garage, and storage area. The largest of the fourteen models contained a living room, four bedrooms, two baths, and a kitchen as well as a utility room, garage, and storage areas. It had overall dimensions of 94’6”x39’3” and a total area of 2,331.55 square feet.

The modular construction of the Ready-Built Solar House provided built-in flexibility. Even though Green advertised a set number of models, the prefabricated panels could hypothetically be assembled in any combination. The house could grow with the family (fig. 125). Keck and Green’s design incorporated research about postwar American families and their aspirations, drawn from Green’s own research as well as from studies compiled by home economists, sociologists, psychologists, and the building industry.

The first model house was assembled during April 1945 on a pre-landscaped 144-by-164-foot lot in Bradley Heights, a wooded northern subdivision in Rockford, Illinois. “The government granted special priorities on materials for the house, which was to be
used for experimental and show purposes. The southern wall was 58.5-feet long with a three-foot roof overhang. Two bedrooms, a living/dining room, and a kitchen were located along this wall with a linking hall, bath, and utility room along the north wall. The kitchen was fully equipped (range, refrigerator, electric sink, garbage disposal unit, under-sink automatic drying compartment, ventilating system, and built-in cupboards) and built-in wardrobes were used in all areas (figs. 129, 130). Marianne Willisch was in charge of furnishings.

The house was sold with a registration number (like a car or major appliance) and a warranty (honored by the dealer) covering routine service to panel joints, the furnace, the roof, and even the paint job.\footnote{Green’s Ready-Built did business in Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, Missouri, and Minnesota and distributed models through established real-estate dealers operating under franchise agreements.\footnote{The company excavated and constructed foundations, connected utility services, delivered the prefabricated sections, and provided personnel to erect the house. Units were typically ready for occupancy sixty to ninety days after receipt of the order (figs. 127, 128).}} Green’s Ready-Built began mass production of his Ready-Built houses in 1947, after the war. Without precise records from either the dealers or the factory, it is difficult to determine the exact number and style of the solar houses that were built. But well over a hundred of Keck’s designs were scattered throughout the five-state distribution area.

Aesthetically, the Green’s Ready-Builts were similar to Wright’s Usonian houses, especially the first Jacobs and the Winckler-Goetsh houses. Spatially, Keck’s design resembled Mies van der Rohe’s fluid domestic interiors at the 1931 Berlin Housing Exposition. In Green’s Ready-Built, Keck exploited

\begin{quote}
the open plan to bring back visually the space the home owner could no longer afford physically....The need was for an enclosed space or series of enclosed spaces flexible in usage, adaptable to varied needs rather than planned for a unique family at a specific period of their lives.... Here was a plan flexible to a high degree...providing a changeable space for growing children, self-sufficient quarters for an adult son or daughter,
possibly married, or an apartment for another member of the family.\textsuperscript{17}

This planning strategy, using a rational and flexible grid, prefabricated storage units, and folding panel room dividers, was a consistent aspect of Keck’s architecture of the 1920s. The buildings were characterized by their modular, plywood panel, cage constructed walls, flat roofs, projecting eaves, slab or radiant tile floors, and, most importantly, south siting.\textsuperscript{18}

A number of moderately priced, but important, commissions preceded the engineered Ready-Built. With the 1939 William Kellett House (figs. 103–106), Keck initiated a new aesthetic. Its relatively informal design depended on an International Style vocabulary expressed in organic materials, a strong reliance on site, and a non-orthogonal geometry. A 1939 summer house for Dr. Jack R. Buchbinder in Fish Creek, Door County, Wisconsin also marked a new phase in Keck’s architectural design thinking. Dr. Buchbinder, a wealthy Chicago surgeon, disliked the “coldness” of the International Style. This sentiment gave Keck the opportunity to depart from the conventions of contemporary design. The architect created a modern house for his client on a heavily wooded site overlooking Green Bay. The house was intended as a summer retreat although heating units in the fireplaces allowed for year-round use. The sloping site had been chosen for the Buchbinders by their close friend, Jens Jensen.\textsuperscript{20}

Discussing housing with Buchbinder, Keck said:

\begin{quote}
I hold no brief against square smooth white boxes. The approach to contemporary architecture is and must be more fundamental; must stand on broader premises if it is to have the right to exist as a legitimate philosophy capable of solving man’s need of enclosed space conveniently disposed.
\end{quote}

Embracing its hillside site, the Buchbinder House was rich in form and materials. Door County limestone (largely uncut) was laid in natural sedimentary courses along the east and west walls to contrast with vertical, natural fir, tongue-and-groove panels (figs. 131, 132). But it was the house’s projecting eaves, single-pane window-walls, and dark red, asphalt-shingled roofs with high clerestories that broke most radically from Keck’s earlier architecture. The shed and gabled roofs and large windows (figs. 133, 134) “were designed to extend the open panorama to the sky itself, taking
advantage of the dramatic patterns of storm clouds and northern lights." But as Dr. Buchbinder wrote, the design had its drawbacks:

I have no intention of roasting to death, you know. If I can be in the living room only when the sun is down or if I can use my study only in the wee hours of the morning, then what is the use of having it? If we can not use the sun porch except for breakfast, why did we go to the expense of it?

The high roofs and glass walls made an overly efficient solar collector; Keck suggested blinds and drapes to alleviate unwanted heat gain.

The plan organization showed a departure from Keck's earlier work. A glass-enclosed west dining room and recreation room, and an east entrance and bedroom wing deflected away from the major north-south axis of the house. The plan expressed an open and flowing relationship between interior living spaces, outdoor terraces, and the landscaped site. The natural limestone floors and terraces seemed to dissolve any physical barrier between indoors and outdoors. The bedrooms, studio, and a roof terrace were located in a three-story unit on the south end of the house. This unit was characterized by vertical panels, horizontal stone, pipe rails, and ship's ladders.

Keck's architecture of 1939-40 was increasingly influenced by a Wrightian organic sensibility while retaining some of the hallmarks of his earlier designs, particularly the irregularly shaped plan of the House of Tomorrow. He used unpainted fir or cedar siding, natural stone masonry, exposed beams, and knee braces or scissor trusses to support the roofs. He also took advantage of the landscaped suburban sites.

While Keck was building the Buchbinder and Sloan houses, Coronet magazine commissioned a house for its September 1940 issue. The three-bedroom Coronet House (fig. 135)—built with vertical tongue-and-groove and random course masonry—relied on the same architectural components as the Hugh Duncan House (figs. 118-121) and the later Green's Ready-Built units. Its plan was organized in three zones: bedrooms, services, and living/dining area. A flat-roofed clerestory rose above the building's central core, illuminating the kitchen, living, dining, and recreation rooms. North service-area walls were angled to the body of the house, and a glazed south wall opened onto a
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screened terrace off the living and recreation rooms. The Coronet House incorporated a radiant hot-water floor subdivided into a two-by-four-foot grid that served as the design's basic module. It was designed to meet contemporary requirements in a practical, comfortable, and economical fashion, with a projected construction cost of $5,000.23

The Dr. Maurice Rice House in Stevens Point, Wisconsin resembled the earlier Buchbinder project. Mrs. Rice's father, Oscar Weber, had known the Keck family since his childhood and had once asked Keck to design his house. It was Weber's son-in-law and daughter who ultimately commissioned the architect.24 In the early stages of the Rice House design, Keck suggested the couple visit the Kellett and Buchbinder houses. He sent Mrs. Rice books and magazines about modern architecture—Modern Architecture (a Pelican book published in England), issues of Architectural Forum, and a book by Le Corbusier. He also suggested she read books by and about Frank Lloyd Wright, saying they were very difficult to read. So is the Le Corbusier I include...and remember that Le Corbusier called the house "a machine for living in." It is more than that, but you might find something of interest in the book. Architects are notoriously bad writers; as a rule they express themselves much better through their fingertips and pencils and drawings than their writings. Critics and other writers have not written much on architecture of the newer kind, largely I think, because its appearance had such a bad reception from most people.25

The Rices had a sloping lot overlooking the Plover River, and their house was sited to take account of climate and lighting conditions (fig. 136). The north wall was virtually closed to the elements, while the south and west exposures incorporated high shed roofs and projecting eaves. Keck used horizontally laid sandstone, vertical tongue-and-groove fir, exposed beams and knee braces, and large Thermopane windows. The dining room, living room, and study were interconnected and their common flagstone flooring extended out to north and south terraces (figs. 137, 139). Keck incorporated a radiant floor, like those in his earlier solar houses, in the Rice design. A forced hot-water grid of copper pipes laid in a flagstone-finished concrete slab also provided the hot water for the family use. (Problems with this heating system were not resolved until new thermostats were developed in the 1950s.) A Waupaca, Wisconsin landscape architect who had studied with Jens Jensen at the Clearing designed low-maintenance yards, and Marianne Willisch helped Mrs. Rice with the interior decoration.26

Keck started on the John L. Bennett House (figs. 140-143) in Barrington, Illinois in May 1941, only three months after the Duncan project. Bennett once wrote, "as engineer and architect, Keck's plans combined both interest and usability."27 The Bennett House extended along the crest of a rolling moraine. Unlike its five major predecessors (Kellett, Buchbinder, Sloan,
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Rice, and Duncan houses) it incorporated a water-carrying roof (like that of the Coronet House). Its raised clerestory, however, was incorrectly constructed by the contractor and caused leakage problems. On its southern face a visorlike roof protected the house interior from direct summer sun while two large terraces provided outdoor living space. Black and gray slate covered concrete floors that incorporated a forced-flow, radiant, hot-water system of wrought iron pipes. The house was finished with glacial stones taken from the moraine; its vertical pine exterior was painted white and interior plastered walls were neutral in color (fig. 142). Willisch’s sparse interiors were intended to be subordinate to the seasonal changes in landscape color. Willisch designed some of the furniture and Keck was responsible for a number of lighting fixtures and most of the built-ins (fig. 143).28

In 1941, during the construction phase of the Bennett House, Keck also built the Hans Greven House (figs. 144, 145) and Bradford Shank House in Flossmoor, the H. W. Kadell House in Highland Park (figs. 146, 147), and the Richard Pulliam House in Lake Forest (figs. 148, 149). Both Flossmoor schemes relied on the Duncan House plan, while the Kadell and Pulliam houses resembled Keck’s earlier Sloan House design.29

During this period Keck received a commission from a non-American, Dr. Emile Quenneville, of Granby, Quebec. Quenneville wanted Keck to alter the Coronet House to suit his family’s needs. He sent Keck a copy of marked Coronet plans showing the desired changes. Due to the war the project was slow to be completed. In the 1944 Quenneville House (fig. 135), Keck rearranged the service areas, reduced the living areas, and expanded the original Coronet plans to include a garage.30

From June 1941 to April 1942, Keck worked on nineteen different houses, three of which received widespread publicity: the Pete Keck House in Oconomowoc, Wisconsin, the Howard Sloan Solar Park and Meadowbrook subdivisions in Glenview, Illinois, and the Wesley Hanshe House near Racine, Wisconsin. These designs were similar to Keck’s other work during the forties.

Standard-sized, single-pane plate glass helped define both the modular design and shape of the Pete
Keck House (figs. 150–152), which Fred Keck built for his brother. Projecting eaves and screened bedroom balconies modulated the effects of southwestern summer sun.31

Howard Sloan, like Edward Green, was a leading promoter of progressive house designs. His development projects, though small, had remarkably advanced planning concepts. Sloan worked with many architects, but particularly promoted Keck, who designed no less than fifteen houses for the developer’s subdivisions in less than two years. Architectural Forum wrote “the Sloan developments at Meadowbrook and Solar Park, considered from the viewpoint of house merchandising in relation to trends in design, were probably the most important in the United States [in the pre-war period].”32 Both developments were interrupted by the war.

Stylistically, Solar Park was built in the modern idiom while Meadowbrook offered an equal number of modern and conventional units. After visiting Solar Park houses, Sloan’s prospective buyers were sold on the extensive solar-oriented windows, standard radiant heat, and ventilation louvers. They also were pleased with the single-level, basement-free design. Keck’s Solar Park houses were long and narrow. Main rooms were oriented to the south and utility and service areas were located to the north (fig. 153). Roofs were either flat or angled but all had projecting eaves. At least two of the houses were split level (fig. 154). According to Sloan’s informal studies, it was the louvered south Thermopane walls that provided the greatest benefit to the home owner. The Keck Solar House was easy to look at, easy to live in, and easy to care for; it was safer and healthier than any conventional house.33 Its Utopian character was rooted in the optimism of New Deal government projects.

Keck’s last important prewar commission was the 1942 Hanshe House. Wesley Hanshe, a carrot farmer, had seen the Coronet House and asked Keck for plans. The architect wrote to Hanshe proposing to modify the scheme. The final design was an orthogonal version of the Coronet—a solar house of standard wood construction with a water-carrying flat roof. To accommodate the specific needs of the farmer, Keck incorporated a basement utility and bath for quick clean-up after a day’s work in the fields.34 However, it
was the south window-wall that most pleased the Hanshe (figs. 155, 156). Hanshe wrote Keck:
Your large windows actually bring the outdoors in and the indoors out....There is a light change....
One really is inside but the light is such that the lighting of the rooms resembles outdoor light. The light is uniform throughout. The windows instead of being "bright spots" in a room...have tempered all the light. We enjoy watching the birds in the spring, the squirrels the year around, or the rabbits in that big wood pile. [Who would ever have] thought of being in bed and watching the night plane go through against a back drop of brilliant star-light sky...or a moonlit night with fresh snow on the ground. To our utter amazement we find things about the house which we like better each day and other features popping up which we never noticed before. How can you sell a man on anything like that?35

In December of 1940, Fred Keck drafted a house design to incorporate a wallboard manufactured by the United States Gypsum Company. The Trans-Duo House attempted to give more freedom of action to various members of the American family unit of parents with fixed habits, children who had more independence, adolescents who needed their own rooms, a young married couple who had not achieved financial independence from parents, and elderly persons who needed independent quarters (figs. 157, 158).36

The partially prefabricated Trans-Duo House was conceived and constructed along lines similar to those of the earlier Green's Ready Built project. Sited according to solar principles, it had fixed glass, ventilation louvers, hot-water radiant floor heating, prefabricated exterior wallboard by U.S. Gypsum, and modular partition cabinets for flexible interior space division. U.S. Gypsum wanted Keck's work to "encourage and publicize original thinking, designing and planning...to illustrate and explain how new materials and construction methods...could contribute to lower costs, greater strength, better fire protection, and more comfort and safety."37 A variety of the company's products were used, depending upon budget constraints.

In November 1941, Keck, Paul Schweikher, Winston Elting, and Theodore Lamb were selected by
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the Federal Works National Housing Agency to assist in designing defense housing. Green's Ready-Built was contracted in February, 1942 to produce the Kishwaukee Homes Housing Project, built in an area southeast of Rockford. The nondescript, rapidly constructed houses were built between June and September 1942 for defense personnel working in the area. Keck's involvement with the project was minor compared to that of Elting and Lamb, and in the correspondence concerning the project Schweikher is seldom mentioned. The project was completed in October 1943 but Keck continued his working relationship with Ed Green as the designer of Green's Ready-Built House.38

Writing to the Surface Combustion Corporation of Toledo, Ohio, who published and illustrated the Green's Ready-Built House in a booklet titled "Let's Plan a Peacetime Home," Keck said:

The house as laid out in the sketches is comparatively small with one fixed permanent bedroom and two folding partitions, which makes this small plan equivalent to a three-bedroom efficiency house. Note also in the plan that additions can be made on each end of the house. On the bedroom end the rooms can be extended to include as many more bedrooms and baths as may be necessary. On the kitchen/utility room end additional storage rooms and garages may be added without the owner moving out of the house, and they can be added at any time his pocket book permits. With this kind of house...the fuel bills have been cut as much as one-third...there is a feeling of spring in the house on winter days....the added light...is a health measure especially good for the eyes,...[and the floors are] such that the tiniest infant can play and not feel drafty.39

Two years after the assembly of a demonstration house and after wartime restrictions on private house construction were removed, the Ready-Built entered the market in the spring of 1947. Keck kept busy through the war refining his solar ideas, developing postwar housing designs, and consulting with companies that would be involved in peacetime construction. He created "A Design for Better Living" for the Celotex Corporation (1942); discussed his U.S. Gypsum Company's "Manufactured House" in American Lumberman...
(1943); designed a “Home for Tomorrow’s Happy Living” (fig. 159, 160) for Revere Copper and Brass Inc. (1942) and “The Illinois State Solar House” (fig. 161) for Libby-Owens-Ford (1945); and wrote about solar housing in Reader’s Digest (January 1944). He also received two magazine-sponsored house commissions for Ladies’ Home Journal and Mademoiselle (fig. 162). Each design was an adaptation of the Green’s Ready-Built as influenced by the Sloan and Duncan designs. The projects for the popular magazines reached a wide audience who would subsequently seek out Keck as their architect.

The postwar years were busy for the Keck office. From 1945–50, Keck was involved in over 100 house projects, including twenty remodelings and two large Hyde Park, Illinois, community projects. The Sidney H. Davies House, an inexpensive design published in Parent’s Magazine and Architectural Forum, is representative of Keck’s work during this period. Davies had worked as a contractor building an air field in Puerto Rico and served two years in the South Pacific in the Navy, experiences that introduced him to life in open houses with lots of light and vistas. When Davies returned from the war, he and his wife hired Keck to give them a home in keeping with their tropical lifestyle. The Davies House had principal rooms along the south and service areas to the north (figs. 163, 164). An evenly modulated south wall was protected by projecting eaves and end wing walls. The interior and exterior design reflected Keck’s insistence upon order and simplicity. As usual, the house incorporated fixed Thermopane windows, ventilation louvers, clay tile radiant forced hot-air heating, and extensive built-in storage units. The eastern and western brick cavity walls were filled with mineral wool insulation. Davies said that the family “got more enjoyment out of the one glass wall in each room than from any other feature of the house.” The glazing made the house seem exceptionally spacious. Sidney H. Davies and Sons, Contractors would later build a number of Keck designs.

The design of the 1947 Joseph D. Krueger House in Highland Park (figs. 165–167) was almost identical to the Pete Keck House design (figs. 150–152). Both had sites facing a lake; both relied on a dimensional module given by fixed glass. Krueger had lakeside
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screened porches, exposed interior ceiling joists, and a utility core and stairway on the public side of the house. Its materials and structure—hollow core masonry end walls, standard wood construction, exterior fir tongue-and-groove, and interior fir plywood—were akin to most of the Solar Park houses and the Hanshe House.43

In addition to his moderately priced solar projects, Keck designed a few houses for large private sites. The 1947 Jerrold T. Kelly House had an irregular but fluidly curving plan to take advantage of a view to the Lake of the Woods and fixed Thermopane south and west walls to highlight a changing seasonal panorama (figs. 168-172).44 This high-budget four-bedroom house had a flat roof, roughly textured white stuccoed walls (north and east), copper roof flashing and expansion joints, radiant hot-water heating, and operable screens, which offered privacy and helped to break the length of the southern curved facade. The aesthetic of the Kelly House was similar to that of the earlier Bertram J. Cahn House (fig. 75).

A 1948 house for Abel E. Fagen (figs. 173, 174), built on an eighty-acre suburban farm, also took advantage of its southern exposure, with an angular wall designed after Wright’s poly-wog geometry in Usonian projects. The architects “made a point of the angular placement of windows, not only for the view, but also for the feeling of space and for the reflective values of the glass, which added a note to the spatial feeling in the house, and ridded it of the monotony of the rectangular unit.”45 Natural stone and wood enhanced the Wrightian organic aesthetic in this, the last Keck house to exhibit a strong Wrightian influence. The interior walls were plaster or stone; cork-covered floors were heated by radiant hot water; and vertical wooden louvers were placed beside fixed Thermopane. Alexander Archipenko, Keck’s colleague at the Chicago School of Design, created a glass screen for the dining area (figs. 175-177); and Willisch designed the interiors with Mildred Fagen, an amateur sculptor and painter.46

The 1951 Sigmund Kunstadter House in Highland Park, Illinois forges a link between the projects just discussed and Keck’s standard solar house of the 1950s and 1960s (fig. 178). Located on a densely forested site47 landscaped by Raymond Hasekamp (a pupil of...
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Jens Jensen), this $110,000 house—a solar design of modular construction similar to the Green’s Ready-Built—won the 1953 Honor Award for the Best House Design of the American Institute of Architects, Chicago Chapter, and the 1955 National A.I.A. Award. Its design was generated by a rectilinear structural cage of bays, rather than by its site or by aesthetic whim (figs. 179), and recalled the linear and crisp geometry of Keck’s early 1930s work. Eight bays projected or receded to distinguish between different functional zones and to provide privacy. Large overhangs and an extended unbroken fascia unified the composition and provided a sense of protective shelter on both the south solar and north entrance walls (fig. 181). The standard wood-frame construction was surfaced with vertical tongue-and-groove straight cedar with a slight gray pigmentation for both color and weather protection. A large limestone mass containing fireplaces separated the living and dining rooms. Slate, cork, and vinyl covered the radiant hot-water floors. On the southern exposure, floor-to-ceiling fixed Thermopane and wooden louver walls provided ventilation and vistas of the wooded site. Keck and Willisch designed furnishings including a sofa, built-in suspended lighting, and bed headboards (fig. 180).

By 1951, Keck had designed, built, and tested individual solar houses as well as an entire solar subdivision. He adapted and subsequently discarded certain Usonian-like aesthetics in favor of his prewar planar aesthetic. By this time he had joined in partnership with his brother and their practice was thriving. Partly due to the demands of a busy office, Keck resigned from his position at the Chicago School of Design. He continued to teach, but his lessons were now taught in the less formal setting of his own office, where a periodic turnover of young draftsmen sought out his advice and experience.

In January 1950 a major exhibition of Keck’s work originated at the Taylor Museum in Colorado Springs. After a month at the Taylor, the show traveled to the Layton School of Art, Milwaukee; the University of Minnesota Institute of Technology, Minneapolis; and the University of Chicago. It was on exhibit for a month in each location. As a result of these exhibits, publication in periodicals, and awards, Keck became widely known as the designer of the solar house.
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49. Dr. Irving Cowan was the contact person who helped schedule the Keck exhibition at the Layton School of Art. He had seen Keck's work in Home of Tomorrow, and contacted him in June 1946. Keck visited the Cowans and was commissioned to design a house, which was completed in Fox Point in January 1948. Dr. Irving Cowan, letter to Fred Keck, correspondence file, "Dr. I. Cowan," project 357, Box 18, M73-26, SHSW.
In the 1950s, Keck’s architectural practice reflected the prosperity of the times; returning Second World War soldiers needed housing. Throughout the decade, his office averaged twenty-two projects a year, up from ten in the 1930s and sixteen in the 1940s. United States Bureau of Census publications show an almost fifty-percent increase in the American population between 1930 and 1960, with nearly half of the population under twenty-four years of age. American cities expanded into the suburbs.

Keck continued to work closely with his clients and their families. He requested a “want and need list” to include room types and numbers, an inventory of possessions in use and in storage, and a description of each family member’s activities. He asked to spend at least one night with the clients to observe their lifestyle and speak privately with each family member. Keck wanted to learn how the family used and perceived their environment and the structure and spaces in their home. Most importantly, he wished to improve their environment through architecture.

After visiting the site, Keck would request a surveyed plot diagram to include all large trees and other notable physical features present on the site. From this documentation and interviews with the clients, Keck would engineer a solar house to reflect the specific family’s needs. Keck explained his idea about the modern house to John Crowley, building editor of the Michigan paper, Muskegon Chronicle:

Basically a house should be a comfortable place in which to live, organized to house the activities of the family in a contemporary manner, and to take full advantage of its site and the potentialities it offers. And it must be planned and organized to the climate. As a comfortable place to live it must take advantage of the most up-to-date devices for comfort in its construction. A house is difficult to design for it must house people of various age groups, whose interests differ and change. Children, as they grow up, change interests quickly. Adults have evolved definite patterns and do not change. Often these activities conflict and a plan must be sought to give greater latitude to each of the traditions. The site selected for the house is important together with its contour and the vegetation on it. The entire house is a common sense approach to living today, with an eye to the possibilities [and] needs of tomorrow. For such a house will live for a long time on its site, and the best solution to its planning is the one that anticipates the future needs of its occupants.

Before Keck designed a “House for the Midwest” for Mademoiselle in 1945, the magazine editors surveyed approximately 2,000 of its readers to ascertain their views on the subject of the ideal house. The majority of respondents (college-educated women between the ages of twenty-two and twenty-nine, most of whom were married) wanted a single-level suburban house with three bedrooms, combined living/dining room, fully modern kitchen, utility room, built-in storage, and tile bathroom. The price was to be from $7,500 to $10,000. The opinions of these women were important. By the 1950s, most client correspondence concerning the planning stages of Keck’s residential work was written by women. By the mid-1960s daily communication concerning projects was increasingly handled on the telephone, leaving little written documentation of individual residential projects.

During the fifties Keck’s architecture became more formal and refined, although the modular dimensions of his geometric compositions remained tied to the sizes of standardized building parts and prefabricated units, especially Thermopane windows. Large windows that stretched like a membrane over a geometric
frame now virtually dematerialized Keck’s walls. Although originally adopted for passive solar heating purposes, Keck began to use these elements on every exposure, not only the southern one. The availability of more efficient heating and cooling systems, improved Thermopane products, and inexpensive fuel made solar paths less important design constraints than site and landscape conditions, and Keck responded by giving occupants the greatest amount of “picture window” possible.

He continued to incorporate radiant floor heating, at times by means of electric coils rather than hot air or hot water. Gabled roofs were used in a few houses, but flat roofs with skylights—illuminating baths, halls, and kitchens—or shed roofs were most common. Unadorned cylindrical Transite flues rose above the roof line in place of the more traditional and bulky chimney masses in Keck’s earlier houses. For ventilation, adjustable aluminum louvers ran from floor to ceiling alongside fixed Thermopane instead of the fixed wooden louvers placed horizontally at floor or ceiling level in Keck’s prior houses.

Keck’s palette was subdued and neutral—cabinetwork of clear birch washed with gray or white pigment, white laminate counter tops, gray-white interior walls. The exterior was generally faced with vertical tongue-and-groove cedar that had been pigmented and sealed to a silver-gray. Undressed gray concrete block frequently replaced brick, while slate floors were gray in tone. Exposed metals included copper for exterior use and chrome-plated brass inside the house.

Family rooms typically spilled into other areas of the interior. Most bedrooms had built-in drawers, shelves, and closet space. According to Marianne Willisch, “Space was the most expensive part of our architecture. I used a minimum of furniture to create a maximum of space. The outcome was a formal informality.”

The Walter Gray and Harold Levin houses, two projects that share a common property line in Olympia Fields, Illinois, are representative of Keck’s 1950s residential work. The 1954 Gray House (figs. 182–186) was constructed with a delicately scaled, white-painted, welded steel frame of four-inch columns spaced about twelve-and-one-half feet on center and attached to a reinforced concrete foundation. The frame formed a
184 Gray House, living room
185 Gray House, plan
186 Gray House, montage showing construction detail
series of regular bays sheathed along the east and west elevations by a curtain wall of one-inch black slate panels bolted to the welded structure. Fixed Thermopane (58 by 116 inches) and adjustable aluminum louvers comprised the south and north walls. The roof was covered by gypsum board, tar, and gravel. The slate, interior walls, and ceilings were sprayed with insulation before the application of cement plaster over metal lath.

The exposed steel frame created a pattern of open and closed cubic interior volumes. Keck separated the living/dining area from the five bedrooms with the kitchen and service areas, which together acted as a central buffer zone. A long central corridor with a plastic luminous ceiling linked the zones of the house (fig. 183). It gave access to bathrooms and also held the mechanical core.

Radiant hot-water heat was set in the ceilings and in floors faced with wood parquet, vinyl, or ceramic tile (fig. 186). Built-in cabinetwork was designed for the bedrooms, kitchen, and hall; a creamy gray, marble-faced masonry fireplace provided a partial barrier between the living and dining rooms (fig. 184). All the major rooms had a southern exposure, but Keck also used glass extensively on the northern facade, since this orientation had finer exterior views and a greater degree of privacy.

Willisch's interiors added to the comfort and luxury of the Gray House, which was similar to the Kunstodter House in all aspects except materials. Kunstodter was organic in texture and warm in palette; Gray was machined, efficient, almost cold and detached. If the former embraced and became part of the landscape, the latter sat man-made and self-contained, a challenge to nature.

During construction of the Gray House, Keck designed a home for Harold Levin on a contiguous property. In 1958, the Levin House received a House and Home Merit Award in the large house division (over 2800 square feet). Levin had a square perimeter enclosing a central courtyard (figs. 187–189). As one of the House and Home jurors said:

[In a house] with a court like this, you are throwing away floor space, but you are buying a different kind of space—the kind you cannot get under a roof. You get a different feeling when you can look
through an open space to another part of the house. In the daytime there is moving scenery in the change of light and clouds. At night the illumination of the court is open to all kinds of interesting ideas.6

In this version of the solar home, the courtyard served as a sun trap, turning the house inward and thereby creating a spatial variety previously unseen in Keck's architecture.

Unlike the detached garage on the Gray property, Levin's open porte cochère provided covered access and entry to the house. The play area, courtyard, and porte cochère created a central buffer between the living and sleeping areas. The plan's repetitive module gave the house a spacious quality derived from simple geometry.

Like the Gray House, Levin was built on a radiant floor slab. Unlike Gray, its exterior was sheathed with vertical silver-gray pigmented tongue-and-groove fir. Floor-to-ceiling fixed Thermopane and adjustable aluminum louvers—identical in size to those used on Gray—modulated the south and north walls, and the south wall was protected from summer sun by projecting eaves. Skylights on the crimped copper-edged flat roof illuminated the bathrooms; Transite flues projected upward.

Keck's office produced many variations on the Gray and Levin models, for example, the 1952 Robert Feldman House in Benton Harbor, Michigan (figs. 190, 191). The two-story house of standard wood frame was built on concrete block foundation. The site, a steep bluff overlooking the St. Joseph River and undulating sand dunes, dictated that the principal orientation of the house be to the west. Because of the narrow and steep lot, the main entrance and garage were located on the upper level. The kitchen separated the recreation room from the more formal living and dining rooms; bedrooms were placed below at ground level. Exterior walls were stained tongue-and-groove redwood, as were some interior surfaces. A few interior walls were painted plaster. Dorothy Feldman wrote most of the correspondence to Keck, and Joseph, one of the Feldman's three sons, wrote to propose ideas for his bedroom.7 During the initial planning phase, Robert Feldman wrote to inquire if all of Keck's clients had to record the lengthy lists of wants, needs, and
uses intended for various rooms of a house. Indeed the practice had become standard in the relations between Keck and his clients.

Herman Grossman, owner of a large furniture store in North Muskegon, Michigan, employed Keck in 1951 to design a large two-story house on Lake Muskegon. William Keck and Robert Tague were associate architects on this bleached gray cypress and gray/pink granite house. The expensive structure wrapped around an internal court, the site of a large old oak tree (figs. 192-194). Three wings—living, sleeping, and utilities—spread like a pin wheel from this central space. A unique exterior cantilevered stairway gave access to the roof of the living room, and a southern sun deck afforded the family and their friends a distant view of Lake Muskegon. The roof also carried a sheet of water for cooling. In discussing solar homes in general, and the Grossman House in particular, Keck said,

orientation of the house meant only that...the problems of the climate were taken into consideration....The most important single fact was the location of the sun, but also important were the directions of prevailing winds both summer and winter. In summer we have too much solar energy...and sunshine into the house must be avoided to help keep the house as cool as possible.

Wooden sun shades were placed above the large window walls on the lake side. The high-ceilinged living/dining/recreation room was contiguous with that of the split-level bedroom wing (figs. 195, 196). The new standard radiant floor was black, waxed, and scored on ground level, and oak was used to finish the floors of the upstairs master bedroom suite.

Dr. Robert Bloom’s two-story house (197-199), built down the shore line from the Grossman’s, was supported on concrete block and steel posts. The single-story, standard wood construction house was elevated on piloths to gain a better view, and its on-grade section (like those of Le Corbusier and vernacular American houses in the Deep South) provided exterior sheltered living and parking space. The Bloom House had a grid of fixed floor-to-ceiling Thermopane and louvers on its southern elevation. Bleached red cedar, concrete block, hardboard, white plastered walls, and masonry radiant hot-water floors contributed to the
design’s restrained simplicity and its relatively low cost of $25,000. Keck said these materials gave the house a “clean, well-finished, tailored look.”

A rather large house (about 4,000 square feet) with similar lines but different materials was built for Dr. Donald J. Buser in Bittendorf, Iowa (figs. 200-202). The Buser House was built of dark hard-burned brick with white paint and aluminum trim. It had a flexibly zoned plan that functioned well for a socially active family. It was tailored to its uneven terrain and positioned to preserve existing trees on the site. An upper level detached garage, connecting porte cochère, entranceway, and living room were connected to bedrooms by a catwalk that crossed over lower level living and dining areas (fig. 201). These lower level rooms, where daily family living and formal activities took place, opened on all three sides to terraces and yards. The house had interconnected zones for easy circulation, yet each area retained its privacy. The fixed Thermopane and the open two-story living area contributed to the spaciousness of the Buser design.

Keck built at least four houses with organizing central court, entranceway, or core. He first adopted this plan in the Levin House and subsequently adapted it to other schemes: the Dr. Robert P. Hohf House focused on a large enclosed court illuminated by skylights and a shallow clerestory; the Dr. Jack Teplinsky plan was bisected by a large reception hall that accessed all areas; and the James Schramm House had a large entry gallery that linked the two halves of the house and provided display space for the client’s large collection of European and American modern art. All three houses were of standard wood construction.

In the Hohf House, Kenilworth, Illinois (figs. 203-205), a post-and-beam system noticeably modulated the design. Interior shoji screens were supported by the internal atrium’s posts, and freestanding posts along the fixed Thermopane north wall carried a projecting flat roof. Unlike the Levin court, the Hohf court was enclosed by skylights and a clerestory that flooded the interior with light. The tile floors, shallow pool, and exposed structure gave the house an oriental-like luxury and relaxed formality.

The structure of the house included a concrete foundation...brick and cedar exterior walls, wood and plaster interiors. The roof was built-up. Floors were
203 Dr. Robert P. Hohf House, Kenilworth, IL, 1957, exterior seen from garden

204 Hohf House, interior courtyard

205 Hohf House, plan
variously vinyl tile, quarry tile, or carpet. Flashing was copper. Heating was by a hot water radiant system.\textsuperscript{12}

Like many of Keck’s other contemporary designs, the Hohf House was connected to its detached garage by a porte cochère. Built of corrugated aluminum, it lent a bit of fanciful whimsy to the overall design.

To reduce the bulk of the Teplinsky House in Highland Park, Illinois (figs. 206-208), Keck integrated two garages into the body of the building. A deep central hall/reception area, flanked by the garages, accessed the core of the house. Teplinsky was a psychiatrist who consulted clients at home, and so Keck designed a study with a private entry at the southeast corner of the plan. This room was adjacent to the family room to facilitate its future conversion to other uses.

The south and west fixed Thermopane window walls gave ample interior lighting and opened to a lawn area for outdoor living and dining. Inside, the living room was approximately one foot lower than the other areas in the house. Willisch designed a number of furnishings and helped with the interiors. Gray-green slate, dark metallic-colored brick veneer over a wood frame, natural wood floors and walls, and white painted drywall and exterior trim created a dramatic contrast and an interior atmosphere of comfort and luxury.\textsuperscript{13}

James and Dorothy Schramm of Burlington, Iowa were a retired couple with an Art Moderne house commissioned from and built by Holabird and Root in the mid-1930s. Wanting a smaller less formal house, they sold their home, saved a portion of the land overlooking the Mississippi River, and commissioned Keck to design a new residence (figs. 209-211).

The approach to the house was via a steeply sloping road. Keck grouped the utility vents and other roof perforations in two areas to prevent visual obstructions interfering with a visitor’s first impression of the house. Keck set the entrance back from the two wings of the house and designed the entrance hall to serve as an exhibition space. The Schramms had a large valuable art collection which was frequently on exhibit around the country; they needed an informal living/gallery space but also ample and secure art storage. The gallery bisected the plan to link the bedrooms to the living area and provide cross ventilation in summer.
Teplinsky House, living room
FLOOR PLAN

209 James Schramm House, Burlington, IA, 1964, entry hall
210 Schramm House, plan
211 Schramm House, view of entrance
The structure of the Schramm House was wood frame with brick veneer exterior walls on a steel-reinforced cement block foundation. Painted plaster walls and ceilings, wood and plaster partitions, and oak and carpeted floors characterized the interiors. The slope of the site was used to give a very large storage area on the lower level...[that] could be converted into comfortable living accommodations if required.14

The Schramms wanted a low-maintenance home with informal spaces for their family. When children and grandchildren visited, they used the lower level storage areas as a dormitory. The house cost about $75,000.

Each of the preceding houses was tailored to its site. Each had informal gathering areas for family TV, play, and entertaining. All but one had radiant floor heat, and most relied on some passive solar heat. Perhaps more important for the Keck office, each was published, and a number received design awards from the American Institute of Architects.

In addition to these formal residential commissions, Keck designed house plans for real-estate developer Harold Friedman’s 1952 Forest Crest Subdivision in Glencoe, Illinois. These houses resembled Keck’s work from the 1940s. In fact, the nine-and-one-half-acre subdivision was surveyed and plotted before the war (the plot map is dated March 1942) even though construction did not begin until 1952. The Kecks provided five plans for Friedman, who used siting variations and admixture with other schemes to create the development’s visual variety (figs. 212, 213).

By 1 September 1952, twenty-two houses, each with vertical tongue-and-groove cedar siding and a rust-hued brick masonry fireplace, were under construction. Carports or garages were standard (detached or included into the mass of the house); screened porches and roof decks were also typical. All the units had skylights, fixed Thermopane with louvers, and steel pipe hot-water radiant floor heating. Only a few had basements. One plan had four bedrooms while the rest had three. The average price for the “tract-like” house was less than $30,000 (fig. 214).

Friedman supervised the building, which used poor quality materials and craftsmanship. Buyers were left with a relatively unrefined product. (There were a number of lawsuits against Friedman because of the
poor construction.) A few Forest Crest Subdivision clients asked Keck to revise or remodel the standard plans to suit their particular needs: the Deutschs (1954) added a study and a play porch to their chosen design; the Katzses (1956) added another bedroom and bath, and turned a courtyard into a dining room; the Rucks (1956) added a porch; the Schatzes (1957) wanted a different entrance; the Weinsteins (1958) added a bath and glazed their screened porch; and the Eisbergs (1964) added a carport and master bedroom and extended the family room. Construction for all these houses (original or remodeled) was done by the Chicago Construction Company. 15

In 1959, Keck designed a house for Dr. Edward Isaacson in Highland Park, Illinois (figs. 215-217). Its design was related both to the tract or standardized designs of the Chicago Construction Company and the engineering and aesthetics of the Green’s Ready-Built design. It was a prefabricated house where exterior walls and roof were 3/16 inch thick channel-shaped steel panels, four feet wide, which were structural as well as being the finished surface. The entire structure was welded together, to form a rigid stressed steel shell. Suitable openings in the panels were provided in the shop for glass, sky lights, ventilators, vents, etc. The prefabricated steel shell idea was developed primarily for economy of material and speed of erection, thereby reducing labor costs. 16

It took only three days to assemble and arc-weld the house, which sat on a gently sloping sparsely wooded hill. The principal rooms were located to the south along a glazed surface protected from the elements by a four-foot roof overhang. Before completing the interior surfaces, the exterior walls were sprayed with two inches of insulation, the roof with three inches. Interior walls were painted plaster or tongue-and-groove clear cedar. Ceilings had additional sprayed-on acoustical insulation troweled to a travertinelike finish. Parquet finished floors were laid on a concrete slab. Floor-to-ceiling fixed Thermopane and baked-on white enamel, adjustable, aluminum louvers recalled a modular rhythm first seen in the Green’s Ready-Built.

Modular prefabricated steel plate units allowed for orderly planning. In many ways the conception and construction of the Isaacson House echoed Keck’s
1933 and 1934 experiments at A Century of Progress. Like Harold Friedman’s Forest Crest Subdivision, the Isaacson House was directly related to the aesthetics of Keck’s architecture of the forties. The warm colors and textures characterizing these two projects were a far cry from the neutral machine aesthetics of the Gray, Levin, and Bloom houses. Despite this difference, they all exhibited the same practical and efficient planning sensibility.

Keck’s use of curved or oval plans engendered some of his most formal and stunning houses. The 1939 Kellett House (figs. 103–106) can be regarded as a precedent for at least four subsequent schemes that are in many ways the most splendid of Keck’s late career. Each house was based on a segment of a circle. The 1953 Edward McCormick Blair House of Lake Bluff, Illinois and the 1959–61 Sebo Payne House of Bucks County, Pennsylvania were large expensive projects (each about 9,500 square feet), whereas the 1960 Thomas Florsheim House of Glencoe, Illinois and the 1960 Milton Hirsch House of Highland Park, Illinois were more modest (about 3,500 square feet).

Without exception, each was finely detailed. As usual, the houses boasted numerous built-ins, skylights, and Transite flues. In plan, the kitchen/utility area was separated from the sleeping areas by a more formal and public living area. Each house had a recreation room. Zones of activity were connected by curving hallways that inscribed the segmented circular geometry of the plan, and individual rooms were organized around radii generated from the primary curving arc. The space of these individual rooms was defined by segments of the parent circle. The gentle curves of the Blair and Payne houses generated nearly rectangular rooms, whereas those in the Hirsch House were more wedgelike. In the Blair, Payne, and Florsheim houses, the circular plan opened outward (like the Cahn and Kelly houses) but in the Hirsch House the plan was reversed for an interior orientation.

The Blair and Payne houses were built on high points of large secluded tracts accessed by long winding roads through rolling meadows and timber. At Blair, the arcing entrance facade was bone-white brick, while at Payne it was gray slate. Keck used a structural steel cage to cantilever the roof eaves and balconies and to reduce the apparent weight of the houses while enhancing their linearity. The steel window frames and slate facing abutted their steel cages much the same way as they had in Keck’s earlier Morehouse House (figs. 73, 74), and the result also resembled Mies’s I.I.T. buildings. To create a sharp clean edge at the eaves, the roofs were contained by a tightly crimped metal flashing. Cream-colored Roman travertine was used to sheath the interior chimney masses.

The Blair House consisted of four zoned units: garages; servant’s quarters, service, kitchen, and dining; living room and master bedroom; and the boys’ living quarters (figs. 218–221). A two-story solarium and chimney were on the south end of the building. Sliding glass doors separated the solarium from the living room on the first floor and the master bedroom on the second floor. Two single-story rectilinear wings were generated by a radius from the circle; the southern wing was used as the living and sleeping area for the Blairs’ sons and the northern mass was a four-car garage. Guests entered the main structure from a circular drive between these two elements. Willisch designed and completed the Blair interiors.

Sebo Payne, who lived in Glencoe, Illinois, knew the Blair House fairly well. Payne wanted to build in Bucks County, Pennsylvania, where she could be close to her children and grandchildren. Her husband, Frank, had been a high-level manager at Bethlehem Steel and his offices were but a few miles away from the house site. In designing the house Keck worked closely with Bethlehem Steel to incorporate many of the industry’s products with indigenous materials taken from the site.

The varying topography of the Payne site led to the design of long and rather high random stone masonry retaining walls to support the driveway and entrance. Guests approached the house by means of a bridge spanning the retaining walls, then entered under a porte cochère. Northwest balcony terraces extended the full arc of the house. Accessible from every room, they provided great sweeping vistas of Bucks County (figs. 222–224). Service areas, a caretaker’s quarters, and covered outdoor terraces were located below the main floor of the structure. Payne was responsible for most of the extensive site landscaping.
218 Edward McCormick Blair House, Lake Bluff, Ill., 1953, view of living room from lake
219 Blair House, lower level plan
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222 Seba Payne House, Bucks County, PA, 1959–61, northern view showing convex arc
223 Payne House, plan
224 Payne House, aerial view
The Florsheim House was a smaller, five-bedroom house. Its north wall wrapped around the southern edge of the circular cul-de-sac of Redwood Lane. Exposed, stained fruitwood beams were used in the living and dining rooms. This curved, brick, public facade had no windows (figs. 225, 226) but the south wall, like that of the Kunstader House (figs. 178-181), which it most closely resembled, had Thermopane openings along a straight line to fenced-in south lawns.19

The Hirsch House (figs. 227-229), with its tight, inward-oriented plan-arc, is directly related to the earlier and larger Blair and Payne projects. Hirsch knew and liked the Dr. Robert Hohfs House (figs. 203-205). At Hirsch, Keck combined the arc of the Payne House with the internal courtyard of the Hohf scheme. The Hirsch plan was constrained by a steep wooded bluff that dropped to Lake Michigan, and it was equally informed by the client’s desire for privacy and off-street parking. To take advantage of the northeastern view toward the lake, Keck opened every room in that direction and minimized the number of openings along the public side of the house. Only the living room opened to both the southwest entrance drive and the small northeast private yard. The purple-black brick used in the Hohf House was requested by the Hirsches. Keck used a system of wooden posts and beams to modulate the overall design.20 An aluminum porte cochère (fig. 228) connected the drive-through garage to the house (as in the Hohf House) and its white painted posts and fascia contrasted with the black walls. Concrete-slab hot-water radiant floors were covered with oak parquet, terrazzo, or asphalt tile. Like other Keck clients, the Hirsches had a growing art collection. Their interiors were equipped with recessed picture mouldings, recessed directional lighting, and sculpture stands or cases.

The Weinrib House was the last Keck scheme to utilize the curve as a thematic generating element. The Weinrib plan was a fully enclosed oval measuring about 120-by-80 feet (fig. 231). The shape derived from the Weinribs’s desire for year-round swimming. A centrally placed elliptical pool could be reached (literally as well as visually) via sliding glass doors in virtually every room in the house. All the major rooms also opened to the yard. With the pool room’s steel and
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During the postwar years, William Keck took over much of the responsibility for the daily workings of the office, and Fred spent more of his time with public relations. He also took time to lecture at colleges and universities, to attend architectural conferences, and to travel. With fewer daily office responsibilities and greater financial independence Keck and his wife explored the American West at least eleven times and ventured to Europe eight times between 1946 and 1975.22 On their cross-country drives they sometimes stopped to talk with clients, but generally the trips provided rest and visual stimulation.

On his first trip to England, Keck had carried a sketch pad and watercolors to record architectural details, especially of historic structures. He still took watercolors on his postwar journeys, but he now brought a 35-mm camera as well. By the sixties most of his free time was devoted to painting landscapes from nature as well as from slide images. In contrast to the increasingly machined aesthetic of his architecture, Keck's creative activities outside the office were looser and more spontaneous, as shown in his painted watercolor landscapes.23 For client presentations, Keck used his watercolor skills to prepare a rendering of the project (base drawings were the work of an office draftsman, usually Robert Tague.) Whereas these images were by nature very controlled, the watercolors Keck produced for himself tended to be very experimental, ranging from very abstract to very naturalistic images. Using thin washes to thick impasto surfaces, he painted all sorts of sites and locations: the Acropolis, Stonehenge, the Grand Canyon, the Swiss Alps. Keck painted thousands of watercolors—both at home and on his journeys—and exhibits of his work brought him a small income. While the sensibility in these richly colored paintings seems unrelated to his architectural aesthetic, the pleasures of painting gave Keck a valuable and much needed break from the pressure and discipline of the office.
230 Norman Weinrib House, Highland Park, IL, 1961, interior pool with retractable roof
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NOTES


2. From correspondence file, Madame Douselle project 330, Box 5, M73-26, SHSW; Hugh Stubbs had designed a house for the northeast that was published in the February 1944 issue.

3. For example, Jerome Frautschy did most of the written correspondence, but it was Ellen Frautschy and Keck who carried out the weekly communications by phone. In addition to the correspondence there were about eleven on-site inspections during 1966. Interview with Ellen Frautschy, 14 August 1982; 1966 Appointment Book, Box M81-602, SHSW.


6. "Custom House Winner of 1958 Homes for Better Living Awards, Olympia Fields, Illinois," House and Home 14 (July 1958): 104e; project 532; the Levin House also received the National A.I.A. Award for Merit (1958) and the Chicago Chapter of A.I.A. Honor Award (1959).


9. Fred Keck, letter to John J. Crowley, Building Editor of the Muskegon Chronicle; correspondence file, "Herman and Rosalind Grossman," Box 10, M73-26, SHSW.

10. Correspondence file, "Dr. Robert and Ruth Bloom," project 625, Box 15, M73-26, SHSW; "A Raised Cottage for a Lakeside Site," Architectural Record 130 (November 1961): 156–158; the Bloom House was also published in Vitrum (February 1963) and Deutsche Bauzeitung (January 1965).


12. "An Enclosed Court Highlights a New Keck House," Architectural Record 129 (February 1961): 133–136. The Hof Holf House received the Citation Award for Excellence in Architecture from the A.I.A. in April 1961. Correspondence file, "Dr. Robert P. Holf," project 571, Box 20, M73-26, SHSW.

13. Sidney H. Davies and Sons, Contractors, built the Teplinsky House, which received an Honor Award in 1967 from the Chicago Chapter of A.I.A. The Kecks designed the south lawn landscape plantings. Correspondence file, "Dr. Jack and Marilyn Teplinsky," project 666, Box 24, M73-26, SHSW; "A House Planned for Cars As Well As People," Architectural Record 141 (February 1967): 143–146.


15. Keck was in Europe when the subdivision was being built; William Keck superintended the job. Interview with William Keck, 21 July 1983; correspondence file, "Chicago Construction Company—Harold Friedman," Transfile 2, project 466, Box 1 and 2, M73-26, SHSW. "Robert Deutsch," project 506, Transfile 2, Box 2; "Harold A. Katz, project 548, Box 26, M73-26, SHSW; "Seymour Ruck," project 551; "Albert C. Schatz," project 575; "Ira P. Weinstein," project 591; and "Dr. Edward Elsberg," project 690. There is no correspondence file for the last four projects, but the drawings are in the vault, SHSW; Albert Jedlicka, Jr., "A Place in the Sun," Chicago Daily News, 6 September 1952, 5.

16. Taken from "Description of House," [no date], correspondence file, "Dr. Edward Isaacson," Box 10, M73-26, SHSW. Davies and Sons were the general contractors for this project, 638. The house was twenty-eight by eighty-eight feet and used about twenty tons of steel in its construction.


18. William Keck made thumbnail sketches and measurements of Payne’s antique furniture that she wanted to use in individual rooms. Charles Horning, Bethlehem Steel’s Superintendent of Real Estate, served as the Kecks’ on-site inspector, though Fred Keck flew to Pennsylvania for bi-monthly conferences about the construction. In the end Joseph Illick, the general contractor with whom there were many heated arguments, was fired (August 1961) and Horning completed the details of the job. The house itself cost about $225,000 and took about two years to build. (The job specifications were dated 30 January 1959, and Payne moved into the house during December 1961.) This house was the most expensive single-family residence Fred Keck ever designed and built.


19. Correspondence file, "Thomas Florshaim," project 634, Box 18, M73-26, SHSW; Davies and Sons were the contractors.


22. Keck had a near fatal heart attack during the summer of 1963 so that his doctors demanded that he slow down. Painting became a creative release for him. He exhibited at the Renaissance Club, the Chicago Art Institute, and the Arts Club. At his death in 1980, thousands of bundled, wrapped, and tied-together watercolors were given to the SHSW, M74-44, ICON. Robert Tague said that the watercolors were an "emotional release from the discipline of architecture" for Keck. Interview with Robert Tague, 22 July 1983.
The fifties and sixties were a period of new opportunities for the office of George Fred Keck, William Keck, Architects. They continued to design award-winning single-family detached houses, but with the Chicago urban renewal projects they increased their non-residential commissions. The brothers became more involved in the Hyde Park-Kenwood area, designing several Chicago Housing Authority (CHA) projects.

Following the Second World War, Chicago experienced rapid suburban growth. Flight by middle- and upper-income white families from inner-city neighborhoods of grand brick and brownstone houses affected many areas including South Chicago and Hyde Park, where the two Keck brothers and their families lived. Large old houses were sold or subdivided and then rented to an influx of poor who came to Chicago in search of jobs.

Slums formed and in 1949 the federal government Housing Act authorized urban renewal projects to "clean up" those areas most radically affected by changing demographics. This congressional act effectively empowered white city councils to forcibly remove unsightly "blemishes" from the urban fabric. Bulldozers and wrecking balls were sent in. Entire city blocks in South Chicago were leveled and City Hall sold options to realtors and contractors for new apartment complexes to replace the demolished single family housing. Chicago devoted only a fraction of its Congressional funds for urban renewal to low-income housing construction.¹

The Kecks' interest in multi-family housing was initially prompted by the social, political, and economic conditions that had their origins in the Depression and reached critical proportions in the 1950s. But the Kecks' concern was also motivated by a desire to improve, aesthetically as well as physically, Hyde Park, the neighborhood they shared with the University of Chicago campus.

Chicago's urban renewal program actually began in 1947, two years before Congress passed the Housing Act. The University of Chicago in Hyde Park and the Illinois Institute of Technology in South Chicago, both firmly entrenched in slum areas, found themselves on an increasingly confrontational course with their surrounding, primarily African-American, neighborhoods. By the late fifties, the University of Chicago had already begun to erect high fences as protective barriers while simultaneously making use of the Housing Act and Federal Housing Authority (FHA) funds to finance rehabilitation and land clearance in the surrounding area.² After the leveling of much of the northerly slum sections around Kenwood and the 1959 formation of The Woodlawn Organization (TWO), which served the Woodlawn neighborhood south and west of the University, the University of Chicago concentrated on rehabilitation rather than urban renewal rebuilding in the Hyde Park area.

TWO was the first community development corporation formed in the United States. An organization of African-American community groups, TWO fought against City Hall, absentee landlords, and the University of Chicago for neighborhood self-improvement. In the 1960s the organization won the support of the university, the city, and the Illinois Housing Development Authority. TWO upgraded its community services, improved business and shopping centers, and, most importantly, rehabilitated housing for occupation by local Woodlawn residents.³

Lake Meadows, one of the largest early redevelopment projects in South Chicago, was designed in 1955 by Skidmore, Owings and Merrill for the New York Life Insurance Company on land cleared by the
Chicago Land Commission. Lake Meadows was a low-density project of high-rise rental units for middle-income families. Five twelve-story housing slabs were constructed on a ten-acre site with an additional ninety acres dedicated to a shopping center and row housing. The unimaginative apartments, like so many sponsored by the CHA in the area around I.I.T., resembled veterans’ hospitals in their aesthetic sterility. Despite their efficient and practical design, these projects frequently created as many sociological problems as they set out to eradicate.

Not all Chicago urban renewal projects were for the economically disadvantaged, nor were all aesthetically disappointing. In 1949, Fred and William Keck and associate architect Robert Tague, designed Pioneer Cooperative (figs. 232, 233), a large multi-family apartment building, to help reverse the downward trend of their neighborhood. The building, located at 54th and Dorchester, was built on a vacant tax-delinquent plot rather than a site bulldozed by the city for urban renewal.

The venture was started by a like-minded group [principally University professionals], each owner holding shares in proportion to the size of his apartment. Costs were held to a minimum. Although a variety of apartment sizes was required, no particular number was specified, the idea being to keep land cost per unit in line with reasonable rentals in a non-profit set-up. A scheme housing twenty-three families in units ranging from one-bedroom suites to six-room row houses resulted. A typical tenant-owner in a four room apartment made a down payment of $5,470 and paid a $95 fixed monthly charge... which covered amortization, taxes, insurance, maintenance and required reserve. The cooperative nature of the enterprise meant that financing was arranged through both private and public (FHA) funds. The FHA supervised the construction, and certain design changes were required to satisfy federal codes. A variety of apartment types were incorporated into the project, which consisted of two buildings linked in an L-shaped arrangement. One third of the site was devoted to these structures, another third as open green space, and another third for parking. Large east and south windows afforded views...
of a private garden courtyard. The architects incorporated exterior cantilevered balconies on the south facade for access and ventilation. The row houses also opened onto the garden. Both buildings used a combination of concrete frame and red brick bearing wall with poured-in-place concrete slab floors containing a radiant hot-water system. Ceilings were painted exposed concrete. The use of projecting galvanized metal and chain link fences on the balconies and treated common brick gave the apartment complex a sharp, clean image reminiscent of earlier European housing projects. This aesthetic was akin to Keck and Schweikher’s Chicago Housing Project of 1932, as well as Keck’s own University Avenue apartment.

The Keck office had submitted designs for CHA projects in 1949 but the plans were rejected. After Public Housing Authority conferences in Washington and New York in 1950, and with the help of William and Catherine Bauer Wurster, the Keck designs were reconsidered. Elizabeth Wood, urban and public housing authority, author, and Executive Secretary and Operating Head of the CHA from 1937–54, approved Relocation Housing Project 9 in 1950, and Prairie Avenue Courts was the result.

Prairie Avenue Courts (figs. 234, 235) was built south of 26th Street, between Prairie Avenue and South Parkway. Prairie Avenue was a much larger project than the contemporary Pioneer Coop discussed above. It housed about 350 families on seven and one-half acres in a combination of fourteen-, seven-, and two-story buildings. This scheme consisted of one- to four-bedroom units laid out with north-south orientation to take advantage of light and ventilation. Solar angles were studied to control overall lighting quality; the site plan insured the greatest sunlight for parks, playgrounds, and buildings, and left parking lots in the heaviest shadow. The tall apartment blocks faced south to take advantage of passive solar heating. On the south face of the fourteen-story Prairie Avenue building, external corridor-balconies regulated the summer sun, provided access to individual units, and also helped air flow through the apartments. The three seven-story buildings had similar six-foot-wide balconies on the north.

Built for low-income families, economy was a major consideration. The high-rise buildings were constructed
of a thin reinforced concrete cage filled with hollow brick and concrete block while the two-story buildings (fig. 236) were load-bearing wall structures built of brick and block. Red brick, red painted fire escapes, and brightly painted external balconies created a lively geometric pattern.\(^{11}\)

Prairie Avenue Courts attracted diverse family groups and stabilized the neighborhood environment. The 274 high-rise units accommodated smaller families than the sixty-eight two-story units, which had three to five bedrooms. Cheerier than many of the later CHA projects, the massing of the Prairie Avenue complex and its lawns, playgrounds, and balcony-corridors provided a place for neighborly interaction. One of the most successful of the Kecks' urban renewal projects, Prairie Avenue Courts was recognized in 1957 by a Chicago Chapter A.I.A. Merit Award, as was Pioneer Cooperative a year later.

Elizabeth Wood was fired in 1954 for actively trying to racially integrate the Chicago housing projects. To fill the Wood vacancy, the Mayor appointed William B. Kean as Executive Secretary and Colonel C. E. (Buck) Humphrey as assistant in January 1955. Humphrey later became Director of the CHA. William Keck had worked under Humphrey in the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers during the Second World War; he was actively involved in obtaining the Kecks multiple housing projects from the CHA.\(^{12}\)

In 1960 the Kecks designed the nine-story Drexel Square Apartments on Hyde Park Boulevard for low-income elderly people under the auspices of the Chicago Dwellings Association (figs. 237, 238). In 1963 the office worked on the thirteen-story, fifteen-unit CHA Elderly Housing on West Franklin Boulevard and Drake Avenue (figs. 239, 240).\(^{13}\) Neither of these projects were in Hyde Park, but both urban renewal sites were located close to existing green space—Washington Park and Garfield Park. Both projects had fifty-percent lot coverage, a modular design, and a central corridor to access efficiency and one-bedroom units. They were similarly constructed of reinforced concrete blocks with red brick veneered walls. Like most of the CHA construction, the project was financed through funds set aside by the FHA and the Illinois State Housing Authority and obtained under Section 203 of the National Housing Act.\(^{14}\)
The Hyde Park-Kenwood Urban Renewal Project was one of the largest in the United States. Much of the redevelopment was activated by the South East Chicago Commission (SECC) founded in 1952, the Hyde Park-Community Conference formed in 1950, the University of Chicago, and grass-roots citizen groups. Julian H. Levi, a client and neighbor of the Kecks, was Executive Director of the SECC. Under Levi, the group took legal action against slum lords. They pressured insurance companies to cancel policies on problem-ridden buildings and properties with chronic housing violations; worked with police to reduce crime; gained project approval and aid from city agencies; nudged legislators into proposing measures to facilitate repairs, conservation, and clearance; and made federal rehabilitation financing available to homeowners for “do-it-yourself” improvements to existing buildings in renewal areas.

During this same period, Keck was one among many architects and housing specialists from across the nation asked to Washington, D.C. for meetings with Public Housing Authority officials. Mayor Richard Daley appointed Keck to the CHA in 1963, and his brother William was named chairman of the Hyde Park-Kenwood Community Conference Planning Committee, which “proposed specific kinds of projects or overall objectives that were needed in the area.”

The Kecks designed and built two large commissions as part of the Hyde Park-Kenwood redevelopment: the University of Chicago Apartment Building on the corner of Dorchester and 57th (1966–67), and the Amalgamated Clothing Workers project at Harper Square, between Dorchester and Lake Park Avenue and between 48th and 49th (1967–72). The seven-story University of Chicago commission was designed for families but would eventually be put to use as a women’s dormitory (fig. 241). It had a reinforced concrete cage with concrete block in-fill that was faced with rich orange-red brick; a thin, pale cream stringer banded the rectilinear mass every second floor. The building was raised above the street on pilotis to create an exterior ground-floor terrace. On the east and west ends of the block, projecting Anderson casement bay windows with fixed central bays broke the severe silhouette and increased air flow into the corner apartments. All the apartments—four three-bedroom units...
per floor—had cross ventilation because of their corner plans. Mechanical equipment, storage, laundry facilities, and the heating system were located in the basement. To save on hot water costs and reduce the inefficiency of one large unit, the Kecks ganged boilers so that some would turn off when only a reduced load was needed.19

Harper Square was the first project sponsored by the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America outside the New York metropolitan area and the largest single commission ever to come to the Keck office. The scheme included two twenty-five-story apartment blocks of 569 units, five two-story row house buildings with a total of twenty-two units, and a ramp-type parking facility for 475 cars (figs. 242, 243). The project was built on a seven-acre site, which had been designated a high density residential area. It was on the farthest northeast corner of the Hyde Park-Kenwood urban renewal project. Adopting the Prairie Avenue Courts model, the Kecks enclosed the site with the row houses, the parking ramp, and the heavily traveled Lake Park Avenue. By restricting cars to the street edges and to the entrances of the project, the Kecks created a veritable garden court with a sense of internal security created by heavy plantings and earth berms. A large play ground, park, elementary and high school, library, and shopping facilities were close at hand. As a cooperative non-profit concern, rent (in the form of assessments) covered operating costs, maintenance, mortgage interest, reserves for replacements, and taxes.

The interior dimensions of the high-rise units were spacious in comparison to the minimum standards required for public housing. Each of the one- to three-bedroom units had generous living/dining rooms, ample kitchens, and bedrooms big enough to accommodate twin beds. Each block had its own central laundry facility and two separate service cores. Since each of the four elevator and stairway cores was linked to only six dwelling units, the problems of long corridors were eliminated. One of the towers had a large community room while the other block housed a day-care and nursery school facility.20

In contrast to the high-rise blocks, Harper Square’s two-story row houses were standard wood construction with brick or tongue-and-groove siding. All five turned
their backs to the street, and instead faced a fenced garden court; separate fenced service entrances opened onto the street. Each building contained a number of four-bedroom apartments, and their siting allowed larger families quick access to the open garden space. From the tree-lined street these suburban-looking row houses in muted earth tones did not seem a part of the Harper Square complex.

In addition to these large-scale projects, the Kecks had a variety of commissions for many other row houses and duplexes in the Hyde Park-Kenwood area. In 1962, they designed a twelve-unit, two-building row house project on the corner of 48th and Woodlawn for the University of Chicago and Midway Properties Trust (figs. 244, 245). The design vocabulary of this project was consistent with that of the Kecks earlier two-story single-family residential work, for example the Buser and Schramm houses. Each unit had a twenty-by-thirty-foot backyard enclosed by a paling fence. A large lawn area was commonly owned by all tenants. Facades projected or indented and were individualized by flange walls. Off-street parking was provided at the back of the units, adjacent to the shared green space. Individual laundry facilities and heating systems were located in the basements. Each of the three- and four-bedroom, one-and-one-half-bath apartments was sold to an individual family.21

In 1964, the Kecks designed a very closed and efficient four-bedroom duplex for faculty of the University of Illinois on 55th and Dorchester (fig. 246). The university had hired Webb and Knapp Incorporated to redesign a multi-block project into high-rise and row houses on the same site. The duplexes, being a more intimate and private type, stood in contrast to the row houses. The Keck project was surfaced with tan brick and its garage, laundry, storage, and utility area took up the ground floor. The living/dining room, kitchen, study, and half-bath were on the second floor, with bedrooms and bath on the third level.22

A year later, the Kecks used the same basic duplex plan in a grouping of four structures around a shared internal yard. The open space ran between the buildings, which were sited on the 53rd block of University Avenue. Each unit had service yards on the street, and its main rooms opened to a backyard. Parking was located in the rear. Basements contained utility rooms
and storage; in the four-bedroom types, a multi-use room was supplied. Typical units had a first-floor living/dining room and kitchen with an additional half-bath in the four-bedroom type. Unlike the earlier duplex, here the bedrooms with transom windows cantilevered toward the street. Sheathed in gray tongue-and-groove and contrasting purple-black brick, the facades created a plastic and aesthetically inviting composition.23

The Kecks designed at least two other multi-unit projects in Hyde Park based on the modular arrangement developed in their duplexes and row houses.24 However, the majority of their Hyde Park neighborhood commissions entailed remodeling existing residential structures.25 The Kecks designed new entrances; enlarged or improved kitchens, baths, bedrooms, and basements; consulted on questions of building materials, plantings, and furnishings; and generally made themselves available to their neighbors in an effort to improve the aesthetics and social conditions of their environment.26 The office work was in line with a proposal to revitalize old buildings and thereby retain part of the character that set Hyde Park and Kenwood apart from other Chicago "slums."

Urban renewal planning commissions rarely allocated land for private construction, even though single-family detached homes were the most frequent prey of bulldozers and wrecking balls. Toward the end of the
1960s individuals began to have access to property in the Hyde Park-Kenwood project area, and detached houses began to appear amidst the high-rise buildings, row houses, duplexes, and community service buildings. The Kecks designed a number of these private projects: two three-house groupings in the 800 block of 49th Street; a single house for Dr. Maurice Gleason (1952–54); one for Fernando Pineda (1972); and an especially handsome town house for Norman Karlin on South Blackstone (1964). The multi-level Karlin House (figs. 247, 248), set among three-story walk-ups, had purple-black brick facing, white trim, and a mansard copper roof. Its sharp edges, taut surface, and studied details continued the restrained contemporary residential genre used successfully by the Kecks since the 1950s.\(^{28}\) Trees, yards, terraces, and garden plantings were present, as in all Keck projects built for families who wanted to live close to the city center but also yearned for some aspects of suburban life.

The Kecks, especially William, also gave time to the design and construction supervision of a neighborhood community project, the Hyde Park Neighborhood Club (figs. 249, 250).\(^{29}\) Located on the 5400 block of Kenwood, the building had originally been designed as an office and classrooms. A gym and locker room facility were subsequently added to improve the club, which was later expanded again with a library, kitchen, social room, and additional classrooms.

As they remodeled single-family residences and built high-rise and row housing, the Kecks also worked on commercial commissions such as the stores at CHA’s Altgeld Commercial Center (fig. 251), the Hyde Park Shopping Center, the Hyde Park Coop Supermarket (figs. 252, 253), and the Hyde Park Federal Savings and Loan Shopping Center. Additional projects included a movie theater in the Harper Building, the Nachman Candy Store, apartments in the remodeled Harper Crest Hotel, and the Lehnoff Dance Studios.\(^{30}\)

One of the Kecks’ most successful projects in the Hyde Park urban renewal area was a three-story structure for the Chicago Child Care Society Building (figs. 254, 255). The society, founded in 1849 after a cholera epidemic orphaned large numbers of children, provided care for nursery-aged children of working-class parents and also housed a Cook County adoption agency. The reinforced concrete and glass
building was raised off its small site to provide an all-weather playground space. First-floor classrooms opened onto a double ramp connecting to the fenced-in playground below. The concrete floors were covered with vinyl tile, ceramic tile, or terrazzo, and the ceilings with acoustical plaster. Principal child-care rooms faced south.

To temper the stark concrete structure and modulate sunlight the Kecks developed a cantilevered, perforated concrete overhang. The element resembled wooden visors used on earlier residential designs. Keck described the concrete elements:

We continue to be concerned with the functional uses of sunlight and with attempts to equalize its seasonal effects. Here we went one step further, continuing to hold to the functional elements, but making them available also for decorative use.
The aspects and shadows on sunny days constantly changed the patterns of light and shade as the sun ran through its arc each day. [These perforated shades] did away with the heaviness typical of institutional concrete buildings, and introduced a new lightness.\textsuperscript{31}

The structural frame of the building was reinforced concrete; the roof was framed with steel joists and concrete deck; the sashes were aluminum with sheet glass; and the partitions, like the ceilings, were plastered.

Contemporary with the Child Care Society Building were commissions for a medical clinic, an industrial laboratory, and a candy manufacturer’s warehouse. Dr. Robert Reagan of Benton Harbor, Michigan, who had commissioned the Kecks to design a house (1949), asked them to design a small clinic with adjacent off-street parking. The 1955 Reagan Medical Offices (figs. 256, 257) was built of a simple steel frame with precast concrete floors and ceilings and exposed load-bearing concrete block walls. Interior partitions were also exposed block. Both the north and south walls had projecting roof lines, relieving the rectilinear building silhouette.\textsuperscript{32}

For National Clay Pipe Manufacturers in Crystal Lake, Illinois (figs. 258, 259), the Kecks designed a laboratory for experimental research. The program required an open floor area, natural and artificial illumination, ample wall space for laboratory benches and equipment, and extensive conduits for electrical, water, air, and gas service. A clerestory and skylights were included in the stark and simple but flexible and efficient building. Exposed brick cavity walls were laid and bonded with extreme care to illustrate the company’s high-quality materials and workmanship.\textsuperscript{33}

Peerless Confection Company on West Schubert Street, Chicago commissioned Keck to improve their cooking rooms and loading docks and expand their warehouse and factory building. This was a much larger and more involved commission than either the Reagan Medical Offices or the National Clay Laboratory, but its engineered planning was similar to that of these two buildings. Robert Picken of Peerless first retained the Kecks in 1956 to remodel his old factory. As the candy market grew, the Kecks enlarged the building. By 1977, the company was housed in an enormous warehouse with closed surfaces (fig. 260).\textsuperscript{34}
258 National Clay Pipe Manufacturers Laboratory Building, Crystal Lake, IL, 1957
259 National Clay Pipe Laboratory, plan
260 Peerless Candy Factory, Chicago, IL, 1977, factory warehouse
Bauer Wurster was a close professional colleague of Elizabeth Wood.


12. Colonel C. E. Humphrey, a native of Iowa City, joined Skidmore, Owings and Merrill in 1946. He joined the planning and construction department of the CHA (1953), became the Deputy Director (1957), and then the Director (1967–73). From an unmarked newspaper clipping at the Chicago Municipal Reference Library, and interview with William Keck, August 1984.

13. The folders and drawings for both projects, 650 and 681, were unavailable for research; however, on-site inspection in August 1984 reinforced the impression of the rather common nature of these elderly housing units.


15. Correspondence file, "Julian and Marj Lewis," project 675, 1962, Box 5, M76-43, SHSW.


17. Appointment books, Box 1, M81-602, SHSW.


19. Kolbjorn Saether and Associates were the consulting engineers and Nachman-Vragel and Associates were the consulting utilities engineers; Kevin Johnson, "The Natural Thing to Do," Chicago Reader 11 (27 November 1981): 35. All correspondence for this project was with Winston Kennedy of the Community and Real Estate Office, University of Chicago; correspondence file, "University of Chicago Apartment Building," Box 4 and 5, M76-431, SHSW; project 745, large drawings, vault, SHSW.

20. Most of the Harper Square information comes from a Keck public relations statement dated 14 September 1973. Because of a legal suit, all the major folders/files on Harper Square were in the Keck office in Chicago and not open to the public.

21. "Buyers Prefer Four-Bedroom Town Houses," Architectural Record 137 (April 1965): 206–207. The Kecks served as their own construction engineers on this project; project 669, architectural drawings, vault, and correspondence file, "48th and Woodlawn," Box 18 and 19, M73-26, SHSW.

22. The duplex was on the corner of 55th and Dorchester. In the same area were row houses designed by Harry Weese and I. M. Pei, who worked under Webb and Knapp. Correspondence file, "55th and Dorchester," Transfile 1, M73-26, large drawings, project 685, vault, SHSW; on-site inspection, August 1982.

23. Project 716, August 1965, 5217 University Avenue, Chicago; architectural drawings, vault, SHSW; on-site inspection, August 1982.

24. Keck designed two complexes in 1966 for Arthur M. Gordon: a two-building, six-unit complex in the 5400 block of Kenwood, project 729; and a two-unit row house in the 5400 block of Blackstone, project 744. These units were rather luxurious apartments with four bedrooms, two and one-half baths, and bay windows. Architectural drawings, vault, SHSW. In 1951, the Kecks had designed a house for Gordon in Chicago Heights, Illinois, project 405;
William Keck, 9 July and 20 July 1982. Part of William Keck's more active role in the neighborhood is related to his and Stella's adoption of daughter Margaret in 1956. Margaret was Stella's parentless second cousin, whom the Kecks had met on a trip to Scotland.


31. "Concrete for Shade and Pattern,"

Architectural Record 138 (November 1965): 159–160. Marianne Willisch designed the spare interiors. Structural engineers were George Kennedy and Associates, and mechanical engineers were Samuel R. Lewis and Associates.

"Two Kecks," Architectural Review 154 (November 1973): 332-333; project 617, architectural drawings, vault, SHSW; correspondence file, "Chicago Child Care Society," Box 16 and 17, M73-26, SHSW.


34. Peerless Confection Company, projects 559, 692, and 883, architectural drawings, vault, SHSW.
CONCLUSION
GEORGE FRED KECK, 1895–1980

There were no organized architectural coteries in America during the twenties and thirties where modernist notions of utopian universalist aesthetics were espoused. However, there were attempts by a few American architects to replicate the architectural forms and design vocabulary that were then being constructed in Europe. Structures, especially residences, built in America relied heavily on an architectural philosophy that stressed pragmatism and functionalism. For the most part such structures indicated the architect's unresolved struggle between new visual forms and older American practical architectural designs.

Few Americans were actively involved with the same Platonic architectural argument that engaged the Bauhaus. Fred Keck, along with Howard T. Fisher and Andrew N. Rebori in Chicago, arrived at the same architectural statement of modernity as their German counterparts did. Among American architects, it was Fred Keck who consistently designed and built residences that incorporated an International Style machine aesthetic of clean-edged box silhouette, spatially fluid, sparsely furnished interiors, and technological appearance. To this he married Wright's organic aesthetic of carpentry fabricated of natural materials and siting incorporating environmental factors. The Usonian house was Wright's essay on the International Style, but it was Keck's mass-produced and better crafted Green's Ready-Built that made a Usonian-type product available to a wider public.

While European residential architecture was designed as stage sets, theoretical spaces, monuments, and public architecture, American houses were designed for family living and as an expression of Jacksonian individuality. American residential architecture was based less on Platonic theory and tended to be practical, functional, and Aristotelian. However, this is not to say that Keck and other American architects did not design residences that sometimes could not be differentiated from European International Style designs: the Century of Progress Home and Industrial Arts Exhibit, for example, could not deny its theoretical parentage. Still, Keck's architecture, like other midwestern architects' work, was uniquely American, a quality that got in the way of European theorists.

Keck's architecture expressed America's socio-economic changes. It was not based on an immutable classical ideal but rather on American experimentation that would not be bound by a theoretical formula. Keck, like the naturalized Americans Richard Neutra, Rudolf Schindler, Walter Gropius, and Mies van der Rohe, created an American residential architecture whose parentage is both European and American. But unlike the work of his colleagues, Keck's contribution to modern architecture has been ignored.

Throughout his productive career, Fred Keck sought the best solution for planning and construction of specific projects. There was no single style into which his work fell. Instead, individual problems were solved through technology developed and tested by both himself and the construction industry. Using his engineering and architectural training; incorporating a stylistic vocabulary gleaned from an awareness of published and illustrated projects by foreign and domestic architects; relying on a close collaboration with his brother William, associates, and assistants in the office, especially Robert Bruce Tague; and incorporating environmental factors of the individual client's site, Keck designed and built functional and contemporary residences. He avoided any prejudice as to what a project should look like until all the ingredients affecting the project had been collected, studied, and adapted. Technical factors often dictated the style of a structure more frequently than did any aesthetic or architectural style.
During the first twenty years of his career, Keck’s residential designs rather closely followed contemporary European styles when an enlightened client allowed him greater freedom. Simple, crisp-planed, sharp-cornered, white-stuccoed boxes with dark roofs were built in the Indian Hills Estates for Bills’ Realty in Wilmette, Illinois. The Miralago Ballroom, then one of the finest Art Deco designs in America, was built for Bills’ Realty during the same period of North Shore suburban expansion. Keck’s 1933 House of Tomorrow unified his engineering concepts with Le Corbusier’s machine à habiter to produce a steel-caged, glass-walled structure that was the most far-sighted and revolutionary residential design produced in America to that point.

Using the concepts and materials incorporated in the House of Tomorrow and his and Atwood’s 1934 Crystal House, Fred Keck then designed and built a number of Art Moderne-inspired houses. Buildings such as the Cahn and Bruning houses used curves, glass blocks, architect-designed furnishings, white-stuccoed walls, and site orientation to take advantage of passive solar heating. Then, as though the Moderne and its cool, impersonal, machined ingredients held nothing more for him, Keck turned to a vocabulary of natural materials, palette, and textures and designed houses that became an organic part of their sites. These “Wrightian” houses, begun in 1939—the Buchbinder, Rice, and Fagen houses—were more fully thought out, better engineered, more cleanly designed, and better built than any of Wright’s contemporary Usonian houses. Since either Fred or William Keck personally supervised the construction of each of the projects, they had better quality control.

By the end of the thirties Keck’s designs became more thin-edged and more frequently departed from strict rectangularity. The Second World War and a scarcity of construction materials interrupted the building trades, but the war developed new products, processes, and technologies that Keck incorporated in his postwar buildings. During the war, Keck designed and developed a concept taken from the thirties—the prefabricated house. Each unit was standardized and gridded so that a buyer, starting with a floor plan from among many options, could easily expand the house using in-stock parts. By 1946, when his brother joined him as a partner, the office of George Fred Keck, William Keck, Architects, had become known for its solar architecture—houses that incorporated large double glazed south walls, radiant heating floors, overhanging eaves, fixed wood or adjustable aluminum ventilating louvers, flat roofs with evaporating water, and interior spaces engineered for maximum efficiency and practicality. Keck was a pioneer in solar residential architecture, not because he discovered some new or revolutionary thermal principle, but because he synthesized old ideas with new materials, better construction processes, and clean, sharp-edged designs to evolve a more livable house.

During the fifties and sixties the function of the Keck-designed house began to mirror the changed social conditions of America. Except for a few large expensive projects (the Blair, Payne, and Hirsch houses), maid’s rooms and separate formal dining rooms disappeared. A combined living/dining room, a recreation or children’s activity room, and patio terraces became the rule. More emphasis was placed on healthy outdoor living and activities in which the whole family would participate. In regard to the daily development of the design and supervision of the construction of the house, more and more of the correspondence was written by the woman of the household, and the children were personally consulted as to their wants and needs.

Keck no longer designed compromise projects of “traditional” form. The houses were compositions dictated by forms and methods of contemporary state-of-the-art construction and by the conveniences required by an enlightened client. Keck’s sensitivity was aesthetically different from that of his former assistants and colleagues: Paul Schweikher, Ralph Rapson, Bertrand Goldberg, and Stanley Tigerman. Only Neutra, Raphael Soriano, and Craig Ellwood consistently used similar design aesthetics. Steel frame was exploited in their houses but was handled in a more machined, cold, and impersonal manner than Keck’s work, as in his 1954 Walter Grey House.

Keck designed houses whose inception was based on the premise that modernity was possible through the studied application of progressive technology. The Grey, Blair, and Payne houses, however, were almost too monumentally European. Their large-scale spaces
were spare, pristine, and coolly impersonal as they incorporated visually simple and uncomplicated surfaces. But for finer and more intimately livable designs were built for the Levins and the Blooms. The same International Style design vocabulary of a reserved neutral palette applied to cell-like spatially fluid boxes was used, but they were more personal and private in scale.

Fred Keck's observations were always fresh and original. He was always observing the world around him with a fresh eye, noting how people lived, seeing how natural forces operated, thinking of architectural solutions to people's problems, and conjuring harmonious combinations of materials in elegant proportion, balance, and scale. [He said of his residential architecture that] if they performed their functions well and if they pleased the senses, [then they] may be read as good works of art. As works of art, they can be whatever a good book can be—intelligent, readable, serious, biographical, gay, witty, tragic—what you will. They can be what a human being can be and can enter into his moods. The practicing architect, when he produces his works, contributes to them the artistic substance of which he is capable.¹

As one client wrote of her residence, "It is not just a house, it is a new way of living. Our souls are still expanding to encompass it all."²

George Fred Keck poured his artistic substance, his concern for honesty in design, and his professional pride and respect for his own conception of what good architecture should be into his residences, thus leaving a rich legacy of his personality in those creations. It is for these homes that Fred Keck should be admired, set apart, and reevaluated as one of twentieth-century America's best residential architects.

NOTES

1. Rev. Max Gaebler, eulogy at George Fred Keck's memorial service, Chicago Arts Club, 2 December 1980.
AWARDS AND HONORS


Coop Housing Project, Chicago, IL (1949-51, project 406). Chicago A.I.A. Citation of Merit, 1958.

Chicago Housing Authority Prairie Avenue Courts, Chicago, IL (1950-51, project 410). Chicago A.I.A. Citation of Merit, 1957.

Sigmund Kunstdner House, Highland Park, IL (1951, project 448). Chicago A.I.A. Honor Award, 1953;

National A.I.A. Award of Merit, 1955.


Dr. Robert P. Hof House, Kenilworth, IL (1957-58, project 571). Chicago A.I.A. Citation of Merit for Excellence in Architecture, 1961.


Norman Karlin House, Chicago, IL (1964-65, project 698) Architectural Record Award, Excellence for House Design, 1967; Chicago A.I.A. Citation of Merit, 1967.


Lawrence College, Appleton, WI, awarded George Fred Keck an Honorary Doctorate, 1950.

Outstanding Contribution to Houses for Better Living, A.I.A. with Life and House and Home, Honor Award and Award of Merit, 1958.


Lowrence College, Appleton, WI, awarded George Fred Keck an Honorary Doctorate, 1950.
CLIENT LIST

Project numbers as assigned by the Keck office.

112 Hans Goebel, Thomas Avenue, Watertown, WI, 1926
113 Harry A. Smith, Wilmette, IL, 1926
114 Whitmore
115 Quinn, Chicago, IL
116 R. R. Canterbury, Highland Park, IL, 1926
117 John Wyllie, Vernon, Glencoe, IL, 1926
118 Canterbury
119 Aitken, Deerfield, IL, 1926
120 S. P. Bradley, Watertown, WI, 1927
121 Cruger Apartment Building, Virginia Avenue, Elmhurst, IL, 1926-27
122 Newton B. Lauren, #16, Flossmoor, IL, 1927
123 Newton B. Lauren, #42, Flossmoor, IL, 1927
124 J. Allan Lauren, #34, Flossmoor, IL, 1927
125 Jennings, Flossmoor, IL, 1927
126 Seggebruch, Chicago Heights, IL, 1927
127 Bills Realty Co., Wilmette, IL, 1927
128 Bills Realty Co. #2, Wilmette, IL, 1927
129 Gaines, Wilmette, IL, 1928
130 M. O. Hopkins, Beasley Court, Deerfield, IL, 1928
131 Brown, 1928
132 Roy C. Tomes, Downers Grove, IL, 1928
133 Bradford Gill, 1928
134 F. W. Bills, Wilmette, IL, 1928
135 B. J. Denman
136 J. W. Pearson, Wilmette, IL, 1928
137 Roy F. Best, Wilmette, IL, 1928
138 J. R. Rieder, Wilmette, IL, 1929
139 E. P. McLean Holland, MI, 1929
140 H. E. Steel #1, Indian Hills, Wilmette, IL, 1929
141 Devine-Mueller Apartment, Eggleston Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1929
142 Willis Jackson, Chicago, IL, 1929
143 Reiner, Wilmette, IL, 1929
144 Evans, Indian Hills, Wilmette, IL, 1929
145 Mirologo Ballroom and Shops, No-Man's-Land, Wilmette, IL, 1929
146 Eisenbrand, Wilmette, IL, 1929
147 H. E. Steel #2, Indian Hills, Wilmette, IL, 1929
148 J. H. Prentice, Indian Hills, Wilmette, IL, 1929
149 M. A. Follansbee, Wilmette, IL, 1929
150 B. F. Bills, Wilmette, IL, 1929
151 W. W. Holmes, Wilmette, IL, 1929
152 J. C. Tucker, Center Avenue, Wilmette, IL, 1929
153 Leighton-Stech, Wilmette, IL, 1929
154 Dr. E. E. Graham, Indian Hills, Wilmette, IL, 1929
155 Henke-Jackson
156 C. E. Holsworth, Indian Hills, Wilmette, IL, 1920
157 Carlson Brothers, Big Bear Lake, Polk Co., WI, 1930
158 Weinstock, Kenilworth, IL, 1930
159 S. B. Williams, Indian Hills, Wilmette, IL, 1930
160 E. L. Perkins, Wilmette, IL, 1930
161 Pat Keating, Wilmette, IL, 1930
162 Ralph W. Wagoner, Indian Hills, Wilmette, IL, 1930
163 Frank Warren, Romona Road, Wilmette, IL, 1930
164 Arthur Stanten, Wilmette, IL, 1930
165 L. Byron Nash, Wilmette, IL, 1931
166 Fred W. Jameson, Indian Hills, Wilmette, IL, 1931
167 W. W. Ross, Blackhawk Road, Wilmette, IL, 1931
168 Otto A. Schultz, Wilmette, IL, 1931
169 Ladies' Home Journal, Summer Home, 1931
170 Jefferson County Court House, Jefferson, WI, 1932
171 John W. Keck, E. Water Street, Watertown, WI, 1932
172 G. H. Hafemeister Store and Office Building, N. Third Street, Watertown, WI, 1932
173 J. D. Peterson, Cherokee Road, Wilmette, IL, 1932
174 Standard Oil Company of Indiana: Exhibition, Travel, Transport Dome, A Century of Progress, 1933
175 House of Tomorrow, A Century of Progress, 1933
176 Restaurant for Hazel M. Thorud, A Century of Progress, 1933
177 Bradford-Exhibition, A Century of Progress, 1933
178 Dr. Albert B. Leight, Spring Street, Kaukauna, WI, 1933
179 James D. Peterson, Cherokee Road, Wilmette, IL, 1933
180 Saginaw Hotel (remodel), Saginaw, MI, 1933
181 Isobel Bates, Barrington, IL, 1933-34
182 Mrs. Bert M. Thorud, Fish Bar and Restaurant, A Century of Progress, 1934
183 Crystal House, A Century of Progress, 1934
184 Federal Service, Model Farm House, A Century of Progress, 1934 (not built)
185 Jefferson Theatre, Jonesville, WI, 1934
186 E. L. Wilde, Elizabeth Street, Watertown, WI, 1935
187 Wallace Buffmire, Collax and Lawndale, Evanston, IL, 1935
188 Wisconsin National Bank, Watertown, WI, 1935
189 Albert E. Chapman, Phoenix, AZ, 1935
190 J. W. Garretson, Kenilworth, IL, 1935
191 Morris A. Mueller, S. Pleasant Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1935
192 Beryl R. McPhail, Oakley Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1935
193 Aragon Hotel Restaurant, S. Cornell Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1935
194 Joseph Kaszab, Jr., Locust Road, Wilmette, IL, 1935
195 Herbert Buning, Blackhawk Road, Wilmette, IL, 1935-36
196 William B. Morse, Blackhawk Road, Wilmette, IL, 1935
197 Grace Stafford and Margaret Southwick, Lake Michigan, Northport, MI, 1935-36
198 Arthur F. Trekkloch, Shorewood, Madison, WI, 1936
199 H. MacNair [remodel], S. Woodlawn Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1936
200 A. G. Crandal, Griffith, IN, 1936
201 Perry Construction Co., N. Keller House, Chicago, IL, 1936
202 Olsen, Palos Park, Chicago, IL, 1936
203 Frank Murphy, 50 Irving Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1936
204 R. F. Overmyer, Hoyne Avenue and 100th Street, Chicago, IL, 1936-37
205 Nelson Reck, Ogden Dunes, IN, 1936
206 William H. Fricke, Cose Street, Whiterwater, WI, 1936-37
207 J. W. Hanrahan, Chicago, IL, 1937
208 Harvey Robinson [remodel], Lawrence Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1936
209 William V. Morgenstern, Ogden Dunes, IN, 1936
210 Edward W. Morehouse, Ely Place, Madison, WI, 1936-37
211 Riverview Park, Chicago, IL, 1936
212 Morris A. Mueller, Chicago, IL, 1936
213 Bertram J. Cohn, 270 S. Western Avenue, Lake Forest, IL, 1936-37
214 Joseph Senedge, Hoyne Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1936
215 James Kasdon, Hawthorne Avenue, Louisville, KY, 1936
216 Keck, Gottschalk, Keck Apartment, 5551 University Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1937; addition, 1947, 1951, 1952, 1956
217 Nelson Reck, Ogden Dunes, IN, 1937
218 Nelson Reck, Ogden Dunes, IN, 1937
219 same as above
220 Mrs. L. B. Nash, Oaku, Honolulu, 1937
221 Willard Bellack, Forest Avenue at
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381 Howard A. DeMeyer, Indiana Avenue, LaPorte, IN, 1948
383 Bernard W. Roos, Hinsdale, IL, 1948
384 Wilson Housing Co., Triggle Solar House, N. Boyd Way, Fox Point, WI, 1948
385 Dr. C. E. Cameron Dental Office, N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 1948
386 Fred Jensen, Newman Road, Racine, WI, 1948
387 Abel E. Fagen, W. Devonshire Lane, Lake Forest, IL, 1948
388 E. H. Ronsberg (remodel), Crystal Lake, IL, 1948
389 C. M. Hucks, Hinsdale, IL, 1948
390 Jack Glogman, Muscoda, WI, 1948
391 Dr. Robert E. Reagan, Windsor Road, Benton Harbor, MI, 1949; additions, 1959
392 Donald Hayworth, Harrison Road, E. Lansing, MI, 1949
393 Sidney Dry (remodel), S. Bennett Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1949
394 Ezra Levin, Elmwood at University, Champaign, IL, 1949
395 Hibert Green, Goodnow Road, Beecher, IL, 1949
396 Martin E. Wells (remodel), Pine Wood Inn, Grand Beach, MI, 1949
397 Fred C. Yerges, Waterloo, WI, 1949
398 Rafael Katz, Stewart Road, Kenwood, OH, 1949
399 Robert F. Wright, Palos Hills, IL, 1949–50
400 Ed Whittenham, Northville, MI, 1949
401 Drs. Sam Needelman and Johanna Neuman, Beverly Shores, IN, 1949
402 E. W. Green, Roscoe, IL, 1949
403 Lloyd Rondall, Stegnear Bay, WI, 1949
404 S. R. Garber, Catapola Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1949–50
405 M. Gross, Gary, IN, 1949–50
406 Coop Housing Project, 5400 Dorchester, Chicago, IL, 1949–51
407 Avery O. Craven, Dunne Acres, IN, 1949
408 Dr. E. E. Graham, Colorado Springs, CO, 1949
409 A. O. Berger, Glencoe, IL, 1949–50
410 Prairie Avenue Courts, Chicago, 1950
411 William E. Neuman, Yorkshire Drive, Du Page County, IL, 1950–51
412 Elmer Kneip, Lake Geneva, WI, 1949
413 Hollis Baker, additions to the L. B. Nash House [231], Northport, MI, 1949
414 L. J. Oosterhuis, Zeitz at Midland Avenue, Mayville, WI, 1949
415 Dr. Maurice Rice, additions to #263, Stevens Point, WI, 1949
416 M. F. Crowley, Lopas Street, Menasha, WI, 1949
417 Solar House Promotion—Frame Construction, Hugh Duncan House, 1949
418 Solar House Promotion—Brick and Frame Construction, Hugh Duncan House, 1949
419 Leonard Fieroh, 69th Avenue, Palos Heights, IL, 1951
420 Arnold Gilbert, Sylvan Court, Homewood, IL, 1950–53
421 Arthur Caplin, Highland Park, IL, 1950–52
422 C. Collier (apartments remodel), Kimball Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1950
423 Hyde Park Neighborhood Club, Kenwood and 55th, Chicago, IL, 1950, additions, 1956, 1958
424 additions and remodeling, 1965
425 J. J. Breslin, Wauau, WI, 1950
426 John Frey, Dune Acres, IN, 1950
427 Lawrence Grubman, Estes Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1950
428 Solar House with Three Bedrooms, 1950
429 John Breslin Restaurant, Wauau, WI, 1950
430 Robert Crockof, Hunter Road, Glenview, IL, 1950
431 Norman Glickman, Sylvan Court, Homewood, IL, 1950
432 Joseph Frumkin, W. 185th Avenue, Lowell, IN, 1950; additions, 1960
433 Robert F. Picken (remodel), E. 56th Street, Chicago, IL, 1950
434 Gerald Gidwitz (remodel), Lemony and Woodbine Avenue, Highland Park, IL, 1950
435 Alvin C. Gottlieb, Oak Park, IL, 1950
436 Coop-Apartment, 5520 Woodlawn Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1950
437 H. E. Anderson, Bensenville, IL, 1950–51
438 Russell Stamm, Theater Road, River Forest, IL, 1950–51
439 Jack Telandar, Hinsdale, IL, 1950
440 Leander J. McCormick, Lake Forest, IL, 1950
441 Daniel J. Boorstin, Cambridge Avenue, Flossmoor, IL, 1950
442 Marshal Goldman, S. Evanston Avenue, Aurora, IL, 1951
443 John S. Dempsey, Flossmoor, IL, 1951
444 Richard Schaub, Whiting, IN, 1950
446 Lorraine Creel, Palos Park, IL, 1951; alterations 1961
447 Multiple Dwelling for Edward Creagh, 1951–52
448 Sigmund Kunstadt, 1436 Waverly Road, Highland Park, IL, 1951
449 International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (remodel), W. Madison Street, Chicago, IL, 1951–52
450 Art Gordon, Country Club Road, Chicago Heights, IL, 1951–52; alterations 1954
451 Jack Oliver, Sherbrooke, Quebec, 1951
452 Glenn Smith, Palos Oaks, IL, 1951–52
453 George H. Watkins, Cambridge Avenue, Flossmoor, IL, 1951–52
454 Cassius Winkelman, Wauau, WI, 1951
455 Small House Project, 1951
456 Club House for American Legion Post 91, Oconomowoc, WI, 1951–52
457 Solomon Sachs, Lapier Street, Glencoe, IL, 1951–52; additions 1953, 1965
458 Joseph Taylor, Tottman Road, Birmingham, MI, 1952
459 Dr. J. W. Stracke, 1951
460 Don MeNiell, Hedy Road, Dunlap, IL, 1951–52
461 Frederick Weiss, Holbrook Road, Flossmoor, IL, 1951
462 Charles C. Doe, Flossmoor, IL, 1951
463 L. A. Sulzenfuss, Lombard, IL, 1951–52
464 Bryan Drachman, 9 Thomwood Drive, Flossmoor, IL, 1952
465 Dr. Maurice Gleason, S. Ellis Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1952–54; new road, 1957
466 Harold Friedman—Chicago Construction Co., five different house plans for Forest Crest Subdivision, Glencoe, IL, 1951
467 Hy Hammer (remodel), Nasca, IL, 1952–53
468 Linstead, 1952
469 Wayne H. Scheppelie, Ridgewood Avenue, Bensenville, IL, 1952–53
470 Atkinson—State Park Project, 1952
471 Dr. Clarence Shaw, Rivermont Road, Chattanooga, TN, 1952
Parking lot, Chicago, IL, 1954
Edward Krause Store Building, Muskegon, MI, 1954-55
Richard A. Teninga, Olympia Woods, IL, 1954
Robert D. Deutsch (remodel), Carol Lane, Glencoe, IL, 1957
Art Boeder, Olympia Fields, IL, 1959
Grant C. Keck, Mill Neck, NY, 1954-55
Gerald Eble, Terre Haute, IN, 1954
Theodore Stone (remodel), S. Woodlawn Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1954
Reba Banks (remodel), North Muskegon, MI, 1954
Lawrence Hill, Ashbualbu, OH, 1954-55
Carl Levin, Plain Center Road, North Canton, Ohio, 1955-57, 1958, 1964, 1968
Walter Gray, 7 Graymoor Lane, Olympia Fields, IL, 1954; new roof, 1963-64
Louis Corbetta, Winnetka, IL, 1954
Mayflower Hotel (remodel), 1954
Milton Rusteen, Wilmette, IL, 1954-55
Zisook Row Houses, 83rd Street, Chicago, IL, 1954
8519 85th Street Apartments, Chicago, IL, 1957
Zisook Row Houses, 49th Street, Chicago, IL, 1954
Dr. Robert Reagan Medical Offices, Benton Harbor, MI, 1955
Federal Housing Authority #335, S. Shore Drive Apartment Building, Chicago, IL, 1955
Perry Construction Co., type “A”, “B”, and “C” house plans and plot plan, Olympia Fields, IL, 1955
Perry Construction Co., type “AA”, “BB”, “CC”, and “DD” house plans and plot plan, 1955
George Newman, Flossmoor, IL, 1955
Walter Placko, Dune Acres, IN, 1955-56
Paul Wainger, Dean Avenue, Highland Park, IL, 1955
George Shoshaphor (remodel), S. Drexel, Chicago, IL, 1955
Ben Marcus, Bear Lake, N. Muskegon, MI, 1955-59
Dwight Foster Museum, Fort Atkinson, WI, 1955
Koehneman, 1955
Harold E. Levin, Graymoor Lane, Olympia Fields, IL, 1955
Henry Kozmiczek, S. Coles Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1955
David Minsk, 1955
Robert Misch, Maple Avenue,
Highland Park, IL, 1955-57; addition 1965
Zisook Six-Room House, E. 83rd Street, Chicago, IL, 1955
Zisook Six-Room House, 1955
same as above
Air Cavity Chimney For Clay Pipe Industry Research, 1955
John Schroeder, Park Avenue, Cumberland MI, 1955
David Upton, Street Joseph, MI, 1955-56
Gelden White, Lake Forest, IL, 1956
Thomas E. Hogan, Olympia Woods, IL, 1956
Charles L. Heater (remodel), Flossmoor, IL, 1956
Leonard Gilbert, Oak Street, Winnetka, IL, 1955-56
John Galvin Ohio Steel Foundry, 1955
Dr. James Skinner, Ridgeway Street, Joseph, MI, 1956, 1958, 1960
Harold Katz, Terrace Court, Glencoe, IL, 1956
D. E. Daggitt, Ridgeway Street, Joseph, MI, 1956
Hagemann, Olympia Fields, IL, 1956
Seymour Rock (addition), Carol Lane, Glencoe, IL, 1956
William Sipp, Route 53, Itasca, IL, 1956
Anonymous House Plan, Olympia Woods, IL, 1956
Raymond Zuchowski, E. 83rd Street, Chicago, IL, 1956
Six Room House, Yates Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1956
same as above
Business Building, W. Madison Street, Chicago, IL, 1956; remodel, 1956
Lewis Weinberg (remodel), Elder Lane, Winnetka, IL, 1956
Peerless Confection Co. (alterations), W. Schubert Street, Chicago, IL, 1956-57
A. J. Boral, alterations to J. T. Kelley House #358, Brinker Road, Barrington, IL, 1956
William Pflender, Freeport, IL, 1956, 1960
New Market Hotel (remodel), Blue Island Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1956
William Morse, 1956
Robert Picken (addition), E. 56th Street, Chicago, IL, 1956
Sam Basofin, N. Keating, Lincoln Wood, IL, 1957
John Rivenburgh (remodel), Highland Park, IL, 1956
Troy Knowles, Highland Park, IL, 1957
Edward R. Fink, Glencoe, IL, 1956
Laboratory Building for National Clay Pipe Manufacturers, Terra Cotta Avenue, Crystal Lake, IL, 1957-58
Coop Housing, Hyde Park, IL, 1956
Dr. Robert P. Holt, Sheridan Road, Kenilworth, IL, 1957-58
John S. Patton, Deep Creek Lake, MD, 1957-58
Donald Buser, Elmhurst Lane, Riverdale, IA, 1957
Western Red Cedar Lumber Assoc., Modern Living Home, 1957
Albert Schatz (addition), Terrance Court, Glencoe, IL, 1957
Coop Apartments (remodel), 5711 Blackstone Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1957
Perry Graves, Robinson, IL, 1957
Lewis Krafft (remodel), Irving Park Road, Elgin, IL, 1957
Ernest Allen, Sawyer, MI, 1957
Office Building for Clay Products Association, NW Highway and Route 14, Barrington, IL, 1957
Channing Lushbaugh (remodel), Kimbark Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1957
House for Meadow Lane Homes, Dolton, IL, 1957
Robinson Clay Products Company, Supervision Office/warehouse, Lehigh Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1957
William Keck Summer House, 1957
Keck Realty House (remodel), 2nd Street, Watertown, WI, 1957
George Watkins (remodel), S. Woodlawn Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1957
House for Roberts Construction Company, Flossmoor, IL, 1958
Villa Park Trust and Savings (remodel), 1957
I. M. Klotz, Farmhouse, MA, 1957-58
Ward Holstead, 1957
Irving Weinsteine (alterations), Forest Crest Subdivision, Glencoe, IL, 1958
Houses for Dorchester Homes, Meadowland Subdivision, Dolton, IL, 1958
same
Don Smith, Crawford Avenue, Markham, IL, 1958
Johnson, Manning & Sons House, 1957
Armen Avedesian, Taft Road, Hinsdale, IL, 1958-59
City of Chicago Board of Education (remodel of C. H. Harrison Technical High School), Board of Education, W. 24th Boulevard, Chicago, IL, 1972

City of Chicago, Board of Education (remodeling of Charles G. Hammond Elementary School), W. 21st Place, Chicago, IL, 1972

Housing for the Elderly (Jack Weinberg), Drake and Franklin, Chicago, IL, 1972

Elmhurst National Bank, Elmhurst, IL, 1972

Dr. W. P. Henderson, Route 9, Bloomington, IL, 1972

Heitman Investment Company, Central, Evanston, IL, 1973

Dr. J. C. Daniels, Blackstone Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1973

Norman McLean, 1973

Mrs. Frank Untermeyer (remodel), Sanders Road, Riverwoods, IL, 1973

David M. Smith (remodel), E. 56th Street, Chicago, IL, 1973

Row Houses, E. 56th Street, Chicago, IL, 1973

Jon N. Will, S. University Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1973

Dr. Robert A. Wolf, Oak Park Drive, Munster, IN, 1973

James Matthews & Co. (factory remodeling), N. Kimball Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1973

Abel E. Fagen (remodeling of Fagen House, project 387), 1655 W. Devonshire Lane, Lake Forest, IL, 1974

Robert Mason (remodel), Route 1, Soldiers Grove, MI, 1974


Windermere Hotel (remodel), E. 56th Street, Chicago, IL, 1974

Austin Congregational Baptist Church, Child Care Center, W. Ohio Street, Chicago, IL, 1974

Leon M. Des Pres and Richard Posner (re-roofing), E. 56th Street, Chicago, IL, 1975

Leon M. Des Pres (remodel), E. 56th Street, Chicago, IL, 1975

Wick, Warner, Eicketts, Dam, Byyny (roofing), S. Kenwood Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1975

Dr. Andrew J. Griffin, Lake Front Drive, Beverly Shores, IN, 1975

Dr. Chulsoon Kim, Hogan Hill Road, Elgin, IL, 1975

Grant Garrett (remodeling of Carstairs House, project 29), Spruce Avenue, Highland Park, IL, 1975

Unknown Project

Blackhawk Steel Company Offices (remodel), W. 31st Street, Chicago, IL, 1975

Herbert L. Anderson (remodel), S. Kimball Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1975

A. W. H. Atkins (remodel), S. University Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1975

John Muin, W. Marion Road, Arlington Heights, IL, 1975

Dr. Andrew J. Griffin, La Porte County, IN, 1976

David L. O'Leary (remodel) Cornell Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1976

M. C. Krueger and D. A. Rowley, 53rd and University, Chicago, 1976

Dr. Elliott D. Kieff (remodel), S. Kimball, Chicago, IL, 1976

Edward Blair, Jr., E. Elm Street, Chicago, IL, 1976

Hugh M. Machtell, Ellis Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1976

Applegate, Leasing Co., N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1976

Dr. Robert Smith (additions to Greven House, project 276), 1628 Sylvan Court, Flossmoor, IL, 1976

Carl H. Lavin (remodeling of Lavin House, project 513), Plain Center Road, N. Canton, OH, 1977

Arthur Salm (remodeling of Drachman House, project 464), 9 Thornwood Drive, Flossmoor, IL, 1977

Dr. Vikstrom (remodel), E. Woodlawn Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1977

Jack Talandor, Lake Bluff, IL, 1977

Row Houses, Kenwood and Ridgewood Court, Chicago, IL, 1977

Fox River Grove Library (remodel), Lincoln Avenue, Fox River Grove, IL, 1977

Karen Wulisch (remodel), S. Hyde Park Boulevard, Chicago, IL, 1977

Robert F. Pickens (remodeling to Pickens House, project 433), E. 56th Street, Chicago, IL, 1977

Peerless Confection Company (additions), W. Schubert Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1977

Thomas L. Ruth (additions to Ruth House, project 606), Drake Road, Barrington, IL, 1977

Bays English Muffin Corporation Factory (remodel), W. Jackson, Chicago, IL, 1977

Dr. J. Jaspion (remodel), Ridgewood Court, Chicago, IL, 1977

Barrington High School (remodel), W. Main, Barrington, IL, 1977

Unknown Project

Stuart A. Solin (additions to Gordon Apartment, project 761), between 48th and 49th streets, between Ellis and Greenwood avenues, Chicago, IL, 1977

Robert P. Snell (additions to Goldman House, project 442), S. Evanslawn Avenue, Aurora, IL, 1977

Foley Tire Company, W. Archer Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1977

John P. England, Udana, IL, 1977

Leonard Newberger (additions to Koenig House, project 646), Blackhorse Road, Deerfield, IL, 1977

Dr. Robert A. Wolf Office, Merrillville, IN, 1977

Dr. A. J. Griffin (remodeling of Griffin House, project 867), La Porte County, IN, 1978

Newell E. Stalbaum, Laurel Lane, Valparaiso, IN, 1978

Timothy and Mary Matthews (remodeling of Fullham House, project 293), E. Morningside Drive, Lake Forest, IL, 1978

Warner A. Wick (remodel), Kenwood Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1978

Betty Ticas, W. Cuyler, Chicago, IL, 1978

Frank Goldschmidt, E. 57th Street, Chicago, IL, 1978

B.L.U.E. Condominiums, N. Wayne Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1978

James Dennis C. Adamczyk, Arville Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1978

Vera Papovich, W. 131st Street, Palos Park, IL, 1978

Marvin Lipson (remodel), S. Inglewood Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1978

Dr. Walter L. Palmer (remodel), E. 58th Street, Chicago, IL, 1978

Leo Shapiro (remodel), Bluff, Glencoe, IL, 1978

Zion R. Scott, Front Street, Beverly Shores, IN, 1978

Minna Duncan, Route 2, Cobden, IL, 1978

Dave Schneider, N. Kildare, Chicago, IL, 1978

Integra Solvay House, La Porte County, IN, 1978

Integra Solvay House 2-B, La Porte County, IN, 1978

Plywood Competition, 1979

Lou Oates (addition), E. Northpath, Wheaton, IL, 1979

Speculative Solar House 3-B, La Porte County, IN, 1979

Barry Karl (remodel), S. Kimbark Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1979

James W. Nesbitt (remodel), Drury Lane, Barrington, IL, 1979

Ben Marcus (additions), Scenic Drive, Whitehall, MI, 1979

Dr. Elsa L. Johnson, S. Woodlawn, Chicago, IL, 1979

Dr. Gerald Sapp, June Terrace, Barrington, IL, 1979

THE FOLLOWING PROJECTS WERE ASSIGNED NO PROJECT NUMBER

R. J. Kreuser, Prairie View, IL, 1939

Shellmar Products Company Factory Building, Mt. Vernon, OH, 1942

Defense Housing Project, Rockford, IL, 1942 (Elgin, Lom, Schweikher, Keck)

James D. Serrin (additions), Calamazo, MI, 1946

Hedrick Construction Co., Early Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1946

Dale Sheehan, Kenwood Avenue, Chicago, IL, 1947

J. W. Maussland (remodel), Kimbark, Chicago, IL, 1948

Richard Ericson, Park Ridge, IL, 1949

J. W. Keck (remodel of Keck Furniture Company), Watertown, WI, 1952

Samuel Orr (remodel), 1952

Olympia Fields Survey, 1953

Chicago Construction Company—"Look Thru Wall"

John Simpson Apartment Floor Plans

Norman Swanson, Hinsdale, IL

Wheaton College—Competition for an Art Center, Bartonig, IL, 1979
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